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Theoretical Frame Work in the Context of Balance of Power and
Regional Security Paradigms
2.1 Introduction
South Asia holds immense importance in security paradigm owing to its volatility.
South Asia is vital and important region in terms of its geo-political and geo-strategic
uniqueness on the globe. India and Pakistan are two nuclear states in this region having
conflicting and rocky relationship. The conventional disparity is endeavored to be reduced by
attaining nuclear capability. This bilateral engagement between two states, which has always
been at odds, determines the course of regional politics and security largely. These nuclear
states share common borders with each other. This security complex becomes more intricate
by presence of two great powers i.e. China and Russia. The interests of both these powers are
linked to this region in competition for balance of power. So security is inevitable in this
nuclear armed regional belt. Any misapprehension between the nuclear states can lead to a
nuclear conflict in the region.
The balance of power is inevitable for the regional security of South Asia along with
the international peace and security. Balance of Power between the nuclear neighbors may
create a milieu of mutual dissuasion. The cold war between two super powers then, did not
convert in to a direct war due to this power balance. Balance of power of this region is
problematic and uneven. It is evident that if this region experienced any upset in terms of
balance of power, there would have been a war between Pakistan and India. The China‘s role
is very significant in keeping the balance of power in the South Asia. China is an important
stake holder in the region and has the direct effect on it if the region experienced any crisis.
Hence the role is more wide-ranging in this Regional Security Complex and in maintaining
the Balance of power in the region. China‘s engagement with Pakistan over decades is
evident of its realistic foreign policy approach in catering to its strategic requirements.

2.2 Regional Security Frame Work Order
Lake and Morgan defined Regional Security Complex (RSC) where the states are
affected by security externalities persistently. In this type of Regional Security Complex, the
security of the states are so intersected that the security action of any state and considerable
security developments inside any state have a prime impact on the other states of the region
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(Lake, 2009). The term security externalities mean the outlays and paybacks that are not only
accumulating in the state but also jeopardize the security of bordering states (Jervis, 1967).
The compactness and density of the Regional Security Complex can be appraised and
marked on the basis of number of security externalities and variations in enormousness
(Lake, 1997).
The concept and prerequisites of regional security fluctuates from region to region
and is dependent upon the grade of engagement and security organizations‘ measures among
the stake holders (Morgan, 2009). These provisions are termed regional order and dependent
on the various factors:
(a) Predilection of super powers
(b) Power distribution among the states in the region
(c) Entrenchment of the states of the region with the world
(d) Number of stake holders involved and their topographies and geographies
(e) Extent of competition among the actors
These all factors govern the regional framework order in any precise region and
figure the regional security complex of the region. On the other hand, the conception of
hegemonic trait is another approach of regional frame work order. The signal is derivative of
hegemonic stability theory (Kindleberger, 1973). The central and basic logic is that power
disparity leads to stability in the region when authority is functioned out in a non-threatened
modus (Pedersen, 2002). Benign uni-polarities put forward a categorized arrangement in
which an outstanding state creates a power over a weaker actor in the RSC. For instance, in
the empire, the central power applies a force over the periphery by its unquestionable
dominance and the large and stable economy. But in contrast to classical system of empire,
regional stability and security order appears out of consent on give and take between center
and periphery not from multitude (Powers, 2004; Pedersen, 2002). However this type of
relation does not abruptly formalizes the relationship. Relatively, it is the result of
evolutionary process and by the constant interface between the states in the particular region.
Nonetheless it is completely reliant on the adequacy of a hegemon's rule in the regional
order. On the other hand informal covenants can be the repercussion of strategic partnerships
in between the stake holders in the region (Singer & Wildavsky, 1993; Kacowicz, 1998). But
this type of outcome is heavily dependent on the environmental factors in which the states
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shape their engagements and relations. Consequently the security externalities increase the
needless expenditures in the region. Nevertheless social safeties, prosperities and pay backs
are the only encouraging factors to have regional harmony and collaborations which can also
make the regional security complex in the region (Lake, 1997; Furtig & Gratius, 2010;
Ingersoll & Frazier, 2012).
In the Regional Security Complex, the association among states has evolved in to
contradictory outlook grounded on repelling interests. In fact RSC forms the strategic
environment fashioned

by externalities and

the sprouts in order to handle them.

Consequently, the sort of management of the issues among the actors in the region is
determined by the proclivities, sensitivities, and authority of the regional state engaged. But
their selection of interests is based on their inclinations and arrangements occupied by other
states (Ayoob, 1986; Mbote, 2004; Lepgold, 2003). As a result, the measures of managing
inter regional issues encompass the cataloging and severity of security externalities, the
regional incentives, and the dimensions to manage these issues (Lepgold, 2003; Lemke,
2010; Destradi, 2010).
Predominantly in conflictive atmosphere in the regional scenario, hegemony‘s
scheme of constraint is ostentatious by a shortage of integrity. Credibility is reliant on the
prejudices of the states and doubts about other state‘s objectives motives. It spreads over to
current undertakings and even on pacts of future path of action and future benefits of the state
(Morrow, 1999; Frazier & Ingersoll, 2010).

2.3 Grand Strategic Philosophy
It is understood that each state has clear or misleading strategies to deal with the other
countries but magnificent strategies are usually a scholarly field (Buzan & Weaver, 2003;
Ikenberry, 2002). It gives the impression that who carves on and what are the ways to
overwhelm terrorism (Clark, 2003). Grand strategy is a wider framework which depends on
lower levels for its practicality and operationalization. According to Biddle (2005), grand
strategic thinking is assessment or re-evaluation as how to counter modern terrorist threats.
There can be two approaches;
1) Rollback notes to national goals professed through policy assuring national edifice. This
enhances the power struggle. Temporarily it surges the risk of propagation and attainment of
nuclear competence by terrorists but in the long run this strategic approach recourses to
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extenuation of this threat.
2) Containment is abstraction from any nation building purposes, inactive commencement of
big power resentment, and possible risk of nuclear terrorism but determined threat of
foremost terrorist improvement for unspecified future, protracted span of intra-state tensions.
Profuse prospects are caused for grand strategy by the Asymmetric Warfare. Never
the less, Metz & Johnson (2001) brush up the related notions of strategic asymmetry and
Walt (2005) sort out a well-meaning work of contributing the view point that a War on
terrorism should be defined and determined by how other countries realize their securities not
in the very wider term. Walt also offered examples of whole scope of scenarios, from
―balancing‖ to ―balking‖, "binding", and de legitimation. According to him "offshore
balancing" is the supreme strategy (Walt, 2005, p.2). Hook & Spanier (2006) selected an
innovative foreign policy infused with a deviating logic of nationwide brilliant approach
(Bennett & Lepgold, 1993).
There is a need to apprehend the grand strategy apart from the cold war strategies
that keep us tangled to non-operational requirements, like Taiwan. On the other hand grand
strategy entails big ideas of regional security setting. This approach was presented by
Barnett (2004; 2005). This type of concept helps to appreciate global stratification in the
viewpoint of American domination. Wallerstein's (1974) effort to capture world power
politics situation puts forward this method. Nonetheless, contrasting Wallerstein (1974), who
had been lamenting the pronouncement of Capitalism? This molded the current global
political development. The nuisance of American distinct democracy and its transfer to the
world composes so many regional conflicts (Carothers, 2004; Diehl, 2003; Lepgold & Weiss,
1998). Barnett (2005) presented the global political scenario in a comprehensive manner and
uses different vocabulary to elaborate the notion of regional security;
(1) The functioning foundation means the parties acting in the world which are united on the
base of their economies and designed the world economy; e.g., the G20 nations, North
America, Europe, China, Russia, Japan and South Korea, India, Australia and New Zealand
and South Africa etc.
(2)The non-integrating gap are the countries which separated from the world economy where
there are dictatorships and civil unrest e.g., Central Asia, the Middle East, and most of
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Southeast Asia, the Caribbean Rim, Andean South America, all of Africa, portions of the
Balkans and the Caucasus.
(3) Seam states are the states which fill the gap such as Pakistan, Mexico, Brazil, South
Africa, Morocco, Algeria, Greece, Turkey, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and
Indonesia. In these countries, some of them are members of the Core but others are aspirants
to be the member of the core. These states are essential to global security because they are
accountable for terrorist‘s geographic entrance to the Core. The United States ruse is to
getting them to upsurge their security practices.
(4) Leviathan is the United States war capacity. There is no contest of the US military
strength in the world today.
(5) System administrators are the second half incorporated vitality that guarantees the peace
after the Leviathan has efficaciously steered war. Post engagement balance and rebuilding
setups,

military drills other than war and all actions associated with low-intensity

engagement, counterinsurgency maneuvers are dealt with at this stage.

2.4 Regional Security Complex
The focus of politics has shifted from global domain to regional dynamics of power
and politics. Berry Buzan and Ole Weaver (2003) deem the center of power has moved to
regions from world‘s single stage of politics. The cold war kept the world divided in to two
camps led by two super powers. The rivalry between US and USSR was advancing through
proxies in the third world but the bilateral balance of power was stable due to hard power
capability. The demise of Soviet Union transformed the politics of the world considerably.
The structure of two hegemons altered to unipolar world with single super power. The
dominance of one power definitely sought its existence in exporting and advancing its
ideology (Stone, 2009; Paul, Wirtz & Fortmann, 2004).
The states, which enjoyed either camp‘s security umbrella, came out of such shelter
after cold war. The absence of threat within super powers finished their interests in different
regions to form their periphery out there. The states tried to find security structure within
their regions. The regional rivalries compelled the states to seek the shelter of either super
power. But the unipolar political dynamics of the world enhanced states‘ dependence over
regional powers and lesser powers than super power (Buzan & Waever, 2003). This reality
gave way to the emergence of ‗great powers‘. These are powers which cannot qualify for
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being super power but are above the regional powers. Thus, the system of world is
determined by one super power, four regional powers and the regions (Buzan & Waever,
2003).

1+4+regions
The regional approach fills the gap between globalist view of politics, analyzing at system
level, and neorealism scrutinizing political dynamics at unit level deeming state as unitary
and primary actor. These both levels ignore the regional subtleties. Post-cold war era has
given regions special place in shaping and determining global politics. These three levels
have two causal relationships (Buzan & Waever, 2003, p. 27).

The current political structure of world can be classified in to a three tiered scheme. The
interaction of these tiers determines the global political scenarios. The super powers lead an
entire course of state engagements utilizing wide spectrum of their capabilities. The huge
range of system capabilities defines their global actions and behavior. After the cold war only
United States qualifies such status. Wilkinson ignores the difference between super power
and great powers. The great powers form the second tier of this structure. Papayoanou
defines great powers as ―Those states which have the capabilities to play major role in
international politics with respect to security related issues” (Papayoanou, 1997, p. 125).
The problem lies with this definition in distinguishing great power from super
power. This gap is filled by Lake (1997) who connects the relationship of great power with
regional powers. They have close proximity with regional powers which possess the driving
force in their respective regions(Lake, 1997). The distinguishing factor between great power
and super power remains the key factor differentiating them in capabilities. The economic,
military and political potential, though, remains less than super power yet makes that state‘s
prospects to qualify for super power in medium term (Buzan &Waever, 2003).

China

qualifies as a great power having considerable impact on South Asian and South East Asian
Region.
The impacts of Chinese politics are wide ranging on world generally and on South
Asia particularly. The great powers usually have limited and appropriate power capabilities
strengthening their hard and soft power dimensions. But China has showed impressive
tendency to achieve and practice these attributes. The prospects of China have increased
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considerably to qualify vertically upwards. The improvement in Chinese capacity has
steadily shown upward trend during last whole century (Segal, 1999).
Regional power refers to the states in a particular region driving the political
dimension of a region. These states determine the polarity of a region. Some regions are
unipolar while the other regions may be bipolar. South Asia is remarkably bipolar (Buzan &
Waever, 2003). The two states which determine the security environment of South Asia i.e.
India and Pakistan are both nuclear states. The rivalry of both states dates back to their
partition. This conflicting relationship makes the security environment of this region more
vulnerable.
The security relationship of states within a region shape and govern a regional
security apparatus defined by Buzan as Regional Security Complex; “A group of states
whose primary security concerns link together sufficiently closely that their national
securities cannot realistically be considered apart from one another” (Buzan, 2007, p. 160).
The complex depends upon the amity or enmity among states rather mostly upon
enmity. The nature of security complex relationship is contingent upon perceptions of states
about each other (Bunyavejchewin, 2013).

The influence of regional powers drives the

whole region in a specified direction. At this level the ‗great power‘ interacts with the
regional power and acts to influence the region or a specific regional power. This interactive
relationship is based on bilateral benefit. Great power draws benefit to be able for
qualification to move vertically upwards while the regional power endeavors to adjust the
region.
States emerged with need of security after the process of decolonization and during
the game power in the Cold War era. While the bipolarity of the world paved the way for
global actors to intervene in the international politics creating separate spheres of global and
regional politics. Since then regions matter more in the current era and the security threats
emerged as one of the contemporary issues. ―Decolonization opened the space for regional
military-political dynamics, and the ending of the Cold War enabled these dynamics to
operate with much more freedom from high level of rival superpower intrusion‖ (Buzan &
Weaver, 2003, p. 19). The global politics eventually contributed in fears of small states and
their need to form the regional security complexes and balance of power (Buzan, Waever &
De Wilde, 1998).
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The security analysis generally enclosed within the national level and global level
security, while the regional security level placed at junction of the global and national
security levels. The regional security tenacities can be explained when various states or units
are linked closely that their shared security purposes cannot be alienated from each other.
These integral units drive their security purposes or the regional security complexes from
their domestic features and cracks.

These states or units share their ambition at the regional

level, where the global powers also cooperate with the system or national levels. The regional
security subtleties are the result of the security objectives and aspirations of the national level
and the interest oriented global intervention in the region.
Barry Buzan (1983) defined the territorial regional security complexes as ―a group
of states whose primary security concerns link together sufficiently closely that their national
securities cannot reasonably linked‖. The definition was formulated with the focus on
military and state-centric dominated attitude. Later in 1998, many other social perspectives
were also inculcated in the new definition of the regional security complexes as ―a set of
units whose major processes of securitization, de securitization, or both are so interlinked
that their security problems cannot reasonably be analyzed apart from one another.‖
However, Buzan cannot ignore the common and dominate centric mode of states. That is
why the regional security complexes have an interconnected focus of securitization
insinuations and the state-centric attitude. ―Securitization theory has been an incredibly
fruitful approach for the study of security. Having disaggregated ‗state security‘ into several
sectors (military, political, societal, economic, and ecological), Buzan argues that ―the
question of when a threat becomes a national security issue depends not just on what type of
threat it is, and how much the recipient state perceives it, but also on the intensity with which
the threat operates‖ (Salter, 2008).
The regional security complex in the subcontinent can be sketched through the
coherent patterns of enmity and amity between India and Pakistan. The regional security
complex in South Asia will further be clarified through the following figure;

The Regional Security Complex in the subcontinent has been affected by many Neorealist and Constructivist factors. The anarchic state between India and Pakistan and process
of militarization and nuclear propagation proves the foundations of the neorealist. The roots
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of hostile relationship can be connected with the web of social standards and morals, as the
historical long-standing enmity due to the religious alteration between the Muslims and
Hindus, the cultural dis-balance, and security risk from the territorial adjoining to next
neighbor and its intimidating susceptibilities.

On the other hand, we can observe the

liberalist‘s weak security apparatus through regional institutions, as SAARC is practically
stationary. It has never advanced any grounds for collective security nor economic
development. Analytically the subcontinent inherited all menaces and jeopardies that
contributed in the regional security threats.

2.5 The Security Community
The concept of security community is a step headed for regional harmony and peace, it
is derivative of the liberalist school of thought; it is branded by the nonappearance of war and
military. The political communities are the other type, which are promoter of war for their
endurance. The folks of a security community are guaranteed by the ―sense of community‖,
shared compassion, confidence, mutual benefits and collaboration. Karl Deutsch in 1957
related peace to the concept of security community. He defines it as ―a group of people
trusting that they have come to agreement on at least this one point: that common social
problems must and can be resolved by processes of peaceful change‖. The process of
peaceful transformation has been further explained as the process of determination by
institution. The idea of security community has been modified by the social constructivist
afterwards Cold War. They defined security community by social viewpoint of shared
characteristics, morals, and denotations. The security community framework

was evaluated

by other regions of the world i.e. the European Union, the American Canadian, and ASEAN.
Adler and Barnett designate the characteristic development of a concept from embryonic to
influential. A burgeoning security community meets the rudimentary prospects of nonviolent
transformation, whereas a developed security community is considered by some shared
security apparatuses and global foundations. Moreover, they divide the matured security
community into ―tightly‖ and ―loosely coupled‖, depends on interactional mechanism,
without incoming into conventional and unconventional warfare.
The security community can further be divided in to the following:
1) The first one is amalgamated
2) And the other one is the pluralistic
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The combined security community is created while more states that are self-governing
and sovereign relinquish their formal sovereignty to a vertically higher authority in order to
link against a common threat. An example of the amalgamated security community is the
United States, later the unique thirteen colonies yielded considerable of their leading
supremacies to the national government. It is not fruitful at all the times and there is a
possibility to downturn, for example the unsuccessful Amalgamation among Sweden and
Norway. The second likelihood is combination that indicates the mixed security community,
wherein states hold formal sovereignty and settle the desertion of war capacities and join
peaceful determinations for their disputes. As per the Karl Deutsch the integration is ―the
attainment of a sense of community, accompanied by formal or informal institutions and
practices, sufficiently strong and widespread to assure peaceful change‖ (Mahmood, 1987,
pp.184-185). However, the United States and Canada represents pluralistic security
community.

Interms of political administration,

the United

States and Canada are

independent states but both the states have no chance of potential engagements in future.
Deutsch argued that communities preserve than their amalgamated corresponding state. On
the other hand, the security community in South Asia is, threaten by the offensive and
defensive capabilities of India and Pakistan. The process of nuclearization coddled both
states in a security impasse leading to nuclear holocaust. The concept of security community
can only be executed in South Asia, if these two states find pacific answers for their disputes.
―South Asia security could be boosted by way of making the countries of the region more
interdependent and less ‗clausewitzian‘, people to people contacts and the SAARC could still
be the best hope for the socio-economic development and eventually for security.‖
(Javaid, 2006, p.6)
SAARC, the regional integration in South Asia is one of the phenomenon‘s that have
adopted very late as compared to the other regions in the world. It is hard to measure the
prospects of the organization due to its political cleavages and regional conflicts. Although,
the region historically was never united under one power but now all the concern is about the
Indian hegemony. The supremacy of the regional power is due to its enormous size, stable
economy, strong military and nuclear power; its dominance has created many questions
among the small poor countries about their state integrity, identity, security issues and
sovereignty. The strategic position also sanctions India, as it is being in the center and the
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rest in the periphery, as it is regulating the trade roots, irrigation water, trade and transit, and
communications within the region.
The true idea of SAARC was a security guarantee that could ensure economic
cooperation. SAARC was proved to be a regional organization that never fulfilled the main
aspects of regionalism; no collective external threat was shared but rigid cultural and political
ideologies. However, if SAARC was initiated and implemented by India it might have
improved circumstances because India was in the vision that the small states were trying to
‗gang up‘ through SAARC while the small states were looking for support from a larger
forum that could represent their aspirations.

2.6 Regional Security Dynamics
Similarly, we can also discuss Moore & Turner's (2005) amalgamation in order to
understand the power balance and security environment in the regional power politics. In
security environment parameters, power balanced approach is always significant and widely
held tactic to maintain the peace and security in the regional politics. We can find the traces
of this approach from the history when Frederick the Great (1712-1786) devised this notion
for the first time in his manuscript ―Anti-Machiavel‖ but the concept power balance

is as

old as history and it subsists when there is a firmness and stability between the states. The
theory postulates a just symmetry doctrine to stop a sinle nation to become adequately
powerful to impose its determination on the other actors of a region.
The globe makes up the set of rational state actors making coalitions with one another to
counter a possible jeopardy. In order to formalize the alliances, converts them to treaties to
make them long term contrary to that coalitions are on short term basis and informal. In the
18th and 19th centuries balance of power was the British stated objective. Many scholars
have the view that minimum five states form an operative partnership.

If we look at the

world scenario, we can find seven big supremacies governing the world's GDP and have
military might prognosis competences never the less there are three great alliances in the
world power politics scenario that are NATO; The U.S.-Japanese Security Treaty and the
twelve former Soviet republics made up the The Commonwealth of Independent States.
Waltz, 1979 used the term balancing which means making a weak coalition to combat a
stronger antagonist by a state in the regional security environment. It can be external and
internal as well. Internal balancing means state‘s grander deployment of resources in the state
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to strengthen itself to counter the any kind of threat (Buzan & Little, 2000).On the other hand
external balancing is making of coalitions with allies to group resources against a joint
competitor(Buzan, 1991).

It is evident from the history that power changeovers brought on

by the rapid growth of a challenger to a big power have often spurred endangered hegemons
or big powers to attack before the opponent becomes too tough consequently occasionally the
condemnation is made that the mere existence of a stronger power is an incitement to
conflict.

Non-aligned states can also exist but what is more likely to materialize is the

following:
(a) Regional alliances (African Unity or Union movement)
(b) Informal alliances (Alliance between China and Pakistan)
(c) Hegemony (one state becomes predominant)
Hegemony is the fastest approach to reduce anarchism, but there are many disadvantages in
this regard. For instance, hegemon states include overreaching itself militarily might and
supposed to be unjust in almost everything it does (Goldstein & Freedman, 1990, p. 66). It is
supposed that hostilities among the states are not materialize in balance of power theory
because every actor is watchful and focused to each other‘s' coalitions.

Nonetheless, the

prerogative that balance of power is a peace theory invites the most vital disparagement and
somewhat called power transition theory has led to the detection that confrontations often
upshot from rather mild transferences in the international system of power distribution (Paul,
Morgan, & Wirtz, 2009 ;Buzan, 2004 ; Buzan & Hansen, 2009; Buzan , 1997).

2.7 Power Balance in the Context of Regional Security:
Power Balance theory is an outcome of different philosophies of multilateralism
and collaboration among the stake holders in the regional security complex (Ikenberry,
2002). The extent to which the settlement is value the cost is a stuff of argument amongst
conservatives and liberals. However it is established that multilateralism policies do prompt
some increase in cooperation from other states. In the world scenario, there is no fundamental
régime in International community of nations and all nations are sovereign actors. However,
nations around the globe make attempts to get power at maximum level in the anarchical
global system (Warleigh-Lack, 2006). Since there is a great possibility that if states do not
achieve authority and power they have the potential to be the subservient to other dominant
countries consequently suffer security and

stability issues in the region. Ultimately
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anarchistic arrangement induces the countries to upsurge their in the region because
geographical sustainability cannot be detached from power enlargement. In consequence to
balance of power scenario in the region , the struggle for power becomes a natural state
of

concern

in global politics (Paul, T.V; Writz J., 2004). Particularly small states often

cannot attain security depending upon their own internal resources. As a matter of concern,
they have to be contingent on great powerful states for accomplishing a balance of power
against a stronger enemy in the order to have regional survival (Hettne, 1991; Mittleman,
1996). Balance of power denotes to the overall notion of one or more states‘ power jointly
intended to use in order to balance the power of other state or cluster of states (Joshua, S.
Goldstein, 2005). The states who are endangered adopt the strategy of constructing
armaments in order to obtain countervailing proficiencies. Likewise threatened states try to
balance the emerging power‘s military power. Reaching military alliances, making up
armaments through internal resources and procurement from external sources are the main
ways to main the balance of power in the regional security environment. Peace is usually
generated by the symmetry of power exists between the actors because no state expect
triumph. In the regional security dynamics, it is essential to have equilibrium in capabilities
of the states to deal with any emerging lawless situation because the balance of power
approach presented that sovereign states have a genuine and legitimate right to deal with its
affairs, irrespective of their magnitude and power capabilities (Paul, T.V; Writz J. James &
Fortman Michael, 2004). We have a very good example of South Asian regional power
balance. In May 1998, India conducted its first nuclear device and balance of power tilted in
favor of India disturbing overall balance of power of the region. But it was indispensable for
Pakistan to neutralize the disturbed power balance and consequently Pakistan also detonated
its first nuclear device to maintain power balance in region.
It is evident from the history that relations of China and Pakistan are more based on
the notion to maintain the power balance in the region. To achieve balance of power in the
regional power politics and to save their sovereignties they are engaged in balancing process
of relationship. Actually it an arrangement counters to intimidating power (Joshua, S.
Goldstein, 2005). In different regions, it is observed that emerging powers or alliances
origins of complications. Once a state or a group of states advance much in attaining military
power within a region, that state or a group of states may become violent towards bordering
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states. As a result, alliances can practice power balances with or without the connotation of
extra-regional big-powers. However for balancing emerging power in the region is by
obtaining or developing weaponries by using internal resources. The broader purpose of
power balance in the regional power politics is to create a steady dissemination of power
aiming of averting conflict (Paul, T.V; Writz J. James & Fortman Michael, 2004).
Pakistan and India have a long history of rivalry but it is evident that there is no war
between the two rival states, when there is equivalence in power distribution. However, the
power equivalence in the region constrained the rival states to involve in reconciliation
process and accept the sovereignty of other state irrespective of the bulk and size of the state.
Some of the researchers of hegemonic stability theory have a view that war is an outcome
of power equality while supremacy of the hegemonic state is a mechanism for peace
safeguarding in the region (Gilpin, Robert, 2001). But in contrary to that the United States
materialized a solitary power status in international power politics and accomplished its
hegemonic status that failed to carry harmony (Simon, 1995; Emmers, 2012).
It is noted that the United States dishonored philosophies of International by laws
number of times in the history of nations and attacked Afghanistan and also Iraq on different
alleged reasons. At the time of cold war scenario, quasi-balance of power distribution existed
amongst the United States and former Soviet Union (Sheehan, 1996). The nations of world
were alienated into two encampments, the capitalist and the communist. The US and the
USSR, both established alliance for strengthening their position in the world power politics
scenario. As alliances and coalitions are driven by mutual securities so United States manage
to establish coalition with Western Europe that is NATO whereas USSR established Warsaw
pact with the support of

communist regimes. This approach prompted the nations to

participate in a race to make alliances worldwide. The American backed SEATO and
CENTO alliances were formed to counter communist menace. The motivating factors behind
this alliance were that Pakistan‘s apprehension of Soviet threat and its alignment with India
but the United States interested to counter communism forces. It is evident that cold war
between the US and USSR couldn‘t exacerbate to a direct hostility in line of balance of
power and panic of mutually certain devastation (Medeiros, 2005).

2.8 South Asian Regional Power Politics
In South Asia, in order to understand the power of balance strategy in the regional
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power politics, it is imperative to understand the rivalry between the two states in this region.
Although Kashmir is long standing unresolved issue between the two rival states and two full
scale wars had happended but no one could completely dominate the other state only because
of balance of power in the region of South Asia. Burgeoning states always have limited
resources to afford any higher and sustained conflict. Kashmir is always a major issue in the
regional power politics. India and Pakistan engaged in the 1 st war in October 1947. The
British devised the policy that princely states could assent to either of the state based on
topography and demography of the states. However the ultimate standing of many states was
settled easily but two other states along with the Kashmir untaken extraordinary glitches.
Rigidities and tensions nurtured as the Maharaja were unable to manage the decision that
definitely discouraged pro-Pakistani offshootsin the state. Aggressions initiated as the tribal
uprising started. On the other hand, the India mounted violent attack to recapture the area, it
had gone astray. Consequently Pakistan responded the situation; the war from the spring
through December 1948 was widespread. Approximately 1500 soldiers of India and Pakistan
died on each. However, Pakistan managed to get two-fifths of Kashmir in this war
(www.globalsecurity.org, 1947). This first war proved irresolution of Kashmir issue because
of fact both the states didn‘t start engagement to accelerate into full scale war as both the
actors had almost with similar power capability. Pakistan had always outwardly look for its
security. As the US and USSR were making alliances in the context of co Cold war. So
Pakistan joined the western bloc for seeking desired security and regional balance of power.

2.9 South Asian Security Dynamics in the Context of World Power Politics
In the world power politics scenario, the United States developed its relations
promptly in South Asia especially with Pakistan against the backdrop of the Cold War. In the
South Asian region, Pakistan has a unique strategic geographic position that offered west to
make strategic partner to counter communist evil forces. As a result Pakistan and United
states established mutual security agreement on May 19, 1954 and escorted in an era of
distinctive affiliation. United States delivered Pakistan with defense and economic assistance
generously to achieve its objectives in the regional politics. But Misapprehension took place
in 1959 and had more worsen during the China India border conflict. Initially, in 1959,
Pakistan permitted US military bases in Peshawar for the surveillance over Soviet zone. One
of the US spy plane U-2 shot down by Soviet Union. This plane took off from Peshawar, the
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Pakistani territory. This incident carried Pakistan in straight conflict with USSR. A spy plane
U-2 without a doubt generated security threats for Pakistan. At that time the Pakistan was the
closest strategic partner of United States. Pakistan amenably acknowledged that US spy
plane U-2 took off from Pakistan (Bhutto, 1969).
On the other hand, border conflict (1962) between China and India has a
substantial significance in the regional and international power politics. This conflict leads
the stake holders to make new alliances to counter the antagonistic state. Initially, China had
unceremonious alliance with USSR but far along this alliance split and revolved to
antagonism in the boder conflict between China and India in 1962. However, Pakistan had
signed the SEATO and CENTO backed by US. But India remained non-allied and did not
join any bloc. On 13th April 1947, India managed to establish diplomatic relations with
USSR (www.axisglobe.com). On the Indian non-allied policy, USSR also bolstered India on
every issue in the United Nations Security Council. USSR turned antagonistic towards China.
Former Soviet Union blatantly reinforced India against China during border conflict 1962 in
all respect with the economic resources and militarily resources. USSR transmitted gigantic
cache of weaponries to upkeep India against China. USSR also accentuated on extensive
manufacturing and military assembly in India. It is estimated that $35 billion amount of
weaponries handed over to India from 1960-2000 by the USSR (www.axisglobe.com).
Contrariwise, in the context of Korean Confrontation, US also supported India against China.
United States supported India with heavy armed aid against China. So during this period of
India's war with China huge armaments were given to India for the categorical determination
of resistance against China. As per the standings of aid the paraphernalia was used to couter
China (Cohen, 1976) but it is evident that India used that armaments and weapons later
against Pakistan during India-Pakistan 1965 war.
However, the regional security complex of the South Asia is straightforwardly
understandable underneath that it is evident that enemy of my enemy is my friend (www.
thinkexist.com). This really describes the situation of Sub-continent during 1960s once both
the super powers, the United States and the USSR buttressed India to counter China and in
1965; China gave generous support to Pakistan in the Pakistan India war. The one side and
generous support to India by the two super powers empowered India in the China India 1962.
It is evident from the history that USSR, U S and France were given huge aid to India against
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China. The USSR opposed Pakistan only because of joining anti-communist bloc. Even
USSR supported India diplomatically at United Nations forum besides the military and
economic assistance. Ghana's President openly protested against West armaments to India in
China India conflict (Karki, 1971).
As a close ally of US, Pakistan did not manage its relations with USSR. In the
Pakistan India war 1965, USSR, France, and West gave assistance to India. But the
considerable US military support for Pakistan was only after authorization security
agreements SEATO and CENTO. It is approximately estimated that during the period 1954
to 1965, Pakistan acknowledged $630 million militarily support and $55 million worth of
equipment acquired (Stephen P. Cohen, 1976). Nevertheless India was not US ally against
containment of communism, but it managed to collect huge assistance from US, USSR, UK,
and many other states. One of the other significant elements in international politics was the
nuclear test by China in1964. In India‘s neighborhood, China emerged as a very strong
nuclear power because of this nuclear test. This nuclear capacity of China instigated other
stake holders of the world to support India in gaining nuclear status as soon as possible. It is
because of this India in 1974 made its successful nuclear explosion.

2.10 China’s Role in the Regional Power Balance
In the regional power of balance approach, China‘s role is significant to maintain the
power equilibrium in the South Asia and she always actively played its role to maintain a
balance in the region. China supported Pakistan in all the conflicting issue between the two
rival states of South Asia.

Pakistan China alliance ultimately merged to strategic

arrangement. China delivered Pakistan enormous armaments in order to reinforce the
capacity of Pakistan to counter the potential threat from India and empowering it in
managing peripheral hostility. A forceful Pakistan meant a tougher Chinese security in
contradiction of any peril from another state in the region. Because of the uniqueness of
strategic position of Pakistan in the region, China was always profound in Pakistan to create
a track to Middle East. It‘s domineering while tracking strategic concerns, to be
unquestionable that the ally‘s powers means are out of opponent‘s stretch (Snyder, 1983).
Both In Pakistan and China, the internal and external dogmata and resources gave an upward
momentum to their mutual strategic relations based on common security in the region. The
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leadership and establishment vicissitudes in both China and Pakistan did not affect this
entente because of the vital scope of mutual benefits in the regional power politics (Yaacov,
1983).
No doubt, it is understandable easily that South Asia is a nuclear breaking point and
many scholars highlighted that there is a great possibility of nuclear war in the region of
South Asia, if the issues remained unresolved but many Indian scholars have a view that the
West calculatingly has upheld the notion of a nuclear breaking point to get India and Pakistan
to engage in dialogue process on all the unresolved issue between both the states. The
magnitudes of a nuclear conflict are too horrific to anticipate. Politicians in New Delhi and
Islamabad have a comprehensive thoughtful of each other's prospective, competences,
targets and strategies. This experience is observed in the Kargil War and military standoff
maneuvering that demonstrates the "stability-instability" paradox that nuclear armaments
have presented to the reckoning in South Asia, protagonists of nuclear dissuasion in Pakistan
and India have faith in that atomic dissuasion is vital to avert conflict between the two states.
Their argument is based on the scenarios of Kargil clash and military deadlock which will
not worse further than a conventional conflict due to the peril of nuclear warfare. It can be
concluded that the stability is grounded on the rational inference that nuclear weapons have
functioned an imperative determination in the logic that both the states had not moved to a
full scale since 1971(Simon, 1973). As during the cold war era nuclear warning preserved
stability, so it can be deducted related stabilizing paraphernalia in South Asia (Malik, 2009).
In brief, the

politicians and experts understand nuclear arms are indispensable to maintain

state‘s security and guaranteeing state existence. From their standpoint, nuclear deterrence
averts conventional confrontations, preserves stability and gets opposing states to the
discussing table. Talks in Agra and Lahore decleration are the good examples in this context
(Malik, 2009). Pakistani Prime Minister invited Indian Premier in Feb, 1999 which gives rise
to in Lahore declaration. They agreed to resove all the core and the coat problems on the
negotialting table by using diplomatic means to resolve long standing Kashmir issue and
categorical ambition to

deal for decisive actions in armaments regulator and evade

jeopardies of engagement (Ahmad, 1999).
It can be easily concluded from the above analysis that in the regional security
complex of South Asia, there is a great potential of armed and nuclear conflict between
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Pakistan and India if power balance between the two rival states became upset in the future.
Whereas Pakistan

accomplished

a pseudo power balance concerning

engagement develop none the less trivial clangs

both

states

no

and conversation of mutual intimidations.

One of the other example of nuclear deterrence between Pakistan and India terrorist attacks
on Indian territory by a rebellious

group on November 26, 2008 in which 163 innocent

humen. The world is anxious one more armed engagement between both nuclear states India
and Pakistan. However Indian reaction to the incident didn‘t worsen the situation and India
didn‘t activate its military against its neighbor. This pre-emptive action of Indian
administration astounded the world as well. Nevertheless the former Indian army chief
straight forwardly quantified that Pakistan‘s peril of nuclear usage discouraged India from
extremely allowing for conventional

military

attacks on Pakistan in the back drop of the

incident (Hindu, 2009,
March 10). After

accomplishing efficacious

nuclear

balance equivalent to India no

conflict occurred between both rival states of the region. By applying this theoretical
framework on Regional Security complex of South Asia and power balancing strategy, the
researcher will analyze dimensions and future prospects of Pakistan China strategic
partnership and its impacts on regional and international security environment.
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Xiaoping.Jiang Zeminshiftedthe focusto proactivelyengagingwith the world and seekingto
developanewinternational

order.WhenHu

inheritedanumberofinternaland
economicdevelopment
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externalchallengesasa

including

strategic

consequenceofrapid

containment;separatism;terrorism;and

creating
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foreignpolicymatchingitsrisingpowerstatureintheinternationalcommunity
necessary

for

China

(Yongnian

Zheng,

2007).

has
China

become
is

trying

tocreatestablepoliticalandstrategicenvironmentinthe neighborhood and in Asia aswell. Now
China‘sapproach is to theworld isfocusedonthreebroad objectives: (www.cfr.org)
1. BuildingrelationswithU.S.topreventthe

emergence

ofanycoalitiontargetingChina.
2. Maintaining aZone ofPeacearoundChinaespecially for economicstrengthening.
3. Securinganddiversifyingaccesstonaturalresources.

ThemostimportantobjectiveofChinese diplomacyistocreate a zone of peace withinthe
above said parameters; it cancontinuetodevelopits comprehensive nationalpower. It can be
said

that

Chinais
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its

policy
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from abilateralmodeofdiplomacy toa

multilateralmodeof diplomacy.
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CHAPTER THREE

TIPPING POINTS IN PAKISTAN-CHINA
ENGAGEMENT
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Tipping Points in Pakistan-China Engagement
3.1 Introduction
The various city states on the sideways of the Yellow River orchestrated the history of China
about 4000 years back. But the written proofs in the form of manuscripts were found near to
1550 BC, with the beginning of Shang Dynasty. Conversely, the culture, philosophy and art
development initiated with Zhang Dynasty. Subsequently, China underwent various phases
until the last Qing Dynasty came to an end with communist Revolution. The civil war
between Communists and Nationalists ended with the emergence of modern China on 1 st
October, 1949. China was name again as Peoples‘ Republic of China under the vibrant
headship of Mao Tse Dong. China remained important world power for centuries and
dominated world power. It was engaged with Europe in business and trade even before
proper communication links‘ detection. The trade was carried out through silk route between
Europe and ancient China (Syed, 1974; Kahin, 1956).

3.2 Recognition of China
Pakistan got indepence during the time when China‗s civil war was at pinnacle.
Pakistan took lead in recognizing China and became first Muslim State in doing so. During
the preliminary days of its history, Pakistan maintained the support for the refurbishment of
valid right of China in the United Nations Security Council through the adroit diplomacy.
This laid foundation of time tested and enduring partnership. On 21st May, 1951, the
diplomatic relations between Pakistan and China were time-honored. In 1955, Mutual
associations were further accentuated in the Bandung Conference, where the summit talks
were the major factor and had imperative part in upholding considerate, emerging
affectionate contacts and partnership between Pakistan and China. Subsequent to the China
India aggressions of 1962, Pakistan's bonds with the China turned out to be strengthened;
ever since Pakistan and China have frequently elevated official visit resultant in vious mutual
benefits agreements. China assisted Pakistan with technical, armed and economic aid. The
alliance persisted with strength (Afridi, Bajoria, 2010; Syed, 1974).
Pakistan‘s foreign policy is dominated by the inclination to form relations with China
and it is the corner stone of the policy framework. Pakistan considered China an important
partner to balance the weight of India in the region. China buttressed Pakistan‘s stance to
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USSR aggression in Afghanistan. The partnership is majorly dependent upon Chinese
provision of military supplies to Pakistan especially up-to-date military equipment. Latterly,
military collaboration has deepened with combined developments manufacturing armaments
oscillating from fighter jets to guided missile frigates. This assistance widened to other
sectors, in particular investment in infrastructure projects. The glaring example is Gwadar
(Afridi, Bajoria, 2010; Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2005).

3.3 Foundations of Bilateral Relations
Pakistan-China relations enjoyed cordiality throughout the engagement and gradually
transformed in to strategic partnership. There was only one issue, the demarcation of a
portion of the Pakistan-China boundary, which could have led the two countries on a
confrontational path but that issue was resolved amicably through negotiations in 1963.
China's main problem with its neighbors had been the disputed border territories. Except with
India this problem with other neighbors had almost been resolved. Besides other factors the
single most major factor which has given foundational support to the partnership is the
shared perception of international and regional strategic milieus. China has a communist
socio-political and economic structure, in which the People's Liberation Army‘s role was
veryvital in the formulation of foreign relations and defense co-operation with other
countries.
A major arena of co-operation, which becomes the basis of close relations between
oth the countries has been the defense sector, in addition to the economic and political
collaboration. The sustainable relations between Pakistan and China continued mainly owing
to shared military objectives and resultant formed long term partnership. The 1960‘s and
1970‘s were the two crucial decades in which China and Pakistan paved their two-pronged
relationship (Kumar, 2006). In the 1960‘s Pakistan‘s relations with China improved almost in
direct proportion to the deterioration in China India and United States-Pakistan relations.
Pakistan had been sending reminders to the West time and again about India‘s growing
power. If India became too powerful the small neighboring states would not be able to check
it. But it seemed that Pakistan's western allies were more interested in obliging India.
Relations between China and Pakistan remained static throughout 1960, which was a year of
acute East-west tensions due to the U-2 incident (Ahmed, Shah &Kyani, 2013; Malik, 2011;
Sherwi, 1964).
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The signing of the Indus waters treaty in September 1960, which incidentally marked the end
of Pakistan's flexible posture towards India, prompted the Chinese to have second thoughts
about Pakistan‘s offer of border negotiation (Singh, 2007). But, at the same time, the Chinese
had no mind to compromise their stand on Kashmir and Pakistan's occupation of a part or
whole of Kashmir. Pakistani leaders, on knowing the Chinese susceptibilities, agreed
specifically that the status of the area south of the Chinese line was, and would remain
`undetermined' It was to the detriment of their earlier assertions before the UN Commission
for Pakistan and India and to the provision of their constitution which lay down that Pakistan,
consists of areas under direct administration (Siddique, 2014; Dawn, 2010; Sharma,
1966).This rational position gave it the justified stance to stand.

3.4 China’s Membership of United Nations
July 1961, the first visible change appeared in Pakistan's China relations during a visit
to the United States, Pakistan's President Ayub khan declared that Pakistan would vote for
the seating of China in the United Nations. One of Pakistan's first gestures of a renewed
desire for friendship with China was its vote in December 1961 in favor of seating the
People‘s Republic of China in the UN in proceeding years. Pakistan had supported westernsponsored resolutions for postponing consideration of the issue of china's representation in
the United Nations. Peking no doubt appreciated the change in Pakistan's attitude. Under the
stewardship of foreign Minister ManzurQadir, Pakistan devoted the whole of 1961 to
diplomatic negotiations with Peking on its proposals for the demarcation of the China and
Pakistan border. In the meantime, China and India border negotiations were completely
deadlocked and clashes between Indian and Chinese border forces were reported. Pakistan
did not want similar clashes on its own borders with China although Western observers
predicted that such incidents were in the making along the Hunza border (International
Boundary Study, 1968).
In January 1961, Pakistan's foreign Minister ManzurQadir disclosed the agreement with the
Chinese to conduct negotiations for the demarcation of their border with Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir. In May, Pakistan submitted detailed proposals but again there was no response. In
December 1961, when the Chinese Ambassador visited President Ayub and solicited his
support for Chinese entry in to United Nations on the basis of simple majority instead of twothird. President Ayub took up the matter. He asked him about Pakistan‘s suggestions for
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settlement of undecided boundary between Pakistan and China amicably. He said that it was
a very intricate matter. President Ayub argued that if this matter was intricate enough to be
settled than entry of China in to United Nations was even more complex. President Ayub
expressed surprise that the proposal to demarcate the border between China and Pakistan had
evoked no response. Chinese Ambassador was impressed by what President Ayub told him.
It was a result of some bilateral equation that Pakistan in December 1961 voted in favor of
admission of China to the United Nations and China agreed to conduct the border
negotiations (Sherwani, 1980; Rais, 1970; Rais, 1970; Ali, 2004).

3.5 Demarcation of Pakistan China Border
On May 3, 1962, the Government of Pakistan and China simultaneously announced in
Rawalpindi and Peking that the two Governments had agreed to demarcate the China and
Pakistan border. However, both the countries were agreed to accept the agreement
provisionally and it was decided, the concerned establishments would rediscuss the matter to
initiate negotiation for the purpose of settlement after the resolving the Kashmir issue . It was
a major diplomatic victory for Pakistan, much to the annoyance of India, which was still
feuding, with China over the un-demarcated border. The Indian Government's reaction was
patently violent (Zaki, 2005; Delvoi, 2014; International Boundary Study, 1968). On May 10,
1962, India sent notes of protest to Peking and Rawalpindi, challenging Pakistan's claim to
the area whose demarcation it sought with China and accusing the Chinese Government of
duplicity.
In spite of India‘s subtle intrigues to sabotage the China and Pakistan border
negotiations which were in progress in Peking, Pakistan and China successfully completed
their talks, and on December 26, 1962, the two Governments made it public that the matter of
boundary settlement would be resolved amicably. The announcement was hailed in Pakistan
should have frozen its negotiations with China while the Indo-Pakistan talks on Kashmir
were in progress. The failure of the Indo-Pakistan Ministerial-level talks on Kashmir six
months later demonstrated the wisdom of Pakistan's finalization of its border demarcation
agreement with China. Government of Pakistan and China simultaneously announced on 3rd
May 1962, that they intend to settle the boundary in Sinkiang and adjacent areas. The
security of this area was actually under Pakistan. (Shah, 2013; The Pakistan Times, 1959,
October I5).
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3.6 China and India’s Conflict over Tibet
China had earlier claimed that Nepal, Bhutan, Skim and areas near the frontier of India are
part of greater China. In 1950, India had concluded agreements with Bhutan and Skim of
holding a control of their foreign policies and in case of Skim also defense, India had also
agreement with Nepal for mutual consolations for defense in case of external threat
confronting on their borders and the same time India helped the Nepal for Economic aid in
order to extend to Nepal's defense. So China felt Indian moves and it was threat for the
territorial integrity and political Independence of China.
The 17th October 1962 approximately 40,000 Chinese personals intervened on the land of
East Tibet (Mitchell, Bajpee, 2007). This step was only to liberate her. The Indian reaction
was harsh and it condemned the action of China and called China as an aggressor based on
expansion in the regional affairs. The China made it clear that no any foreign force will be
tolerated to be stationed at Tibet and further pointed out that Indian attitude is based on
confrontation and hostile towards China (Mitchell, Bajpee, 2007; Zhang, Li, 2013; CIA
Report, 1963). The Pakistan's attitude towards Tibet problem was in favor of China. The
policy stance was quoted by M.A.H Ishphani Pakistani Ambassador to United States of
America, ―Pakistan was quiet removed from Tibet and did not think it would make any
difference if communist China has control on Tibet‖ (The Pakistan Times, 1963, May 3). The
Tibetan problem was taken for debate at United Nations in order to condemn the Chinese
action as aggression. The Pakistan's stand at this moment was neutral. The reason was Indian
hostility and to gain Chinese support on any mishap in future and for security and survival.

3.7 Fallout of China India Border Conflict
An agreement was signed nearly six months after the China and India war, on
2ndMarch 1961. China was able to peacefully resolve a border problem with Pakistan on an
issue, which had caused a conflict with India. Thus, the only irritant in Pakistan China
relations was removed. On 28th December, 1962, an agreement was announced by Pakistan
and China on the peaceful settlement of actual boundary between both states. The Chinese
press warmly welcomed the announcement. Jan Min JihPao, commenting editorially, wrote
on the following day on the reaching of agreement on the boundary in principle that suits to
the interests of the people of two nations and to the regional peace. We believe that following
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this agreement the traditional friendship between the Chinese and Pakistani peoples will rise
even higher than the snow-capped Karakoram and grow immensely the announcement was
equally welcomed in Pakistan and a Lahore newspaper commented the news will be widely
welcome, The agreement is that of friendly negotiations conducted through normal
diplomatic channels and fully safeguards the legitimate interests of both countries in a highly
strategic and sensitive area (Akhtar, 2010; Peking Review, 1962, October 18).
Pakistan endeavored affectively to finish the isolation of Chinese nation which both
super powers wished to impose by signing agreement on transport, providing for Chinese and
Pakistani airlines to operate in each other's territory. In 1963, a trade agreement, the first such
between the two countries was signed. It provided for reciprocal Most Favoured Nation
status which paved the way for smooth trade. Pakistan helped China in establishing contacts
with a number of countries. Besides, the highest levels of visits were exchanged during 196466, between the two countries. Pakistan launched a diplomatic campaign for the permanent
membership of China in the United Nations. To reciprocate Pakistan's gestures, China also
altered its position over Kashmir issue. In 1964, when tension between India and Pakistan
was heightened, the Chinese Prime Minister on a visit to Pakistan, in a statement, abandoned
China's new stand on Kashmir was greatly appreciated by Pakistan, because it could have
been cited against China by those who advocate plebiscite solution of the Taiwan issue.
The settlement by negotiations of the Pakistan China border issue greatly improved
the relations between the two countries. While China awaited the arrival of Pakistan's
Foreign Minister in Peking to formally sign the border agreement, the Chinese Government
sent a high-powered trade delegation headed by China's Vice Minister for Foreign Trade, Mr.
Lin Hai Yun, to Karachi to negotiate a trade agreement between the two countries. On
January 4, 1963, the Chinese Trade Delegation signed the first formal Pakistan China trade
agreement providing for ―most favored nations treatment‖ to each other in respect of
commerce and trade, including shipping. The trade agreement envisaged that Pakistan would
import from China metals, machinery and other goods while China would import from
Pakistan jute, cotton, textiles, sports goods, hides and skins. The Chinese vice Minister for
Foreign Trade indicated that China would be willing to offer long term credit to setup small
and medium Industries in Pakistan. The agreement provided for further arrangements over a
period of years (Verberger, 1983; Observer, 1963, July 21). Pakistan China trade increased
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greatly and in1963-64 the trade between both states reached to $10 Million in 1963 (People‘s
Daily, 2010, April 15).

3.8 China’s Stance on Pakistan’s Alliances with West
Foreign Minister Bhutto had received a tremendous welcome in China. His meetings
with the Chinese leaders, including Mao Tse Tung, President Liu Shao Chi, and Prime
Minister Chou en Lai was long, frank and friendly. In the meetings of the SEATO and the
CENTO during the first half of 1963, Pakistan resolutely held the view that China had not
committed aggression against India and that China had no designs to invade India.
Addressing Afro-Asian journalists, including those from Pakistan, in Peking on May 17,
1963, Prime Minister Chou en Lai warmly appreciated the bold stand taken by Pakistan in
the meetings of the SEATO and CENTO and declared China now had a better understanding
of Pakistan's associations with these alliances. China, he said, was now explaining to its "
fraternal friends (the other Communist countries) Pakistan's position Vis its alliances with the
west. Obviously, Foreign Minister Bhutto had succeeded is dispelling from the mind of the
Chinese Prime Minister many or those misgivings which had piled up in recent years about
Pakistan's foreign policies,
In 1963, delegations of Pakistani businessmen and journalists visited China. In these
talks with the delegations, the Chinese Prime Minster reiterated his desire for strengthening,
Pakistan China trade. The Managing Director of the Pakistan International Airlines also
visited Peking late in May 1963 following indications of Chinese keenness to have
commercial air links with Pakistan. The Government of Sinkiang

had suggested to visiting

delegation of Pakistani editors that there should be a direct commercial air service between
China and West Pakistan via Sinkiang to cut the then flying time by some 18 hours. A
modern jetliner would cover the distance between Kashghar and Rawalpindi in less than an
hour's time. The suggestion was then examined by the PIA but strategic and security
consideration prevented further action, An air service between Sinkiang and West Pakistan
would provide the need for passengers to fly through Indian and Hong Kong for getting to
Peking. In August 1963, China and Pakistan signed an air agreement in Karachi envisaging
the operation of a direct commercial air .service between the two countries. The continuance
of Pakistan as a free and sovereign state is to China's advantage because if India ever
succeeds in grabbing Pakistan, it would give India tremendous political prestige and boost its
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military strength in its tussle with China for domination in Asia. Since China stood for
raising fires in anticipation of world revolution, Pakistan's hostility towards India stood her in
good stead. China tried to activate this hostility by two processes. One, she agreed to
underwrite Pakistan's security in relation to India, and too she modified her views on the
Kashmir question, in the process slowing her own designs in the region without letting
Pakistan smell the foul play.
Western arm aid to India and the growth in India's defense forces, early in 1963,
made Pakistan look for some alternative source of support, because Pakistan had ceased to
have confidence in the West. Pakistan anxiously looked to China's willingness to underscore
Pakistan's anxiety proved a heady wine. Foreign Minister Bhutto apprised the Pakistan
National Assembly on 17th July 1961, "God forbid, if there was to be a clash with India the
international situation is such today that Pakistan would not be alone in that conflict_ that
conflict does not involve Pakistan alone. An attack by India on Pakistan involves the
territorial integrity and security of the largest date in Asia‖. Chou En-lai expressed his views
that ―China would defend Pakistan throughout the world as Pakistan defended China in the
CENTO and SEATO‖ (Narlvi, 1966, p. 3).
In September 1963, President Ayub, in an interview with Selig S. Harrison, the
Washington Post correspondent in Karachi, said that if India grows menacingly strong,
Pakistan might feel compelled to enter a military pact with China (Sherwani, 1980;
Verberger, 1983). On 26th November, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto then Minister for industries, stated
in the National Assembly that ―we have the greatest feeling of friendship for the great people
of China and it is the fundamental principle of our foreign policy" to be friendly with it. He
also said that ―this friendship was unconditional and that we will not barter or bargain it away
for anything‖ and that on 10th December in an interview with Selig Harrison, Bhutto stated
that China deserved Pakistan's friendship as ―a champion of Asian self-respect and selfreliance widely admired in Pakistan‖.(Bhutto, 1969, p.22)

3.9 Foundation of Trade Relations
In January 1963, at the invitation of Pakistan, China sent a trade delegation, headed
by the Vice- Minister of Foreign Trade, Lin Hai-Yun. The delegation signed an agreement
providing for most- favored nation treatment and trade facilities, including shipping, between
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the two countries. ―The agreement also provided that Pakistan will import metal and steel
products, coal cement, machinery chemicals, raw materials, and cereals and export jute and
jute goods, cotton and cotton textiles, leather sports goods, surgical instruments chrome ore
and newsprint. Pakistan‘s newspaper called this agreement‖ a historic accord (Pakistan
Times, 1962, December 28, p.4).
The importance of the Pakistan China trade agreement is to be viewed in the context
of our balance of trade position, which is obviously unfavorable. Britain's decision to restrict
import of cotton yarn from Pakistan and the European Common Market's unwillingness to
meet even the minimum demands of Pakistan will adversely affect our capacity of foreign
exchange earnings and our economic development. Pakistan, must therefore for its very
survival seek new markets for the quick disposal on favorable terms of its raw and
manufactured goods. It should be noted that in the wake of this agreement Pakistan China
trade increased greatly and in 1963-64. China became the largest importer of Pakistani
cotton, lifting 49.299 tons valued at Rs. 125,467,000 out of total export of 158,766 tons of
the value of Rs. 340,054,000.
The exchange of visits by prominent persons of two countries is indication of the
state of their relationship, by the summer of 1963 Pakistan and China had developed very
close and friendly relations. Early in May, at the invitation of the Chinese Government, a
delegation of leading Pakistani industrialists and businessmen visited china to witness the
export. The flights of Pakistani airlines were welcomed in China on the condition if they
were providing quick and easy access to Middle East and Africa (The Civil and Military
Gazette, 1963, January 7). In Mid- September a direct radiophone and photograph service
between Peking and Karachi was inaugurated, At the end of the month, the two countries‘
entered into a barter agreement, under which Pakistan-China friendship Association,
HatimAlvi, while the other was headed by the well knows East Pakistani leader, Moulana
Abdul Hameed Khan Bhashani, and represented Pakistan at China's National Day
celebrations (Singh, 1987).

3.10 Pakistan China Border Accord
The Pakistan China boundary remained stable and friction free in above decade since
the emergence of communist China because of no conceivable club of interests among the
neighbors. However with the assumption of power by Ayub Khan October 1958, the
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relations underwent a down ward trend because of the domestic condition in Pakistan and
increased United States influence in Pakistan's policy making. The strand and hostile
Pakistan-China relations found in border tension in 1959. In 1962, the upward trend of
Pakistan-China relations was significant step where by China agreed to settle the boundary
problem in Pakistan in order to maintain the friendly relations between the two close
neighbors, on the basis to forge a closer ties in their national interest.
The China India war produced a leading step in record time and to the entire
satisfaction on of both countries this facilitated the development of cordial ties which have
continued till today, some miner ups and down not worth standings (Rais, 1977). In
September 1959, the Government of Pakistan received Chinese map to showing some parts
of Hunza a Chinese territory. Lay east of 75% degree longitude and north of 1650 Latitude.
The Chinese line began at Mintikia pass below the point where the Afghan, Pakistan and
Chinese boundaries met, came down to Shimsshal pass and turned towards Tibet. ―The
Pakistan Foreign Office did not show haste and took the map very simply in the conduct
actual business‖. (Ayub, 1967, p.34)On October 23, 1959 President Ayub Khan announced
―the willingness of his Government to deal the border problem with China. China paid little
attention to Pakistani proposal for border demarcation because of the reason that Chinese
leaders did not like Pakistan's continued advocacy of joint defense with India‖. Both parties
with view to ensuring peace in the region and developing co-operative relations realized the
depth and gravity of the problem and could be resolved in peace full manner by negotiations.
The Chinese gesture was received with deep appreciation all over the country
Pakistan will readily gapes the hand of friendship extended by his great neighbor. The 1963
border agreement not only worsened Indo-Pak relations but also worried Washington and
Moscow. The United States of America resented not so much the agreement contents its
implications of new Peking oriented trend in Pakistan foreign policy, ―Impartial foreign
authors agreed that Pakistan was the gainer in the 1963 border agreement‖ (Choudhry, 1975,
p.2). Though the Pakistan China border accord was the first major agreement between the
two countries their cordiality had begun to grow while the negation was still in progress. The
reason of` course was that both needed new friends. China's alliances with the Soviet Union
deteriorated even earlier than her friendship with India.
Under this agreement Pakistan obtained 1350 miles which were actually in Chinese
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control and administration. China withdrew the claim of Hunza. The mentioned accord
successfully prevented the bitterness, friction and hostility between the two closed neighbors.
It promoted a reinforced atmosphere in order to promote regional peace and goodwill. The
newly acquired area safeguarded Pakistan's interest such as salt Mines three quarter of K -2
and water of Indus River system. So far economic objectives are concerned, it was modest
interest. In regard political and diplomatic aspect, due to this accord in the community of
Nations, Kashmir was recognized as disputed territory.
This agreement completely confirmed the United Nations Charter and asserted the peace in
the region (Rais, 1977). This process of building mutual partnership which was initiated by
President Ayub was only the first step. The border clash between India and China compelled
the China to sign the agreement with Pakistan. Because of the fact China could not afford to
keep her borders open to dangers (Report, National Assembly of Pakistan, 1963).

3.11 The Indian Stance on Pakistan China Border Accord
As expected, Indian Ministry of Foreign affairs protested and declared accord with the
sovereignty over the Jammu & Kashmir because the China has accepted the accession of
Kashmir to India further alleged that China is exploiting the Indo-Pak differences to its
advantage and promoting aggressive designs in the region. The government of Pakistan made
clear her version and maintained that the main purpose of the border agreement was to
remove the possible cause of friction settlement and peaceful settlement or the Kashmir issue
between India and Pakistan. The China responded the Indian reaction and maintained that
China never accepted Indian sovereignty over Kashmir. China and Pakistan could settle the
question or the actual present Boundary to maintain tranquility on the Borders. During the
negotiations India had declared that it would not accept any agreement which involved
Kashmir territory occupied by Pakistan. The Indian protest against accord had no base;
Pakistan rejected the Indian allegation completely.
The Indian representative in Security Council elaborated the stance of the country on the
accord and defended that "Pakistan had no right to dispose property which did not belong to
her, we would not to be bound by an agreement, and they may reach temporarily,
permanently or in any other way" The Indian claim was not justified in international opinion
to persuade the course of Boundary negotiation. The border accord proved to be significant
step in diplomatic and political relations of Pakistan-China friendship.(Ahmad, 2003, p.11)
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Chou En-Lai said at Dacca on 25th

February 1964, "Our friendship in not guided by

expediency but is an everlasting one, and no one can undermine it‖, in a press conference the
same day Chou En-Lai paid handsome tributes to President Ayub Khan. The American
policy on India initiated by Kennedy brought imbalance to the region to the greater
disadvantage of Pakistan and bringing odd to American-Chinese policy. China's response
was favorable, and several steps were taken to further strengthen the ties between the two
countries. Next month, shortly after a tour of the African countries, the Chinese Prime
Minister Chou En-Lai and 48 members, arrived in Pakistan on an eight-day visit (Dawn,
1964, February 26)
It was during this visit that Chou En-Lai invited president Ayub Khan to visit China.
Chou En-tai also expressed gratitude to Pakistan for countering the propaganda that China is
not a peace-loving country. ―The Pakistan Government and public opinion have righteously
refuted the slanders made by the forces hostile to China and pointed out that China is a peace
loving country. This constitutes a valuable support to China, for which the Chinese
Government and people would like to express their sincere gratitude". The Chinese Premier
then described Pakistan's association with SEATO and In April 1964 when the inaugural
flight of the Pakistan International Airlines arrived in China, Rennin Ribao, in an editorial
entitled ―An Airline of Friendship acid Peace" wrote from the time of establishment of
diplomatic ties and especially in the last few years, friendship and co-operation have made
remarkable progress on the foundation of Bandung Conference. Early in July 1964 a 9member delegation of Pakistan businessmen visited China to explore the possibility of
expanding trade between the two countries. About the middle of this month Pakistan's
Commerce Minister arrived in Peking. Chairman Mao Tse Tung, who then thanked Pakistan
for her stand about China's seat in the United Nations, received him. Later in the month
China offered to Pakistan an interest-free loan of $60 million, repayable in Pakistani goods
over a period of twenty years, for the purchase of industrial equipment and commodities.
The terms of this loan were greatly appreciated in Pakistan. Pakistani delegation
went to fifteenth anniversary celebrations of the People's Republic of China in October.
Shortly after I0 member delegation of Pakistan Planning Commission went to China to
examine the scope of Chinese aid in various Pakistani Projects. In late October 1964 during a
stopover in Karachi, the Chinese Foreign Minister said that he favored a plebiscite in
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Kashmir. In December 1964 it was announced that a regular Pakistan-China shipping service
would start in three months‘ time. Ayub Khan described China's first nuclear test as "a most
impressive achievement‖ of the Chinese Government and the Chinese people. Ayub Khan
also said that Pakistan considered it necessary to associate china with all disarmament efforts
and to restore Peking its legitimate rights in the United Nations (Ali, 1970, .67).

3.12 Pakistan-China Relations Post 1965
Early in March 1965 Ayub Khan visited China and received a rousing welcome. New China
News Agency reported from Peking on 2nd

March 1965 Eager to reciprocate the

enthusiastic welcome accorded by the Pakistani people to Premier Chou En-tai during his
Pakistan tour last spring, the people of Peking have created at major intersections along the
arrival route huge portraits of President Ayub Khan. The city was adorned with national flags
of the two countries in addition to numerous colorful banners and slogan-bearing streamers.
A lively, festive atmosphere reigned throughout the city Ayub Khan then declared that
"friendship with China is for us a long-term policy and not a matter of expediency‖. (Khan,
1964, p.22)
In the joint communiqué Ayub Khan supported China's stand on Taiwan and two
Premiers came to give friendly advice to the Pakistani President about Pakistan-soviet
relations. On 2nd June 1965, Chou En-Lai came to Rawalpindi again. At that time the Chinese
leader stated that in recent years, friendship between our two peoples has undergone a
remarkable development and the cooperation between our two countries has been
exceedingly fruitful. Later in the month Ayub Khan and Chou En-Lai met in Cairo about the
proposed second Afro-Asian conference. In brief China precisely wanted of Pakistan nothing
particular than unity against aggression. This provided the foundation stone of relationship of
both states and determined the course of future engagement.

3.13 Pakistan-China Engagement during War of 1971
Pakistan played a key role in bringing China‘s relations with United States on warm footings.
Henry Kissinger‘s visit to Beijing was arranged by Pakistan in July, 1971. China
acknowledged and appreciated Pakistan‘s effort and offered full support for Pakistan in case
of Indian aggression (Raman, 2011).In the event of Indian aggression on East Pakistan in
December, 1971, China moved forward for aiding Pakistan. India and Soviet Union had
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signed ‗Treaty of Friendship‘. China could not bear Indian hegemony in the region. Peoples
Republic of China used its veto power in United Nations for the first time and did not accept
sovereign state of Bangladesh (Naseer & Amin, 2011).
The strategic partnership between the two nations was based on common need and
mutual security. China ensured support to Pakistan through economic and military provisions
in the wars of 1965 and 1971.In the initial of 1970s, Pakistan was the determining character
in US-China rapprochement. This opportunity provided China with an effort to come out of
its isolation. The increased interaction with Western countries transformed the Chinese ways
of accessing global politics, trade and industrialization. Consequently, in only three decades
China developed as a world largest economy. Pakistan remained a bridge between China and
Western World during Cold War. This helped China to change its impression as closed
society and anti-West. Apart from this, both states established military liaison which later
opened the way to develop a trade, technology and economic cooperation in 1982. China
initiated transfer of military technology to Pakistan and sold M-11 missiles to Pakistan in the
late eighties (Ali, 1970).

3.14 China’s Role in Soviet-Afghan War
China employed the policy of strengthening and stabilizing in South Asia. The
invasion of Soviet Union in Afghanistan disturbed the power balance in the regional power
politics. China was apprehended by this attack and showed its policy by supporting Pakistan.
China supported Afghan resistance by providing assistance through Pakistan (Akhtar, 2011).
China provided about $200 million to Afghan resistance through Pakistan. It also provided
facility to United States in its Xinjiang province for surveillance of Soviet Union (Rehman,
1998). China maintained its position to pursue its interests in south Asia. Soviet expansion in
this region could affect China‘s interests negatively and deprive it of its regional dominance

3.15 Pakistan-China Nuclear Deal
China supplied two power reactors to Pakistan in 1992 in contradiction of guidelines
of Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. China designed heavy water Khushab Reactor in 1990s.
China also provided 50 kilograms of weapons grade enriched uranium (Tellis, 2010).This
deal is approximately to occur at a time when China has significantly made its nuclear energy
program more independent. Susequent to US-India deal, China adopted the policy to support
Pakistan more in order to compensate it. But China did not move forward to get Pakistan
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varied range of options from NSG group as provided to India. Senior NSG envoys said that,
―they presume that soon after China has accomplished political and contractual engagements
for the reactor sale to Pakistan. China will notify the NSG of its prearranged transaction‖.
Chinese representatives said, ―export of the reactors to Pakistan would be warranted
in deliberation of political progresses in South Asia, together with the entry into force of the
U.S.-India deal and the NSG exclusion for India. Western diplomats said China would not
stalwartly favor an NSG indemnity for Pakistan equivalent to India's because that would not
furthermore advantage Chinese industry and because Pakistan, in contrast to India, is a
restricted nuclear power market with far less infrastructure and far less financial possessions‖
China did not undertake in 2004, to provide additional reactors after Chashma-2,
under the same previous accord. China had made it clear that it was convinced that it would
negatively affect the regional security in South Asia. China did not carry out the agreement
on the basis of any rational. The IAEA Director General Mohammad Al Baradei urged the
states in 2007 and 2008 to lift the ban ultimately on Pakistan and Israel, the intention being
support to India.
A prolonged remedy could be advised—as Switzerland in 2008 recommended in elucidating
its consent of the NSG immunity for India—by making noteworthy deviations in the rubrics
prevailing in the nuclear nonproliferation regime. But the rupture produced by United States
India deal, which paved the way for China‘s provision of reactors to Pakistan as specified by
paragraph 16 of the guidelines, ―unanimous consent is required for any changes in the
guidelines‖ (Hibbs, 2010, p.45). In the time being, as global nuclear trade swells, NPT
contractors will be encouraged to disregard the rules.

3.16 Pakistan China Counter– Terrorism Relations
The collaboration between China and Pakistan to curb terrorism had initiated before
9/11.

China has been experiencing separatism and extremism in its province of Xinjiang

where Uighur Muslim separatists are endeavoring to attain a separate state. Xinjiang‘s
borders join with Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, all Muslim
States facing extremism in varying degrees.
The withdrawal of Soviet Union from Afghanistan had deep impact on the region.
The Uighur separatist movement was radically affected by the emergence of five Muslim
Central Asian states. China suspected during 1990s that few Pakistani religious political
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parties were supporting Uighurs. This was an irritant in Pakistan-China engagement. Initially
Pakistan gave low profile response and just resorted to orally cautioning the religious parties.
However, in the second half of 1990s, Pakistan initiated to take serious actions. In May 1997,
Pakistan took action on the evidence provided by China and arrested 12 students involved in
Uighur unrest in Xinjiang in February, 1997. Since then, Pakistan has ensured that its land
would not be used for activities against China.
After 9/11, both states resolved to form joint framework to combat terrorism. During
his visit to China in December 2001, President Musharraf openly backed the operation
against Uighurs. He vowed full Pakistani support against East Turkistan terrorist movement.
This was the first instance when a Pakistani leader went public in opposing Muslim separatist
in Uighur. Pakistan and China institutionalized the mechanism to fight terrorism and also
have entrenched to share intelligence (Hailin, 2008). Shortly afterward 9/11 terorist attack on
the United States, a emissary of Chinese reached Pakistan to look up Pakistani officials on
the condition developing as a result of the terrorist activity in the United States.
Pakistan had taken a principled stance to fight terrorism after 9/11. There was strong
determination

that

the

government

needed

to

fight

extremism,

sectarianism,

and

weopenization. In his speech of January 12, 2002, President Musharraf announced ―his
government‘s resolve to root out all sorts of extremist tendencies from Pakistani society and
to help international efforts against terrorism. The measures he announced to curb terrorism
were highly appreciated by the Chinese leadership and considered a positive step to reduce
tension in the region‖ (Singh, 2007, p.56).

3.17 Substantial Developments in South Asia
With the emergence of last decade of twentieth century, various tumultuous events
started shaping the course of history. The geo-political landscape of south Asia was mapped
out by nuclearization of India and Pakistan, Kargil conflict in 1999. The tumultuous event of
9/11 entirely changed the regional political dimension when US intervened directly. During
these years, the strategic alliances in South Asia also changed. Pakistan became the frontline
state in war against terrorism and was given the status of non-NATO ally. Indo-US strategic
partnership took a new turn having implications for the regional security. China-India
relations‘ modified immensely on the economic and political front.Pakistan-India relations
worsened after the attacks in Mumbai (Ackerman, 2007).
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These changes had direct and indirect impact on Pakistan-China strategic engagement.
However, the changing patterns of politics did not negatively affect the bilateral relations of
Pakistan and China rather both states came more near. The bilateral collaboration increased
immensely and both states endeavored to enhance people-to-people contacts. The relations
were strengthened through various agreements and treaties.
Pakistan-China engagement is based on mutually shared interests so it was least
affected by regional constraints and India-China growing relationship particularly. There are
various questions which arise in the bilateral relations due to increasing economic relations
and growing partnership in various sectors. This was also marked by both governments‘
increasing efforts to address these issues.

3.18 The 50 th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations
The 50th Anniversary of relationship in 2001 was an instance of countless implication
and for a civic display of the strength and the durability of Pakistan China relationships ―A
sequence of high level visits, emblem of which is Premier Zhu Rongji's visit to Pakistan on
11-14 May, 2001 and President of Pakistan's visit to China later that year as part of the
memorial proceedings for the golden jubilee celebrations. In adding to it, high profile cultural
and business activities would be undertaken, including Pakistan's involvement in the Beijing
International Trade Fair in April 2001, civil awards for Chinese nationals in recognition of
their contribution to Pakistan-China friendship and cooperation in various fields issuance of
first day covers/commemorative stamps to mark the occasion. To mark the 50th Anniversary
of Pakistan-China Friendship, Pakistan Post Office issued a set of 3 commemorative postage
stamps on May 12, 2001. As a part of Golden Jubilee Celebrations, Pakistan and China,
Pakistan Post Office issued First Day of Issue covers with the stamps of the 2 respective
countries duly pasted. Pakistan and China celebrated the 50th Anniversary of Pakistan-China
friendship by releasing First Day of Issue Covers simultaneously at Beijing and Islamabad.
Special ceremonies held in the respective capitals to mark the release of First Day of Issue
Covers containing postage stamps of the respective countries on both the First Day Covers
duly defaced with special postmarks of 21 May, 2001‖(Zehra, 2009, p.4).
It has been stated that ―an indefinite number of these elements are present in
Afghanistan and in the Taliban-controlled areas of North Waziristan. Between 2004- 2008,
there were four key terrorist attacks planned to kill Chinese nationals in Pakistan through
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fixing explosive devices and using automatic weapons, also three incidents of kidnapping‖.
There are also some rumors that the hidden hand behind attacks on Chinese in Pakistan may
be Uighur separatists. Though the number of Chinese nationals killed in Pakistan is not so
high yet their figurative importance is too high and left deep impact on Pakistan-China
relations. It barred Chinese companies to invest in Pakistan who had plans to invest billions
of dollars in Pakistan. It also shattered Pakistan‘s image in Chinese public mainstream.
Chinese did not hide their agony over these tragic events. It is possibly the ―foreign hand‖ to
harm Pakistan China friendship. Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz said that it is an ―an
international conspiracy‖ (Daily Times, 2007, August 9, p.2)
According to Rebiya Kadeer, ―The World Uighur Congress had worked out plans of
infiltration and sabotage targeting the celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the founding of
the

People's

Republic

of China.

Furthermore,

a three-step

initiative

for Xinjiang

independence in 50 years had also been plotted Given the U.S./NATO failure in stabilizing
Afghanistan and curtailing spill-over effects of the conflict, it is prudent for Pakistan and
China to

strengthen bilateral anti-terrorism cooperation mechanisms with a regional

perspective. Given Pakistan‘s past experience in dealing with terrorism, its support is crucial
for China to contain the issue of separatism and terrorism and so is China‘s support to
Pakistan for its anti-terrorism capacity building‖ (Rehman, 1998, p.33).
In Pakistan‘s fight against terrorists, China has provided complete support to
Pakistani efforts in this issue. The Interior Minister of Pakistan Rehman Malik has stated that
China will supply the arms and goods related to security

included vehicle scanners and

communication scanners to Pakistan which will be of ―US $280 Million‖ so that Pakistan
can enhance its capability in fghitng against the non-state militant actors. A Chinese political
expert Hu Shisheng said that ―We will contribute to its (Pakistan) stabilization. A stable
Pakistan is essential for building a stable Xinjiang. A disintegrated or dismantled Pakistan
will be a disaster for us. It is known that during the American campaigns in Afghanistan and
operations in Pakistan, Uighurs were caught. There are huge tribal areas there which have run
themselves for centuries. Without close cooperation with Pakistan, how can China ensure
stability there?‖ (Rehman, 2009, p.35).

3.19 Pakistan China Relations Post 9/11
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After the Cold War China came as most significant strategic partner to balance the Indian
threat. China was the one which provided Pakistan with preliminary and most credible
support in providing nuclear material. Overall, China has been the chief source of providing
Pakistan with conventional military weapons (Report, US Library of Congress, 1994, April).
Moreover, in relations with Pakistan China found a negotiating tool to talk to United States in
matters important to China like US arms sales to Taiwan. ―China‘s intimate ties with
Pakistan permitted the former a better domain of influence spreading to South Asia, as well
as a connection between the Muslim world and Beijing. It is within such an agenda that
Kenneth Lie Berthal postulates that traditionally, the powerful factor for driving China was a
hedgerow against India and for Pakistan, sideways from providing strategic power against
India, relations with China gave Pakistan access to civilian and military resources‖ (Pan,
2006, p.22).
While going to Kathmandu to attend SAARC Summit President Musharraf stayed for
a night at Beijing on January 3, 2002. This visit occurred at a moment when the India
Pakistan strains were at their highest point. India called back its ambassador and limited its
diplomatic relations with Pakistan. It also stopped the air line operations. He met with the
Prime Minister Zhu Rongji and they both deliberated in detail the matters in Afghanistan and
the Indian military concentration on Pakistani boundary (Khalid Hassan, 2008). Prime
Minister Zhu Rongji said that ―it is in the interest of both countries and the expectations of
the international community for both Pakistan and India to maintain the utmost restraint, and
safeguard the peace and stability of South Asia‖ (The News, 2009, March 9, p.5). The Prime
Minister of China admiringly told President Musharraf that, ―the whole world has seen with
appreciation the farsighted

and

statesmanship-like policies pursued by the Pakistan

government‖ (The News, 2009, March 9, p.1). China valued Pakistan as ―a very reliable and
close friend, and China would always stand by Pakistan, at all time‖ (The News, 2008,
October 20, p.2). The opinion of various analysts was that the meeting with Chinese Premier
aimed at informing him and rallying his support in case the bilateral crisis escalated in to
serious conflict. The rejoinder from the Chinese leadership according to the Director General
of ISPR was that ―China would stand by Pakistan in all eventualities‖(Bukhari, 2008).
However, China preferred to take any position at low profile to avoid the notice being taken
about its tilt towards Pakistan. It tried to ensure its outlook as regional balancer.
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China played a major role in mitigating crisis between Pakistan and India through
active, dynamic and adroit diplomacy. Chinese leadership maintained relations with all
neighbors and US governments through its active diplomacy. The Foreign Minister Tang
Jiaxuan, communicated China‘s anxieties to Colin Powell and said ―if the situation gets out
of control and results in large-scale armed conflict, not only would India and Pakistan both
suffer, it would also influence the peace process in Afghanistan and endanger the stability
and development of South Asia and even all of Asia‖ (Report, Embassy of the China in
Islamabad, 2006, p.1). China majorly involved the telecommunication method to pursue
diplomacy with US and India to lessen the intensity of crisis and preferred to remain neutral
by outlook (Report, Embassy of the China in Islamabad, 2006). US were not ready to see war
in South Asian region, and for this purpose it endeavored hard to move Islamabad. The core
foundation of the matter was that―the next country the US matter has to deal with, if it wants
to break Al-Qaeda, is Pakistan‖ (Rehman, 2007).
Director General Chinese Foreign Ministry, Mr. Fu Ying said ―the role that can be
played by China together with the international community is to persuade the two sides to
continue to exercise restraint. However, in the end, it is up to the two countries to find a
peaceful solution. As far as tension between India and Pakistan is concerned, our position is
the hope to see the ease of tension‖ (Kyodo News International, 2006, March 16,
p.2). Chinese President Jiang Zamin has also sent message to President Bush ―if America is
tilting more and more towards India, China will remain loyal to Pakistan. Jiang‘s telephone
diplomacy may have been intended as a warning to America not to do anything that would
plunge Pakistan into what could become a terminal crisis‖.
United States comprehended the intricate strategic relation of Pakistan and China.
One of the irritants of US-China relations was China‘s defense support for Pakistan. China
continued this policy of supporting Pakistan despite of economic pressures particularly
sanctions. China supported Pakistan in constructing Karakoram Highway joining its Northern
regions with Xinjiang. The purpose of this effort was to highlight the shared needs and the
regional outlook requirements.
China projected its strength in South Asian region by its presence through strategic
projects like Gwadar port. ―Construction of the port initiated in March 2002 when China
approved to provide $198 million of the $248 million required for Phase I of the project.
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China has also financed in sustenance infrastructure by funding a highway link from Gwadar
to a central Baluchistan town, linking Karachi and Quetta. It is pertinent to observe that
China was firstly unwilling to provide assistance with the construction of the port, yet lastly
agreed to invest in it on condition that that it had sovereign guarantees to the port facilities.
Pakistan agreed to this provision resulting in a discontented United States‖ (Chaturvedy,
2006, p.1). The port is located at the strategic position in the region just 250 miles away from
the Strait of Hormuz pathway to about 40% of world‘s oil. It is of countless strategic worth
and increases Pakistan‘s position in the region, while permitting China to broaden the
horizons of oil policy and protect its crude oil import ways and concurrently achieve
admission to the Persian Gulf. Under a MOU signed between China and Pakistan, ―China is
also to build a 90 km highway link connecting the Chinese side of the Karakoram highway to
the Russian built highway network that already connects all the five Central Asian Republics.
This regional highway network will directly link Gwadar to Xinjiang and the landlocked
Central Asian Republics‖ (Chaturvedy, 2006, p.12). The Karakoram highway project links
China to Pakistan‘s western regions and serves as excellent trade route. The elongation of the
road through Ratedero-Khuzdar road to Gwadar will provide with shortest and most feasible
trade route from Gwadar to Western China (The Washington Post, 2005, January 18). These
projects delineate Chinese designs to pursue its interests outside its borders and ensure its
economic security.
The suspicions of United States on China‘s designs in Gwadar became apparent in a
report of Pentagon entitled ―Energy Futures in Asia‖ which states that, ―Beijing has already
has set up electronic eavesdropping posts at Gwadar which monitor ship traffic through the
Strait of Hormuz and the Arabian Sea‖ (Niazi, 2005, p.23). ―In addition, the port and the
other supporting infrastructure will help integrate Pakistan into the Chinese economy by out
sourcing low tech, basic production and manufacturing jobs, making it into a giant factory
floor for China. Having invested $400million in the project, the port will be accessible for
Chinese imports and exports through overland links that stretch across the Karakoram
Highway‖ (Chaturvedy, 2006). ―For Pakistan as well, the benefits are profound, where to
quote President Musharraf, as and when needed the Chinese navy could be in Gwadar to give
befitting replies to everyone‖ (Niazi, 2005, p.2).
The emphasis on the project was further put on by Pakistan‘s declaration of the project as ―a
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sensitive defence area‖ (Haider, 2005, pp.196-197). Gwadar project will deny India the
capability to block Pakistan‘s supply and provide China with full opportunity to continue
logistic support to Pakistan in the time of war. Declaration of Gwadar port as ―free trade
zone‖ is under deliberation, while few Pakistani business men endorse the idea of final
description of the Gwadar port as an ―export processing zone‖ with exceptional incentives
given to Chinese enterprises (The Dawn, 13 June 2006, p.12). Besides, the opening of
worldwide trade through Gwadar can engage more participants in Afghanistan who will get
the benefits of ―transit trade‖ to Central Asia. This will in return be foreseeable to perform as
a recompense for normalizing the disorder in the country having unrest, and also eliminate
the current doubts between Afghanistan and Pakistan (Pakistan Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
2006). In 2005, in response to US-India strategic deal, Pakistan and China has struck
historical deal ―Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation‖ that "neither party will join any
alliance or block which infringes upon the sovereignty, security and territorial integrity" of
either nation, and "would not conclude treaties of this nature with any third party."

3.20 President Musharraf’s Visit, 2006
Four days after the killing of Chinese engineers in Baluchistan (Report, Pakistan
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2006) and before the visit of President Bush to Pakistan,
President Musharraf visited China in 2006. ―The timing of the visit suggested, perhaps, that
Pakistan gives greater priority to its strategic partnership with China than it does to its Major
Non-Nuclear Ally (MNNA) status with the US. President Musharraf emphasized on the need
to improve relations with China with regard to trade and investment, as well as nuclear
energy co-operation and defense co-operation. The Chinese government, in a highly
symbolic act, released special postage stamps to commemorate President Musharraf‘s visit
and 55 years of diplomatic relations. Eventually, 13 agreements and Memorandums of
Understanding were signed in various sectors including energy, trade, defense and
communications. A loan agreement pertaining to the use of preferential buyer‘s credit was
also signed and China urged Pakistan to find means for the peaceful resolution of the
Kashmir issue‖ (Fisher, 2005). Chinese President Hu Jinato referred to President Musharraf
as an ―old friend of the Chinese people‖ (Fisher, 2005, p.23). President Hu made ―another
landmark in the glorious history of bilateral relations‖ whereby, ―the friendship between the
two countries has matured into a comprehensive strategic partnership for peace and
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development‖ (Jabeen , 2012; p.5 Xinhua, 2006, May 17).Musharraf stated that ―Our
friendship is deeper than the ocean and higher than the mountain‖ (India News.com, 2006,
May 21). On May 21st 2006, Prime Miniter Wen Jiabao said ―China- Pakistan relations have
withstood the tests of internationally changing situations and have become a model of living
in amity among countries‖ (Daily Times, 2006, February 23, p.2).
In a TV interview Pakistan‘s Information Minister said ―Pakistan would stand behind
China if the United States ever tried to besiege it‖ it shows China‘s preference over the
United States (Fisher,2005, p.5). This statement has different impacts on China and USA as
for China it was assuring that Pakistan has give it preference and for US it was thought
provoking point over the role of dictatorship governments in Pakistan as they are more close
to China than the democratic administrations.

3.21 US India Civil Nuclear Deal
―After President Bush‘s visit to India, Pakistan hoped that a similar nuclear deal
would fructify between Washington and Islamabad. Once it became clear that no such deal
would be forthcoming from Washington, Pakistan turned to China as the Indo- US nuclear
deal suggested both strategic instability and a security threat. China has already been widely
acknowledged as the source of Pakistan‘s initial nuclear weapon design, a major partner in
the development of Pakistan‘s nuclear weapons complex, the major source of Pakistan‘s
short and medium range solid fuel missile technology, and the likely partner in the
development of Pakistan‘s Land Attack Cruise Missile tested in 2005‖(CNS News, 2006
March 15). China has retained that it wanted to aid Pakistan with its mounting energy needs.
In 2006, China signed agreement, to ―build co-operation in the peaceful application of
nuclear power. Pakistan, however, proclaims that, having recorded one of the highest levels
of economic growth in Asia last year, it will need an eight fold increase in its power
requirements‖ (The Hindustan Times, 2006 April, 26, p.2).
According to may media reports during 2006, Pakistan is trying to purchase six to
eight nuclear plants from China which will be planted in Chinese assisted Cheshma Plant but
Pakistan denied all these reports but Indian media kept on reporting about it (Tellis, 2010).

3.22 Pakistan China Defense Relations
Pakistan‘s relationship with China was the cornerstone of its foreign policy. Support
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in defense sector is primarily important as china is the regional balancer against India
(Fisher, 2005). China has demonstrated itself as a dependable provider of armaments to
Pakistan, selling F-7 fighters, the T- 96 main battle tank, and funds for building of four
frigates for the Pakistan navy (Ghani, 2006). ―China committed to deliver the first small
batch of JF-17 (Thunder) Aircrafts to Pakistan. China and Pakistan also promised to expand
military co-operation and defense production with regard to aircrafts, fighter bombers, tanks,
and heavy artillery. It has been opined that this enhanced military cooperation could herald a
shift in the Centre of gravity from Europe to Asia, with China at the forefront followed by
Pakistan‖ (India Daily, 2005, August 26).
While meeting with Admiral Tahir, the Chinese Defense Minister Cao Gangchuan
said that ―the Chinese armed forces were ready to further deepen cooperation with Pakistan.
On 23 May 2006 Pakistan clinched a$600 million defense deal with China, which includes
the construction off our F-22P frigates for the Pakistani Navy, the upgrading of the Karachi
dockyard and the transfer of technology for the indigenous production of a modern surface
fleet. Under the deal, three frigates will be built in Shanghai and the fourth one at the Karachi
dockyard‖ (Sridhar,2006).

3.23 Trade and Investment Cooperation
The bilateral relation between china and Pakistan also encompasses the trade
relations. Continuous growth in th economic sector magnified the bilateral trade relations.
―Traditionally, the trade balance has always been tilted in favor of China, except for a short
while in 1952, owing to China's involvement in the Korean War. For decades China's
constant increase in exports to Pakistan resulted in a persistent and growing trade imbalance.
The balance of trade increased from US $1.49 billion in 2004-2005 to US $4.0 billion in
2007-2008. Exports from Pakistan to China increased from US $354.1 million in 2004-2005
to US $684.8 million in 2007-08, thus showing an average increase of 35% per annum. The
main items of Pakistan's exports to China are cotton fabrics, cotton yarn, bed wear, surgical
instruments, tent and canvas, marble, fish and its preparations, leather, fruits and vegetables.
Unfortunately, mix of Pakistan's products exported to China is very narrow. Almost around
80% of its exports consist of cotton yarn and other textile products‖. (TDAP, 2010, p.1;
Chinese Consulate, Karachi, 2005; p.2)
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China is one of the top import sources of Pakistan. ―Major imports from China are
machinery, chemicals, garments and other textile products, stationery, construction materials
like tiles, sanitary wares and crockery, etc. The imports from China augmented from US$
1.84 billion in 2004-2005 to US$ 4.69 billion in 2007- 2008, thus showing an average
increase of 55% per annum. Textile machinery and electrical appliances are the major parts
of overall exports. Bilateral trade had reached around US $ 4.9 billion in 2008‖ (Report IPRI,
2007; Xinhua, 2006, May 17).
The trade relations became better with the passing time. The trade volume was
increased by 39 percent in 2005. ―The balance of trade, however, remained overwhelmingly
in China‘s favor, whose exports amounted to $1.8 billion compared to Pakistan‘s $575
million‖ (Report IPRI, 2007: Shanghai Daily, 2006 March 9). In the first quarter of 2006,
bilateral trade was $1.018 billion, 42.3 percent increased than the same quarter the previous
year. Additionally, since 2003, China has arisen as a chief economic ally for Islamabad,
responsible for nearly 11% of Islamabad‘s imports. (New York Times, 2006, January 18.)
The economical and trade relations between both states further enhanced during the
visit of Musharraf during which the scheme of general loan under the name of ―preferential
Buyers Credit‖ was agreed to be launched. Pakistan also asked China to increase its ―direct
investment‖ in Pakistan. Along with that the probably of making Pakistan a ―manufuctrung
point‖ for China was also discussed and it was decided that China will invest ―$12 Billion‖ in
different projects in Pakistan along with ―$500 Million‖ in mutual project (Niazi, 2005,
p.22). ―President Musharraf also promised to set up various industrial zones in Pakistan
solely for Chinese entrepreneurs‖ (Kumar, 2006, p.2; The Daily Times, 2006, April 4).
President Musharraf said ―When the Karakoram Highway was built, the world called
it the eighth wonder, we can create the ninth and tenth wonders by establishing energy
pipelines and railway linkages between the two fast growing economies‖ (Lodhi, 2010 p.34).

It is the need of the hour to more strengthen the bilateral trade ties. The Import-Export
Bank of China will advance $1.7 billion for construction of city-wide rail road in Lahore.
―The 15-year loan will be disbursed in the next five years, and negotiations with Exim bank
are under way to finalize other details. Most recently, the Punjab government recently agreed
to award the 27 km (16.7 mile) train line contract project to the Chinese company China
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North Industries Corp (Norinco). It is hoped that completion of this project will substantially
decrease road traffic‖.
(Dasgupta, 2009, p.1)
Now it becomes the duty of public-private sector of Pakistan to further consolidate
this relation through invitation of more investment and increase in funding in the
infrastructure sector. Along with this Pakistan must endeavor to improve security conditions
to welcome more investment and also work in business sectors to ensure the rights of
Chinese enterprises. There is an urgent need to strengthen the bilateral trade volumes
between the two countries. ―Pakistan exported different commodities to China of worth
$228.63 million, $244.59 million, $288.259 million, $354.092 million, $463.967 million and
$575.903 million in 2001-2006. Whereas, Pakistan imports from China was $ 5 75.37
million, $839.00 million, $1,153.514 million and $1,842.270$ which clearly indicated
balance of trade in favor of China (Delvoi, 2014, p.2; Dawn, 201, May 22).
.

3.24 Energy Co-Operation
The investment of China in energy sector is commendable. ―China Three Gorges
Corp (CTGPC) is China's largest hydropower developer is ready to invest $15 billion in
Pakistan's energy sector, an investment that could hopefully add 10,000 megawatts to
Pakistan's main grid over the next 10 years. The corporation also offered to develop
multipurpose hydroelectric projects through direct financing model based on 3Ps i.e. public
private partnership. The Chinese companies showed their keenness to invest $10 to $15
billion for the development of power sector in Pakistan which has around 175 billion tonnes
of coal deposits in Thar. China has the expertise in coal energy which must be utilized for the
tapping of Thar coal reservoirs‖. (APP, 2011, December 12. p.1 April 4; Wei, 2013, p.13)
Pakistan is in midst of its most severe energy crisis. It is in emergency need of
construction of dams enhancing its energy production capability. ―The projects of
hydropower i.e. Kohala Hydro Power (1100 MW), Bhunji (7100 MW), Bhasha, Dashu in
Upper Indus Valley, and other Hydro Power projects in lower Indus valley were thoroughly
discussed most recently with the Chinese representatives of public-private sector. China
Three Gorges Project Corporation (CTGPC) signed an agreement with a private Pakistani
firm, Associate Technologies (Private) Limited to invest $1.2 billion in 720 MW Karot
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Hydropower Project. The Karot project would be completed in four years and help Pakistan
to overcome load-shedding problem‖. (Sabir, 2010, p.1)
―On its part the government of Pakistan has issued letter of interest for the
KarotHydero electric project with 720 MW generation capacities. Its feasibility has already
been approved. MoU for the Taunsa hydro eclectic project with 120 MW generation
capacities has been signed. The Kohala hydro power project with generation capacity 1100
MW electricity is ready for tariff negotiations as the letter of interest of the project has been
issued and the updated feasibility study already approved. Bunji hydroelectric project another
mega energy project being undertaken by the Three Gorges Project Corporation with 7100
MW generation capacity is ready for site survey as the MoU for the project was signed in
August 2009‖. (Rakisits, 2012, pp.90-92; Yan, 2010, 12)
The current energy projects in the bilateral relationship also consist of the wing
energy protection. The glaring example of this is the cooperation in the Karachi wing farm,
another wind farm in Karachi and also similar project in Punjab. The government of Pakistan
intends to build run-of-river hydro power project on Sukkur barrage. ―Furthermore, Joint
Development agreement was due to be signed this month for the 120 Megawatt Taunsa
Hydroelectric project, where the discharge is 10,000 cusecs is ready for joint development
agreement‖ (Jabeen, 2012, pp.7-9).

3.25 Pakistan China Ties Post 2009
In 2010, Vice Prime Minister of China Zhang Dejiang's Pakistan‘s visit strengthened
the bilateral relation. President Asif Ali Zardari recapped ―that the democratic government is
committed to curb menace of militancy and extremism at any cost. Zhang Dejiang said China
values its friendship with the government and the people of Pakistan and would continue to
provide possible assistance to them‖. Matters linked to two-fangled relations, economic
collaboration, war against terrorism and the regional condition were deliberated during the
meeting. China‘s continuous support to Pakistani defense and economic sector is the source
of consolidation of bilateral relation. The Chinese delegation also signed five agreements,
―which comprise Concessional Loan for PAKSAT I-R Project, Cooperation in Port
Construction

and

Port-Management-Training,

Cooperation

in

Information

Technology,

China-Pakistan Cable System Construction and Maintenance Agreement and contract
agreement for engineering, procurement and construction works of the Darawat Dam
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Project‖ (The Nation Islamabad, 2010 July 7).

3.26 One China Policy
Pakistan sternly and firmly observes the "One-China Policy" and support China's
stance to the return of Taiwan to the motherland. Pakistan respects Tibet as an
unchallengeable essential portion of China and is resolutely divergent to any efforts to
weaken China's authority. Pakistan‘s interest more lies in the construction of dams and
Chines support in energy sector. The world is facing severe economic crisis while China‘s
economy is growing rapidly from which Pakistan can benefit considerably.
The cooperation has extended to joint exercises. A Pakistan Army participated in
third joint military exercise, YOUYI - III in China. ―A week long exercise has been kicked
off that started in July 2010 at Qixtonxia, Yeuhuan China. Troops of Special Services Group
of both the countries are participating in joint exercise. The exercise had been designed to
benefit from the professional skills employed by the two Special Forces Group at sub unit
level. The aim of the exercise was to practice counter terrorism mechanisms along with drills
in mountains and developing interpersonal rapport between participants of both sides.
Pakistan's unprecedented success in counter-terrorism operations has contributed to an
environment in which Pakistan Army and PLA have sought to hold a joint exercise to benefit
from each other‘s experiences" (Dawn, 2010, July 8)

3.27 President Zardari’s Visits
Relations between both states reached to new height after the visit of President of
Pakistan. Main focus of this visit was sectors of ―Defense, banking, industry and
construction‖. Pakistani delegations tried to attract the Chinese investors towards Pakistan
and during that Pakistani President also met the major private corporations of China focusing
the construction of three dams in Pakistan. Although Pakistan and EXIN Bank of China has
already signed a memorandum regarding these dams which was worth of ―$700 Million‖ and
private company f China named Syohydro has been in the agreement for construction of
―Darawat and Winder dams‖ During these negotiations Pakistan also asked Chinese Private
company (NORINCO) to invest in the defense sector of Pakistan especially in heavy
mechanical complex and construction of different range of tanks.
Both states also signed six different agreements in the number of sectors like
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agriculture, health, communication, judicial system and technology and also decided to
enhance the regional cooperation and the more Pakistani Co-ordination with the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization. (Rehman, 2010). It was alos decided that ―China will build the
165km long Jaglot-Skardu road and the 135km long Thakot-Sazin road‖. The MoUs were
signed by Chairman NHA with Chinese counterpart and witnessed by the President (Singh,
2010).
The vital korakaram road has als been upgraded by China at the cost of S500 million.
Along

with

that

they

decided

to

built a railway track

which will connect to

Kashgar.Pakistan‘s ―One China Policy‖ has also been highly appreciated by China and both
parties have agreed to enhance their cooperation both at international and regional
level.Along woth that both parties has decided to cooperate

fight against extremism as

Pakistan has been the main target of the terrorism. Code named "Friendship-2010" in China's
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region. WAPDA built 12 new dams. A MoU has already been
signed with the EXIM Bank of China for financing 700 million dollars for these dams
(Yasin, 2010). (Dawn 2010, December, 20).

3.28 WenJiabao’s Visit
Chinese leader visited Pakistan in 2010 which started the new era of friendhip
between Pakistan and China especially in the context of Chinese leader‘s visit to China
where both states have readily agreed to boost up the trade and economic relations. During
that visit Chinese investors signed the deals of Approximately $10 Billion with Pakistani
businessmen and the bank of China will open its branches in two major cities of Pakistan
(Daily Times, 2010, December 20).
China is an progressing economy and Pakistan is a major source to fulfill its needs of
natural resources. (Pakistan Observer 2011, April 19). During the visit of Chinese Premier
Wen Jiabao he stated that ―two countries signed 35 agreements and memorandums of
understanding (MoUs) that are expected to bring around $25-35 billion worth of investment
over the next five years‖.
Mr. Jiabao promised that, "China and Pakistan ties will get deeper, closer and
stronger", while Prime Minister Gilani said that Pakistan "condemns any attempt to
undermine China's sovereignty and territorial integrity" (Pakistan Observer, 2011, May 6).
Pakistan has complete trust and faith on Chinese friendship and it has been very helpful in
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many sectors especially in the energy as Pakistan is facing major energy crisis for past many
years (Khan, 2011).

3.29 Pakistan China Friendship on the Rise
The Pakistan China relationship is a commentator of concord. As Pakistan is a
security centric state and always in need of military equipment and China has proved to be a
chief supplier of military arms and other goods like Tanks, Fighting jets, Missiles.The
advancement of Karakoram Highway and the development of the National Trade Corridor is
also under deliberation. Under the NTC, a network of 4,000 Km of modern highways,
together with the Karakoram Highway and connections with Gwadar Port will be established.
―Pakistan and China have settled deals and agreements worth $ 35 billion and a
bilateral trade volume reaching $15 billion, during this historic high profile visit of Premier
Wen JiaBao. They include: 17 agreements, 04 Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs), and
a joint venture. Pakistan-China Business Cooperation Summit was attended by both Premiers
participated by 260 strong Chinese delegates with their 150 strong Pakistani counterparts.
Five Year Development program on Economic trades and free trade agreement in goods and
investments was also signed. China also agreed to further develop and boost Pakistan's
Mineral and Energy sector as well as broaden financial and banking sector cooperation. Both
sides inked almost twelve agreements/MOUs during the visit in the fields of economic and
technical cooperation, free trade, minerals, petroleum and natural resources, environmental
protection, radio and television, space technology, agriculture sector, properties exchange
between foreign ministries of the two countries‖ (Burki, 2011, p.14).
During the sensitive time in history, when US violate the sovereignty of Pakistan in 2011,
and Pakistan was under immense international pressure, even at that time China stood by
Pakistan and declared its complete support for its friend state which shows the depth of
friendship between them. The combined statement issued at the conclusion of Prime Minister
Gilani's May, 2011 visit to China underlines the ―Chinese appreciation of the key role
Pakistan has played in curbing the forces of militancy and promoting peace in the region and,
at the same time, shows an understanding of the limits and compulsions of our core national
interests in fighting the menace. A right response to the situation, both countries pledged to
jointly fight these forces under bilateral and multilateral framework‖ (News International,
2011, May 20, p.1).
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The Pakistan-China strategic connection has continuously been developing and surrounding
new zones of cooperation. Among the evolving zones for collaboration are Afghanistan, antiterrorism and energy security which are unavoidable in more than one ways for regional
peace, stability and development. The historical course of this partnership and enduring
relationship reveals the nature. The engagement is based on the strategic requirements of the
region. The vital factor was the shared need for security through various means. The
relationship remained vibrant despite of various constraints due to the shared vital need of
stability and peace in the region.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COMPULSIONS AND CONSTRAINTS OF
PAKISTAN-CHINA STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
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Compulsions and Constraints of Pakistan-China Strategic
Partnership
4.1 Introduction
The

strategicpartnershipbetweenPakistanandChinahas

beenextraordinarilya

long

lastingengagement.This partnership found its ground from the Realist School of International
Relations which postulates that the states‘ internal character shaped by various factors, i.e.
their history, culture and ideology, play a nominal role in their foreign policy choices;
instead, the security constraints generated by the anarchic international political system lead
states‘ preferences. Pakistan
culture,religionor

and

Chinahad not anything incommonin their history,

politicalsystem

whenthey

formaldiplomaticrelations.Boththesestatesoriginated
themselves to
bothstates

fr o m

initiated

differentideologiesandlaterlinked

opposite securityblocsduring the ColdWar period.In spite ofthe fact that

did

not

share

effectivelycontinuedfriendly

past

and

were

in

entirely

relationswhichenduredupsand

contrasting

blocs,

downsofregionaland

the y

international

events.
Pakistanwas

the

first

Muslim,

non-Communist,

and

Commonwealthcountry

thatextendeditsswiftrecognitiontoPeoples RepublicofChina (PRC) on January5, 1950and laid
the foundation ofdiplomaticrelationsonMay 21, 1951(GhulamAli.nd). Both the countries
encountered issues provoking actions for their survival since the very early times of their
independence.

While

Pakistanwasengaged

in

the

waragainstIndiaoverKashmir(1948),

Chinawas dragged in to theKoreanWar(1951). China was supported and strengthened by its
close alliance with the USSR during the the Cold War. Pakistan joined the camp of theUS in
its struggles to enclose the spread of CommunismbyjoiningSEATO (1954)and CENTO
(1955). This alliance rewarded with economicandmilitary aid that strengthened the newborn
state of Pakistan.
The security structure and compulsions of states contemporarily have transformed to a
greater

degree.

BarryBuzansaysthatthe

securityofthestatesincontemporary

internationalrelationsisessentiallyinter-reliant.Headditionallysaysthepotentialsignificance
ofmutualsecurityisthatitbids

to

differentschoolofthoughts

(IdealistsandRealists).

These

shared conceptual ground onwhichtheycanattempttoconglomerate theirideas, ratherthanbeing
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involvedinto unproductivehostility and confrontation(Buzan, 1998).
This transformed security of the major events that brought both the states near to each
other. This was theplatform provided by the Non-Alignment Movement in the firstlargescaleassemblyofAfro-Asianstatesheldin the Indonesian city ofBandungduring April 1955. The
seven day meeting provided the two countries with a chancetoclearup theirreciprocal
misperceptions and misconceptions. These were grown from their divergent political
associations as they belonged to the two opposing blocs of the Cold War era. The next year,
the

Pakistani and

Chinese Premiers swapped

visitsandtheir JointStatementissued

on

October23,1956stressedtheneedtonurture
culturalandprofitablerelationsbetweenboththecountries (Hilali, 2005).
The

following

years

paved

the

way

for

closer

cooperation.

Chinaand

Pakistanfoundthemselvesin an altered regional atmosphere that encouragedcollaboration. The
China-India relations became strainedover theTibetissue and ultimately escalated to war in
1962. The Sino-Soviet split also widened and became visible when the Soviet Union
assisted India against China in their war over Tibet. On the other hand, Pakistan felt left in
dismay by the US in her war of 1965 against India as the latter did not advance any aid and
assistance to Pakistan in an hour of trial. The disenchantment of both China and Pakistan by
their allies became a ground for them to come closer in a further durable coalition to protect
their endurance and territorial integrity. Thus, the altering conditions of Cold War alliances
drove the decision makers ofPakistanandChinato makeanentente.

4.2 China-Pakistan Partnership: A Natural Alliance
The alliance between China and Pakistan is termed as natural because of various
ground realities. Three important factors which molded China-Pakistan partnership in a
natural progression of actions mainly during their early days of independence that
overlapped with the early years of the Cold War:
4.2.1Geo-Strategic Position
Pakistan serves as a connection betweenEastAsiaandWestAsiaononehandandEastAsiaandCentralAsiaontheother

hand(Griffiths,2002).

Its

positionbetween

the

energy-

richPersianGulfandAsiaPacificmade it an eye-catching place for the world powers during the
course

of

the

Cold

War.

The

UnitedStates‘

policies

were

directed

at
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constructingthisregionabase

to

counter

militarybasesinPakistan.Pakistan,

the

Communist

developmentby

founding

however,hadnotjoinedUSsponsoredSecurityPactsto

hamperChina‘sway (Hashmi,1973). Rather these defense pacts were destined to guarantee
Pakistan‘s national security in contradiction of external threats.
Geographically,PakistanandChinaare
locatedinvicinitytotheircompetitors;Chinasharedborders
Japan

whilePakistan

neighbors

shared

borders withIndiaand

werenotpleasant;

and

with

the

Soviet

Union,

Indiaand

Afghanistan.Pakistan‘srelationswith its

China‘sacknowledgmentpartially

pleased

Pakistan‘s

concerns in sustaining her territorial integrity. Chinawantedtopromotesociablerelationswith
he r

SouthAsianneighbors.ChinafirstmovedtowardsIndiaowingtoitsnon-alignedpolicy.

It

also

started carving out itsroleforthebenefit of ThirdWorldcountries.Thispaved the way for the
commongroundforChinaandIndiawhich
April1954.

was

brought

aboutin

the―PanchsheelAgreement‖in

AtthatstageSino-Pakistanrelationsreached

at

lowestlevelbecauseofPakistan‘saffiliationwithUnitedStatesandChina‘sapproachheaded

for

India(YeHu, 2008) China-Indiarelationscaused to be worseningabruptly after1959duetotheir
dissimilar positions over Tibet which ultimately came out in a full-fledge war due various
domestic,

regional,

and

international

factors.(http://www.ipcs.org/pdf_file/issue/SR91.pdf).

Thegeographical realitiesand the related security necessitiesrequired China and Pakistan to
value their friendship outside every other deliberation.
Pakistan was a US ally in SEATO and CENTO and also a co-signer of the Mutual
Defence Agreement of 1959. Pakistan joined these alliances in order to augment its defence
capability vis-à-vis India and to secure economic benefits. Aalliancesoffer and ensure
increasedeconomicsecuritythrough
augmentedtrade,aid,andloansamongthealliancepartners(Jain,1974).―Themaindrivingforcebehi
ndanations‘foreignpolicy
isitsurgetomaintainitsindependenceandterritorialintegrity.Pakistansurroundedbyhostileneighb
ors,mustseekarrangementsguaranteeingitsterritorialintegrityand
permittingittopreserveitsdistinctideologicalpersonality‖(Bhutto,1964,p.12).Although

Pakistan

could not afford to have a foreign policy liberated from external compulsions and pressures in
its early days owing to the economic and security benefits that she importantly reached
through her alliance with the US, this alliance did not stop Pakistan‘s funding for the People‘s
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Republic of China. One of the initial tests of the China-Pakistanengagementwas t h e
KoreanWarin the early 1950s. Chinaand the Soviet Union supported North Korea against
South Korea, The Western bloc aided South Korea andpresenteda resolutionon June
25and27,1950 in the United Nations Security Council thatdeclared North Korea

as an

aggressor

sixteen

state.

Pakistanabstained

fromjoining

the

nation‘sforcethatparticipatedinfightingagainstthecommunists (jain,1974).
4.2.2

Indo-Pakistan Rivalry
The securityenvironmentof South Asia is formed by the reciprocal rivalry of India and

Pakistan which they both inherited with their partition. This enmity gave rise to three wars
between the two countries and the disintegration of Pakistan in 1971. Pakistan‘s military
capability was lesser as compared to that of India. Owing to this inferiority, she was being
supported by both the superpowers in an effort to acquire her loyalties and course of actions
over to their corresponding coalitions. The purpose was to secure strategic benefits in South
Asia. Moreover, a feeble Pakistan would turn the balance of power in India‘s benefit with
which China was in a border disagreement.
However,

boththesuperpowershadrotatedagainstChinaandbackedIndiaduring

the

1962China-India war on boundary issue.Any exterior influence in the region, whether direct
or indirect, postured a national security threat to China, hence shedidnotintendfor U S a n d
U S S R tohaveadurable and strong footholdinSouthAsia.The positions of UnitedStatesandthe
SovietUnionconcerningIndiawerecontrary

tothoseofChinaand

Pakistan.Bytakingapro-

Pakistanpostureon the Kashmirissue,Chinanullified the Indian claims on Kashmir and acted
a

composed

and

balanced

role

on

this

issue.

According

to

a

Chinese

periodical;―Theinternalandexternalpoliciesinbothcountriesgaveanupwardpushto
theirmutualfriendlyrelations.Thescopeofmutualinterestwassowideinnaturethateven
leadershipandregimechangesinbothcountriesdidnotaffectthisentente‖
With

the

(PekingReview,1965).

emergence

of

China‘sCulturalRevolutionandDengXiaoping‘scomingintopowerChina‘srelationswithmanyco
untries

affected

other

politicalturmoilinPakistan,forexample,thedisintegration

than

Pakistan.Likewise
ofEastPakistanandshifting

ingovernments(democratictomilitarydemocratic)didn‘tcastanyundesirableeffectonitsrelationswithChina (Yaacov, 1983)
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Chinapowerfullysustained

Pakistandiplomaticallyandpolitically,

duringIndia-

Pakistanwar in 1965.She did not involve in the warphysically but diplomatically played its
role to bring it to end. TheChinesesupportto Pakistan at such crucial time and ultimatum to
India

we r e drivenby

an

o utlo o k

in

China

disheartenedPakistan,afterthewar,wouldbemoredefenselesstosustain

thatfeeble
the

and
pressure

(BeijingReview…1965). TheChinesepressstarklycondemnedIndianwarcrimes, in a harsh and
bitter
discourse,againstPakistan.RinminRibaoheld―Indiaguiltyforcrossingtheinternationalborderinto
territoryofothersideandlaunchedmassiveattack,soIndiainevery
Pakistanitsvictim‖(SurveyofChinaMainlandPress,1956,
1965ChinasentanoteofdisapprovaltoIndia
penetrated

a nd

alongtheChina-Sikkimborderby

sensewasanaggressorand
31October).

OnAugust

27,

declaredthatIndiahadbrokenpeace

and

violating

it

on22,23and14July

―TheChineseGovernmentmustwarnIndiathatif

Thenotealsosaid:

1965.
it

doesnotimmediatelystopsuchactof
aggressionandprovocation,itmustbearfullresponsibilityfortheconsequencesthatmayarise
therefrom‖ (Sherwani,1967, p.11).
Duringthe1971,

India-Pakistan

Indianhostility.Chinadidnotrecognize

war,Chinareinforced

Pakistani

supportagainst

Bangladeshandvetoeditsadmission

into

‗internationalsystemofstates‘asasovereignand
independentstate.ThatwasthemotiveowingtowhichPRCuseditsvetopower
IndiaandSovietUniontriedtheir

le ve l

for

the

first

time.

besttogetrecognitionforBangladeshfromworldcomity

of nations.Chinadid not initiate diplomatic links toBangladeshtillPakistanrecognizedit.
4.2.3

The Superpower Policies

During the initial days of their diplomatic ties, China, India and the Soviet Union were
intimately knitted in to a bond. This form of relations continued till the late 1950s, when it
turned in to hostile engagement due to the Tibet conflict and a role leadership for the Third
World (Singh, 1987). Pakistan was disenchanted when its Western allies initiated weaponing
India during its war against China in 1962. Pakistan found China, a possible ally with its new
anti-Indian feelings. Thus due to the China India border skirmishes, relationship of Pakistan
and China ameliorated unusually.
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United States kept closed eyes on the swiftly worsening China India relationship.
Instantaneously during the border clashes of November 1959 in Ladakh, President
Eisenhower commenced a visit of Asia and deliberated the issues with prime Minister of
India. Until 30 June 1959, the United States fully assisted India economically. It is valued at
somewhat over $ 1,705 million, which involved $ 931 million in agrarian merchandises.
India got $ 4 billion from the United States from 1959 to 1963. This was far bigger amount it
had received in 11-year period (Bhutto, 1969).This turned the regional

power balance

definitively in support of India. Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, stiffed a strong complaint against the
precipitous Western act in support of India. He stated, ―In their own global interests, these
countries have taken a stand and offered arms assistance to India despite our protest and
these provisions increased Indian armed forces by no less than 40 per cent‖ (Bhutto, 1964,
p.22).
United States had not recognized the People‘s Republic of China until 30 years after
it achieved independence. Most scholars approve that US magnanimity towards India in the
Sino Indian War in 1962 originated mainly from its deep-rooted hostility towards China
along with an attention in charming India over to the Western bloc since the US was doubtful
of the Soviet assistance to India. The US arms provisions to India also disheartened Pakistan.
These progresses moulded the atmosphere in which China, India, and Pakistan fashioned
their foreign policies. The China-India and China–Soviet‘s rifts in the 1960s profited to the
founding of close military, political and economic bonds among India and the Soviet Union
and escorted in a new age in pleasant relations between China and Pakistan. China alleged
India of attaching itself to the USSR ―strategy of encircling and containing China‖ (Ahmad,
1993, P.41). To poker chip this connexion, China paid special attention to upholding
relationships with Pakistan.

―Consequently,

China and

Pakistan signed a Boundary

Agreement in March 1963, followed by an Air Service agreement, which had the effect of
ending China‘s isolation through the extension of the services of Pakistan International
Airlines to its territory. China also became a reliable source of military hardware during a
period that saw growing Western restrictions and embargoes on Pakistan‖ (Bhatti, 2000,
p.50).
The US did not help Pakistan India war of 1965 and rather in its place enforced an
arms embargo on both India and Pakistan, which deteriorated Pakistani weak defensive
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position additionally and provided added explanation for Pakistan‘s intimate relations with
China. China was the country that provided substantial material assistance to counter Indian
hegemonic behaviour (Ahmad, 1968). In this environment Sino–Pakistan relations developed
gradually

andenteredintoafreshperiodof

armssupport

to

an

military

and

economic

alreadyrelativelyfragilePakistancaused

collaboration.Thissupplyof
her

to

becomemore

dependentonChina.
During the War of 1971 that brought about in the making of Bangladesh,Pakistan
relished China‘s support however; the UnitedStates merely unwillinglydrew-outits help to
Pakistan as compared to the spoken support that India and Bangladesh got from the Soviet
Union.The Soviet Union under the Treaty of Friendship, peace and

aidto India, gave

supporttoIndia.LaterBangladeshandIndiaenclosedatreatyonthesameform.Indiawas
determinedtoexercisedominationintheregionafterthedisintegrationofEastPakistan.China
however disapproved the Indianhegemonic purposes and stated Bangladesh to be a
conceived conception of the Soviet Union and India. The US was constrained to support
Pakistan because of the initiative that Pakistan took in enabling the US- China entente in
the 1970s.Relationship of China and the Soviet Union were at low-profile in the 1960s.
Thus, when the US nodded its aspiration for stabilisation of relations with China, it got a
positive answer. Then Pakistan‘s role in this raproachment was very vital (For a detailed
study regarding Pakistan‘s …..2000). India supposed it as a Pakistan China and United States
alliance and congruently reinforced its associations with the USSR. In August 1971, the India
and USSR signed a mutual defence agreement that successfully barred China in the
provision of support to Pakistan in the Pakistan India war of 1971 (Ahmed, 1993).
China always needed an a nd requiredaffirmative role of powers in South Asia to
guarantee peace and stability in the region; however the Cold War competitiveness
constrained both superpowers to support their corresponding benefits rather than the
combined interest of the region. That‘s the motive regional peace kept on b e in g always
more defenseless toward instability.

4.3 Regional Order in South Asia
IntheSouthAsianRegional

Security

Complex,Indiaistheoverpoweringlyleading

and
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hegemonic

actor

inrapportsofmaterialcompetences.Indiaaccountsformorethan75percent

oftheregion'spopulation,GrossDomesticProduct(GDP),andmilitary
ThedisseminationofabilitieswithintheSouthAsian

expenditure

(WorldBank,.

Security

Complex

Regional

isthusunipolar.Indiahasneverthelessremained

unable

tomanagetoalter

itsphysicalleadintothepoliticalrealismofhegemony.Infact,South

Asian

politicsappeartohavebeenmotivatedbyabipolarassemblagemostof
thetime,withIndiaincapabletodecideitsclashwithPakistan.The
regionalmandateinSouthAsiahaspersisted

to

be

apower-

restraining-

powermodel.Thisclimaxesthefactthatnotacticfor
distributionofpowercanelucidateSouthAsianpoliticssinceIndiahas
notbeenabletoleadregionalmattersaccordingtoitssubstantial
dominance,norhasitefficientlynurturedregionalamalgamationbythe
establishmentofpublicbeneficial
mechanism.NoplausiblepropensityofmutualbalancingamongstthesmallerSouthAsianstateshas
beenwitnessedsofar.Inshort,SouthAsianRegional

Security

Complexisdistant

fromdisplayinganunwaveringhegemonicorderinspiteofaunipolardisseminationofproficiencies.
Thiscanbepartiallyelucidatedbythefactthat,notwithstandingIndia'sostensible
dominance,Pakistanisstilldisproportionatelycapable I contrast to the residualSouthAsianstates
(Bajpai,2003).Thestatesintheeast(Bangladesh,Nepal,SriLanka,Bhutan,
Sikkim,andtheMaldives)weretoofeebletostruggle

against

Indianhegemonic

attitude.Thesedevelopmentswerecombinedbythelimitationofoutsiderswhorecognized
India'sleadingpartinthisregion.Thus,theUnitedStatestolerated
India'sinterferencesinSriLanka,theMaldives,andNepal
condition

is

dissimilar

for

(Bajpai,2003).

Inthewest,however,

the

India.DuringtheColdWar,thebipolarrationality

withinthissuborderwascontinuedthroughsuperpowerparticipation―Giventhisbackdropofabipol
arinternational

systeminteractingwithaquasi-bipolarregionalsystem,it

isnotsurprisingthatattemptsatconflictmanagementinwesternSouthAsiahave
beensparseandineffective‖(DavidLake,1997).Until
today,fierceclashhastriumphedinthewest;theconcentrationofthe
complexcouldbarelybe

security
greater.Ontheotherhand,inducements

forhandlingconflictarealsointrinsicinthesefoundationsofcrises.The
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flourishingoftheIndianeconomyall

overthelastdecadehaselevatedthe

confidencethatIndiamightnowspreaditsgatheringmodeltoitswesternregion.

4.4 Momentous Developments in the International Scenario
With

the

mounting

Sino-Soviet

relationswithWashington(acapitaliststate)

should

fissure,
be

China

stabilized.

comprehended

that

Pakistanplayedastrategicrole

inaccomplishing the task of the China-US reconciliation.In the post-Mao era i.e. since 1978,
the new Chinese leadership of Deng Xiaoping shaped radical variations in the country‘s
economic and foreign policies. These variations had a significant consequence on the nature
of the trilateral relations (The term,…Pakistan and India). China paid owing consideration to
refining its relations with India, engagement that had been ice-covered since the 1960s. At the
same time, Beijing weakened its posture on the Kashmir matter, deserting its previous
diplomatic position for right of self-determination in the disputed territory, and in its place
stressed the need for a peaceful resolution of the problem. These approaches were further
imitated in China‘s reaction to the Kargil crisis and to the Indo-Pakistan military stand-off.

4.5 The Kashmir Issue
Kashmir has inordinate implication for Pakistan and India, and they have been
contending over this territory ever since they attained independence. Kashmir‘s strategic
location marks it as an imperative part of Pakistan‘s foreign policy. Its unsettled position and
continuous control by the Indian forces are the root sources of struggle in South Asia. In the
early stage of the conflict, China opted a rational stand and pushed both sides to go for a twosided resolution for the peace of region. (Rizvi, 1994). Even during Cold war era when
Pakistan decided to be a ally of Western powers, China kept stick to its policy and after
Pakistan and China became closer, China changed its policy in favor of Pakistan. The only
serious apprehension arose from Chinese side was on the issue of China-Pakistan border
conflict but Pakistan resolved that issue amicably and China appreciated this policy of
Paksitan (Panel discussion on China-India-Pakistan relations ……..2003). After becoming
the member of UN and Security Council China has showed its full support for self –
determination right of Kashmiri people.
The policy of China did change after the death of Mao as China and India got close
economically (Pakistan‘s Foreign Policy, 2001). After that development China has the stance
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in the favor of negotiation and peaceful resolution of the issue but still many analysyts
believe that the Chinese tilt is more towards Pakistan in this issue. Their view is founded on
the fact that Kashmir still finds its place on the schedule of maximum bilateral talks between
the two countries (Pakistan, China share identical views ….2003). During his visit to
Pakistan in May 2001, the Chinese Prime Minster stated, ―Kashmir is a problem left over by
history. China appreciates and agrees with the position taken by Pakistan on the issue of
Kashmir. We will try our utmost and spare no efforts for peaceful resolution of this issue‖
(Pakistan‘s Foreign Policy …2003).

4.6 Hegemony in the Indian Ocean
India Ocean is very important for the regional politics and because of its richness in
natural resources and strategic location and being a trade route make India to make a strong
foot hole in the ocean (Jaspal, 2003). The Indian motivations of authority in the Indian Ocean
are imitated by the statement of an Indian naval officer, who openly specified their intent to
check the growth of Chinese naval control in the Indian Ocean by controlling the Malacca
Straits (Jaspal, 2001). The self-assumed supremacy disorder in the Indian mind-set has
prospect to ground fight with China and Pakistan, since both have lasting benefits in the
Indian Ocean too. According to Zhengjia, Beijing‘s key goal is to preserve steadiness in the
Indian Ocean for the security of sea-lines of communications as well as normal business
activities, free from difficulties and intrusion (Zhengjia, 1999). ―To attain these objectives,
China emphasizes regional co-operation and considers it one of the ways to reach the goal of
economic advancement in South Asia. This is why Beijing lauded the inauguration of the
Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional Cooperation (IOR-ARC) in Mauritius on 5
March 1997,

while India opposed Pakistan‘s membership tooth and nail‖(Zhengjia,

1999.p41)

4.7 Gwadar Port: A Strategic Interest of China and Pakistan
China has taken a strategic policy shift in Indian Ocean. The policy is based on various
economic, political geographic and military interests. The presence in Indian Ocean ensures
to check the US policy of concentration in Asia. The Indian hegemonic designs in the region
are source of concern for China. This concern is mitigated by Chinese presence on strategic
port of Gawadar. It also strengthens the bilateral relationship between Pakistan and China.
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This deep sea port is integral currently for Pakistani endangered economy.
The proximity of Gawadar port with Strait of Hormuz makes it more relevant for
strategic and economic interest of China. The Strait of Hormuz is the global oil conduit.
About 35% of world oil trade takes place through this (Hamdan, 2012, p.23). China‘s
economy is oil hungry due to its huge volume. The oil from this state is to be sea boarded for
about 4000km to the Eastern coast of China. Gawadar shortens this distance to just 2000km.
This is a considerable advantage for Chinese economy and with the passage of time it would
become integral for Chinese trade route. Pakistan draws considerable benefit from this
development.

The Growth pole/Growth centre theory describes the pattern of the

development of a region. The development of a region is not uniform rather is concentrated
more on a pole. The development is of a key industry around which so many other industries
revolve. The geographical factor in development and improvement is crucially important
(Syjanoska-Wysocka & Kulesza, 2007).
The Gawadar ports rests on this strategic notion of concentrated and spatial
development. The Gawadar port is of significant importance for Pakistan economically,
geographically and militarily. Gawadar holds this capability to further deepen Pakistan‘s
strategic depth by 460KM. It will also enable Pakistan to monitor Sea Lines of
Communication (Malik, 2012, p. 58). This benefit enhances Pakistan‘s capability to monitor
India and manoeuvre freely in Indian Ocean. The benefit becomes twofold for China and
Pakistan as it checks Indian Blue Navy dream and US 5 th fleet presence in Persian Gulf.
Indian and US influence in Indian Ocean is threat to the security of China and Pakistan both.
The convergence of interest drives both states to mutually get gain out of this strategic port.
The joint manoeuvre establishes naval nexus between Pakistan and China. It also denies
Indian navy freedom to move in Indian Ocean and enhances security of Ocean (Chailand,
1994).
This port provides China with an alternative route for trade. US influence in South
East Asia is an irritating factor for China. In case US blocks Strait of Malacca China‘s trade
would not be hindered (Malik, 2012). The trade is the lifeline of every state today. Pakistan
also draws its huge benefit from this strategic port in regard to its trade. Globalization has
increased trade many folds. The sea trade has increased from 2.37 billion tons of cargo to
5.88 billion tons of cargo (Stapford, 2009, p. 3). Pakistan had considerable problem in
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maximizing the volume of Karachi and Bin Qasim Ports. Out of eight locations Gawadar was
considered as best port location. The distance from India also helps to ensure its security. The
deep sea port has a great potential to become a trading hub for landlocked Central Asia giving
huge profits to Pakistan and China. Pakistan plans to develop rail roads within its territory to
make transportation of cargo to and from Gawadar more feasible. China, by extending its
East-West railway network from Kashghar to Peshawar, can make transportation of goods
laid-back (Anwar, 2011). China always showed deep concern and commitment for this cause.
It

has

the

tendency

to

cement

Pak-China

relations

more

strongly.

Earlier

the

operationalization of Gwadar was handed over to Singapore‘s PSA International but later it
was also given to Chinese state owned company. In 2004, three Chinese engineers were killed
in Gawadar. Same year two more Chinese engineers working in South Waziristan on
hydroelectric project were abducted and one of them died (The Tribune, 2013, Feb, 18).
China did not find it a huge price as compared to its goals in this strategic port.
Map of Gwadar:

4.8 The Soviet Invasion of Afghanistan
The Soviet assault on Afghanistan in 1979, unlocked a new period of partnership
among Pakistan China. Both the countries were in complete settlement in context of the
USSR presence in the Afghanistan and considered it a great risk to the security and stability
of the region. According to an analyst, ―Support to Pakistan‘s security was the major feature
of China‘s Afghan policy because the Chinese want to honor their often repeated
commitments‖

(Rehman,

1998,

p.122).

happeninginthehistoryof

TheSovietboutonAfghanistanwasakey
the

War.ItnotonlystrappedtheUnitedStatesandothercountriestostop

Cold
itsextension

southwards

but

italso potential serious hazard to the sovereignty of China and Pakistan.With the
Sovietinvasion
intricate

of Afghanistan,

(Rizvi,2005).

theDurandLineproblem;

the

Pakistan‘s
the

security

sense

undecided

atmosphereofSouthAsia became evenmore

of susceptibilityimproved
western

border

additionally due to

uponwhichthe

earlierAfghan

governmentshadfrequentlyelevatedqualms.Since the Soviet presence in the Afghan territory
posed a great trial to the UnitedStates‘ strategic securities and interests in the region, the US
delivered substantial volumes of economic andmilitaryaid to Pakistan to contest the
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interventionist Soviet Union. China provided clandestine military supplies worth US $ 200
million to the Afghan Mujahidin

through Pakistan. In the face of international view, India

did not disapprove the Soviet incursion of Afghanistan (Rehman, 1998).
Due to internal political and economic factors, the Soviet Union ultimately crumbled
in 1991, paving the way for a unipolar international order. With the withdrawl of Soviet Union
,

theUSattentionalsostonewashedin

Pakistanbecause

theUS

hadattaineditsanticipatedpurposesintheregion. Soon subsequently, the US became far more
absorbed in India as a regional balancer against China, inspiring a new wave of
unpredictability and fear in Pakistan and greatly pushing Pakistan to depend highly on
China.

4.9 Nuclearization of South Asia
In May 1998, India conducted its nuclear test and warranted it by asserting that the
professed nuclear threats from China in specific and from China‘s partners obliged the Indian
government to conduct these nuclear tests. The statements openly imitated India‘s hostility
towards its neighbours. The Indian nuclear programme can be sketched back to its border
dispute with China; the agenda attained impetus after Beijing‘s first nuclear test in 1964
(www.fas.org/irp/threat/wind.htm).
This

growth

resulted

in

a

strategic

inequality

in

China‘s

neighborhood.Itissaidthatwhenacountrygrowsnuclear
weaponsability,itsrelativepoweraugments

(Bhutto,

TheIndiannucleartestpositionedPakistan‘ssecurityon

1969).

highriskand

with

thechangeinpowerequivalence between the two important foes; Pakistanmilitary capability
became

e ve n

moresubstandardto

the

Indianmilitaryandpoliticalstrength.At

this

point,

Pakistan took up the conclusion to promote its own nuclear program as a restrictive against
the

Indian

threat.

AccordingtoHassanAskariRizvi,―Pakistandecidedinprincipleto

worktowardsbuildinga
nuclearweaponcapabilityin1972intheaftermathofmilitarydebaclein1971Indo-Pakistan

war,

b utitdidnotacquireanynewtechnologyforthatpurposebeforeIndia‘sfirstnuclear
explosioninMay1974‖(Banerjee, 1987, p.23).
After the tests, The Indian Minister for External Affairs, Jaswant Singh, commented
that China was the foundation of all Indian worries, as Pakistan could be controlled easily
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(Haider, 2005). The condition needed close association between China and Pakistan.
Pakistan‘s Foreign Secretary flew to China where he underwent a wide-ranging exchange of
views with the Chinese Foreign Minister, Tang Jiaxuan, on the advances, which endangered
regional security (―China Pakistan discusses India‘s nuclear tests‖ 2003).
After Indai tested its nuclear capability in 1998, China provided complete political
and diplomatic support to Pakistan after which Pakistan remained able to test its nuclear
bombebeacuse after Indian explosion number of world states were in favor of bringing
resolution in Security council which states that all countries who test their nuclear arms will
sanctioned according to Iraq model but the Chinese veto power stopped it to pass form
Security Council (Rehman, 2013).

Currently, India disobeyed NPT by terming it

―discriminatory‖ (Haider, 2002).

4.10 Pakistan-China Strategic partnership: An Overview
Pakistan and China have a partnership over decades. The close proximity emerged in
1950s when China extended its relations to developing nations. It had the design to have
regional and international dominance. This dream came true through its huge trade
infrastructure. Pakistan as a regional actor could not be ignored. Indian hegemonic designs
and in the region and its close ties with United States were a deep source of concern for
China. China needed Pakistan to on set this power balance in the regional power politics. The
economic and military ties of both states hold significant importance in the bilateral relations.
4.10.1 Military Partnership
China paid special importance to Pakistan‘s military development. China remained
Pakistan‘s largest defense supplier. During 1980s and 1990s it paid special attention to
Pakistan‘s defense requirements. China delivered nuclear and missile technology to Pakistan
throughout these two decades. China provided Pakistan;


Short range M-11 ballistic missiles



JF-17 production facility



F-22P frigates



K-8 jet trainers



T-85 tanks



F-7 aircraft



Ballistic missile facility near Rawalpindi
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Shaheen-I missile



Two nuclear facilities near Chashma
The overview of Pakistan-China military relationship gives a varied pattern of

warmth of relationship. Very warm and heartfelt relationship reduced to low ebb in
1970s. Pakistan felt alone in 1970s but China did not give overt support to Pakistan. The
overall pattern of Chinese policy to intervene between Pakistan and India does not show a
clear pattern. Stephen Cohen is of the opinion that China supports Pakistan to gain
strategic gain against India and to maintain classic balance of power in the region. It is a
view that Pakistan overestimated China‘s support for it throughout the period of
relationship. China remained neutral in so many strategic issues of Pakistan. Especially
during the crisis of 1971, China did not meet Pakistan‘s expectations
4.12 Recent Trends in Pakistan-China Trade
Pakistan and China share so many economic ties. Pakistan serves China as its one of
profitable markets. In 2006, Pakistan and China signed Free Trade Agreement. China
reduced its tariff on knitwear and woven garments. Pakistan got market access on zero
duty on industrial alcohol, cotton fabrics, bed linens, home textiles and other goods
(Memon, 2012, p. 40). This shows that China has given Pakistan special status of trading
partner. Pakistani markets have shown positive trends in accepting Chinese goods.
Pakistani markets can also be helpful in trading with Central Asia and Afghanistan.

This table shows the trend of Pakistan China trade in the recent years amid swiftly
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transforming global, political and economic drift. Pakistani exports to China are
increasing but not with the same pattern as Chinese exports are capturing here our local
markets. Pakistan‘s export and import bill from China shows negative balance to this
trend. This negative trend implies that Pakistan is more dependent on Chinese imports.
But the industry of Pakistan is not capable enough to deal the Chinese product range.
China has become one of top five import sources of Pakistan (Memon, 2012, p. 41).
Pakistan‘s exports to China are only 0.65% while the Chinese imports constitute 13% of
the market.

Currently the bilateral trade is about $12 billion but the assertion is to

increase this volume to $15 billion (Pakistan Today,2014,February,22). The potential
Pakistani exports to China can go up by $ 6.7 billion (Council, 2013, p. 36). Pakistan
China trade is now a topic of open debate. One of the constraints in its limitedness is that
level of relationship only confined to government level. It is not delegated to private
sector. (URL:http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?id=209468).
The trade is a hot topic in Pakistan-China trade currently. Economic ties can further
strengthen the political relations. Pakistan is strategically always important for China. But
the current trend in economic disparity will benefit Pakistan less. Pakistan‘s focus must
be upon the enhancement of its ties with China with a target to gain maximum benefit.
Pakistan paid its maximum attention to gain militarily from China ignoring the strategic
aspect of export ties. The nuclear and conventional arms gain overshadowed this wide
spectrum of strategic interest.
4.13

China’s Nuclear Assistance to Pakistan
Pakistan has always been wary of its conventional military disparity with India

which was mitigated by China through nuclear assistance. China‘s primary concern was
to maintain the balance of power in the region. This Chinese doctrine provides the basis
of Pakistan-China strategic partnership. This partnership is of bulky significance for both
states to attain their respective objectives. The way forward for China to maintain this
balance, reduce Indian threat in the region and support Pakistan as a state against Indian
was to equip it militarily. The nuclear assistance was based on filling the conventional
gap in Pakistan‘s military capacity.
This nuclear relationship initiated in 1971 with Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto‘s policy to
pursue the foreign policy in a diversified way. He laid the foundation of nuclear program
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and seeks Chinese help (Ramman, 2011). This started the era of strategic partnership in a
new dimension. This was the time when Pakistan brokered resumption of China-US
diplomatic ties. Pakistan gained benefit and got nuclear help which China came forward
to give. Serious nuclear cooperation started in 1982 and in 1986 a treaty was signed for
the transfer of nuclear material (Mishra, 2001).
Pakistan-China relationship is unique in its nature and goals. The two states share so
much benefits that they always endeavored to keep this relation warm and intact. The
bilateral engagement was not free of ups and downs and jerks. There were foreign policy
phases of warmth and coldness. But the overall cost of this relationship is not so low.
China‘s realpolitik approach in its foreign policy compelled it to take a soft stance on
Pakistan. It seems China had a full feasibility of its strategic gains from Pakistan.
Pakistan also drew considerable gains from this partnership. Pakistan‘s chief concern was
threat from India which could be checked by this engagement. This course of partnership
passed through various rocky roads and witnessed bilateral disagreements over so many
issues. But the two states resorted to drive out of these through mutual consensus on other
strategic issues.
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Pakistan-China Strategic Partnership in the Perspective of
Regional Security
5.1 Introduction
Pakistan China relations proved to be trust bound based on convergence of multiple
interests. With the passage of time this bilateral diplomatic engagement transformed in to
strategic partnership. The partnership is based on wide range of mutual interests and gains.
Shared benefits and commonality of goals in regional and global arena further cemented the
partnership. Achievement of such common benefits demanded much cooperation and
coordination. The strategic partnership of Pakistan China has varied inferences for the
regional security. China‘s policy towards strengthening Pakistan is purely to set the regional
balance of power. Pakistan tried to get maximum gain to check Indian dominance in the
region with the support of China.
The post 9/11 scenario became a big challenge for Pakistan. The challenges were numerous for
Pakistan as it was surrounded by territorial, sovereignty and national security issues. Amid all
these challenges Pakistan and China‘s bilateral relationship survived and strengthened. This shows
their commitment to such cause and engagement. This era witnessed progressive trend and focus
was concentrated on economic, political and military cooperation. However, the future demands
attention on others areas i-e, energy requirements and counter-militancy. China and Pakistan
are corner stones of each other‘s foreign policies. They keep on adjusting their goals and
interests in accordance with their common objectives. Broad contours of common interests
enable China and Pakistan to overcome their differences. China‘s growing relations with India
and Pakistan‘s security are two major areas of difference between two states. But the level of
trust and mutual conviction makes it easy to overcome these negativities from relation (Most of
the economic……..2009).
It is widely perceived, especially by Indian analysts that this relation finds its basis
from Indian threat and it is surviving on this notion alone. In this context they serve each
other‘s interests and mitigated mutual threats originating from one source. Pakistan serves as
a state countering Indian threat in the region and in return China advances its military,
economic and political support. One of Chinese scholar, Ye Hailin points out that ―ever since
st

the onset of the 21 century, after the relationship between China and India had enjoyed
continuous progress for a decade and with India no longer being seen as the common enemy
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of China and Pakistan as it had been for theprevious thirty years, the relationship between
China and Pakistan has not fallen into a declining tendency as some Indian observers had
expected. On the contrary, China‘s relation with Pakistan has also made marvelous
achievements. Their relationship has expanded to vast fields and their traditional politics and
security links have been getting closer‖ (Hailin, 2008, p.34). A prominent Indian scholar,
Swaran Singh endorses Ye Hailin‘s valuation of Pakistan China long term relations based on
strategic cooperation (Singh, 2007).
Pakistan faced weird situation after 9/11 and it turned out to be a significant ally of
United States. It was believed that such proximity with US could negatively affect relations
with China. Despite the fact that US intrusively meddled in to Pakistan‘s internal affairs, the
strategic outlook of relations with China remained unchanged (The News, September 28,
2008). It is evedent that strategic partnership of Pakistan and China is based mutual trust and
common strategic benefits which has stood the test of time and continued to exist since the
early1960s.

5.2 China’s South Asian policy
China‘s foreign policy is driven by the principle of Peaceful co-existence. Broadly
China has been respecting this principle but it might deviate from this principle where it suits
its national interest. The foreign policy of China has shifted from idealism to realism and it
focused towards pragmatism. Meanwhile, the principles of mutual security and regional
harmony are taking roots in foreign policy of China. In 2006, China incorporated the idea of a
Harmonious Society and Harmonious World in its foreign policy. These conceptions have
been institutionalized as the central theme foreign policy of China at the 17th Communist
Party Congress in 2007 (Wang, Zheng, 2007).
Under Deng Xiaoping, foreign policy of China based on passivityand did not want
assume a leading role in international political system. Jiang Zemin shifted to proactive
approach and engaged with the world and seeking to develop China as a comprehensive
power and building a new international order. Hu Jintao inherited a number of internal and
external challenges and but at the same time another bigger challenge in the internal political
system, creating a rightful place for China in the international system as a great power.
Under Hu, China‘s foreign policy remained proactive as it was inevitable for Chinese‘s
security (Zheng, 2007). This policy aimed at normalizing relations with rivals to keep the
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regional and international security and balance of power. The core of this policy is it to ensure
neighbors of its non-intervention.

According to

port titled ―US-China Relations: An

Affirmative Agenda 2007‖, China‘s approach to the world is focused on three broad
objectives: (www.cfr.org)
1. Building ties with US to avoid any formation of alliance targeting China.
2. Maintaining peace zone around China especially for economic strengthening.
3. Securing energy and diversifying the sources for natural resources.

The most important objective of this policy paradigm is to secure peace zone in the vicinity
to ensure economic strength and national power. The way out for this policy is found at
reaching out to various forums. China‘s diplomacy pattern is shifting from bilateral to
multilateral at least in the neighborhood. Deepening engagement with ASEAN, SCO and now
with SAARC are reflections of this policy. China is extensively engaged with ASEAN and
uses this pattern as example for diplomacy with other regional organizations. It is expecting
to use the same policy pattern with SAARC.

5.3 Power Balance in South Asia
Balance of power between Pakistan and India remained always disturbed which
sketched the security pattern of South Asia. The Pakistan and India had fought their first war
in

October

194.

1,500

soldiers

were

died

on

each

side

during

the

war

(www.globalsecurity.org). This war could not determine the resolution of Kashmir issue.
This war stemmed security threat from external aggression in Pakistan‘s foreign policy.
Pakistan was always in searching a support for its security from peripheral antagonism. This
insecurity tilted Pakistan towards West.
Cold war determined Pakistan‘s position in this security nexus owing to its strategic
geographic position. On May 19, 1954 Pakistan and United states ushered in an era of
superior relations. United States provided Pakistan with defense and military equipment.
The United States was to set up its military bases in Pakistan for the purpose of intelligence
and surveillance over Soviet territory. The U-2 air craft incident indeed created security
hazards for Pakistan (Bhutto, 1969).
China India conflict of 1962 endured significance in the region regarding China
USSR rift. Being communist state China had informal alliance with USSR but later China
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USSR crack weakened this alliance and bowed to aggression during 1962 war. Pakistan
joined SEATO and CENTO. India did not join either nexus to ensure its neutrality
(www.axisglobe.com).
USSR aimed at denying United States security nexus in Afro-Asian region and for
this it supported India‘s neutrality. USSR kept its support for India in almost every issue
and remained supportive in United Nations too especially in case of Goa and Kashmir. China
Soviet split annoyed USSR towards China. USSR backed India during war of 1962. Soviet
Union

also

emphasized

on

heavy

industry

and

military

production

in

India

(www.axisglobe.com).
US did not abandon India completely rather kept supporting it taking advantage of its
rivalry

with China.USalso

gave heavymilitary aidtoIndiaagainstChina.According to

the

terms of these agreements India could only use this weaponry against China.American aid
was checked by installation of huge military mission in New Delhi(Cohen, 1976).
ButIndiausedthatweaponrylateragainstPakistanduring1965war.

Later

in

1965duringIndo-

Pakistanwar,ChinasupportedPakistanagainstIndia.Thishugesupplyofarmsprovisionsfromboth
globalpowersempowered India.It went to war underestimating Chinese military power.
Soviet Union, United states and France considerably provided arms to India first against
China then targeting Pakistan. TheSoviet Union opposed Pakistan simply due its parting with
West. India got diplomatic support too at United Nations. Ghana‘s president get his protested
recorded on arms supply to India by Britain (Karki, 1971).
Pakistan became a US ally during early years of its creation. The decade from 1954 to
1965 witnessed this wrath of relationship. After signing the SEATO and CENTO pacts, it
formally entered in to security nexus. It received $630 million as grant for military assistance
in form of weapons and $55 million worth of equipment purchased on cash and concessional
basis(Cohen,

1976).IndiawasnotUSallyagainst

Sovietexpansion

even

then

collectedhugesumsofeconomicandmilitaryaidfromUS,USSR,UK,
Germany,FranceCzechoslovakiaandotherfriendlystates.India did not need to pay any price
for such assistance. It was getting benefit even in its neutrality.
Rapid weaponizati on continuously transformed the regional balance of power in
South Asia. This transformation further exacerbated by Chinese nuclear tests in 1964 to
maintain this balance India was rapidly supported to gain the nuclear power. This led to
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Indian successful nuclear explosion in 1974. This nuclear power balance was between
India and China but it disturbed the balance against Pakistan. Pakistan, which was already
at conventional disparity with India, found itself more insecure.
China helped
militarily

and

balancing the regional security pattern by supporting Pakistan

economically.

This

alliance

consolidated

further

through

strategic

engagement. China supplied Pakistan with huge military equipment to enable it to respond in
case of external aggression. Pakistan was strengthened to strengthen Chinese defense.
Pakistan‘s unique strategic location helped china to make its route to Middle East. Strategic
interest requires making out the ally‘s resources out of adversary‘s reach (Snyder, 1974). SinoPakistan entente based on these shared interests. Both states shaped their internal and
external policies to vertically lift their engagement. The common interest was so vital that
even changed leadership did not change the design of this partnership (Yaacov, 1983). Indian
military

might

compelled

it

to

use

force

against

Pakistan

in

1965.IndiatriggeredwarinRannofKachh which it broadened to whole border area. When the
skirmishes held in Kashmir on27August, China sent a note of condemnation to India and
claimed that India had breached peace along the China-Sikkim bordery violating the border
on 22, 23and24July, 1965.

Then ote also pronounced tha t the Chinese Government must

warn India that if it does not stop aggression then it would be responsible of the
consequences (Beijing Review, 3 September, 1965).During this war China extended every
possible support to Pakistan. China condemned Indian attack and supported Pakistan‘s
retaliation in self-defense (Survey of China mainland press, 13 September, 1965).
Beijing was convinced about Delhi‘s designs to dominate the region especially after
it refused to resolve border dispute amicably. Chinese leadership was mindful of support of
United States and Soviet Union for India. China played a pivotal role in balancing the power
disparity between India and Pakistan. India was getting massive military support from
United

States,

Soviet

Union

and

other

states.OnSeptember7theBeijingissuedastatement

western
saying:

―TheIndiangovernmentprobablybelievesthatsinceithasthebackingoftheUSimperialists
andmodernrevisionistsitcanbullyitsneighbors,defypublicopinionanddowhateveritlikes,
thiswon‘twork.Aggressionisaggression.India‘saggressionagainstanyone

of

itsneighbors

concerns all of its neighbors. Since the Indian government has taken step in committing
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aggression against Pakistan, it

cannot evade

responsibility from the

chain of

consequences arising there from. The Chinese government strongly condemned India for
its criminal aggression and expressed firm support for Pakistan‖ (Peking Review, 1965, 10
September).
India did not reduce its offensive strategy and till December it was tuenred into
direct clash as India taking control of both water and air in East Paksitan (Simon, 1973).
China proved itself the time tested friend of Pakistan. It kept its support for
Pakistan since the first war between India and Pakistan on Kashmir. This whole scenario
was very critical for China as on one hand Chinawas passing through its cultural change
along with the border conflict with USSR and with that China was also watching the East
Pakistan very closely. China protested India‘s interference in Pakistan‘s domestic matters
especially over arms transfer in to Bengal. Zhou En-lai sent a message of sympathy to
Yahya khan ensuring full support of Chinese government for Pakistan for preservation
their territorial integrity.

China termed this Indian engrossment a malevolent effort to―split

Pakistan‖ (Simon, 1973).
Pakistan‘s effort to bridge Sino-American gap was a source of Soviet dissatisfaction
towards Pakistan. This dissatisfaction drew it to support India in 1971.India and USSR had
already

signed

bilateral

treaty

of

friendship,

peace

and

cooperation

in

August1971.American remained neutral here to back either country because Pakistan was
helping in Sino-US rapprochement and US did not want to lose India whom it had been
preparing against china as regional power for long.
India had decided to become nuclear power and it detonated its nuclear device in 1974.
This test again disturbed the balance of power in the region. India was at positive gain side
now. Pakistan was left with one option and that was to double its efforts to gain nuclear
capability. But initially Pakistan endeavored to keep the region nuclear free. Pakistan was the
first to suggest nuclear free zone in South Asia (Ahmad, 1999). Pakistan had already started
to make its nuclear weapon in 1960s. It is well known that it had decided to obtain nuclear
device in 1972. The impact of Dhaka debacle was such on Pakistan that it tried to achieve its
security this way. Bhutto took this decision that nukes and related delivery system was
imperative to Pakistan‘s security (Dixit, 2002).
Regional politics transformed and progressed in the following years. Soviet union
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was the second strand of world power politics. Being landlocked it needed access to Indian
Ocean. This was the solution to keep his dominance in South Asia. Afghanistan was crucial
for Soviet Union to realize this dream. To achieve this objective Soviet Union attacked
Afghanistan. US‘s

interests were threatened by this Soviet move. Pakistan was crucial for

this purpose and US required Pakistan. This was the era of peace between Pakistan and India
due to US military aid. This aid nurtured the culture of Jihad in Pakistan. Earlier these
Mujahideen served the interests of United State but after the disintegration of USSR the aim
and agenda of US changed. This situation balanced the regional power between Pakistan and
India. BJP came with this agenda to test the nuclear device. India detonated its device on 11 th
May, 1998. This situation created panic in the region and resulted in immediate upset in
regional balance of power. Pakistan responded in self defense and retaliated by testing nuclear
device. This resulted in setting the nuclear power balance. (Ahmad, 1999).
Policy makers in New Delhi and Islamabad have an all-encompassing understanding
of each other's potentials, competences, purposes, plans and more important red lines
which

they

werecautiousnottocross.Theyreferredtotherealitythatneitherthe1999Kargilconflictnorthepost
-September11military stand off escalated beyond a limited conventional conflict due to the
threat of nuclear war. This nuclear deterrence in South Asia maintained stability similarly
as it works in the case cold war between United States and Soviet Union (Malik, 2003).
Security analysts and scholars deem nuclear deterrence vital for security fabric of
South Asia. Nuclear deterrence helps to maintain the disturbed balance due to conventional
disparity. This also helped to preserve peace in the region and resumed the talks between
parties.

The

glaring

examples

are

Lahore

and

Agra

summit.(Malik,

2003).

In

February1999, Pakistan and India is sued joint declaration(Lahore declaration) binding both
sides to a nonviolent resolution of all unsettled issues including Kashmir and decided to
work for definite measures in nuclear and conventional arms control and side step menace
sof conflict(Ahmad, 1999).
Whenever tactical balance between Pakistan and India got di stressed, it resulted in
any violent conflict between both the conflicting parties. When Pakistan attained pseudoBalance of power no major violent conflict was witnessed. The attainment of nuclear
balance successfully managed to stop war between Pakistan and India. India was terrorized
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by the attacks on Taj Mahal hotel in Mumbai. India was weary of Pakistan that it sponsored
these attacks.

5.4 Regional Stability Syndrome
The region inhabiting Pakistan and China has immense political implications owing to
its geographical importance. The area is not only important politically but also for the
purpose of natural resources. But there are some realities which are detrimental to the
regional security. The security of the region is dependent on some regional factors. There are
seven nuclear states in the close proximity. The Afghan and Kashmir issue are triggering
factors in the region Indian hegemonic designs are preserved by the status quo and even
escalated conflict. These political changes and dynamics press Pakistan and China to come
closer to each other and establish strategic partnership.
Afghanistan: The country is in the throes of war and devastating skirmishes for more than
twenty five years. While the country was already witnessing civil war and discord in the 70s,
direct incursion by the now defunct Soviet Union in 1979 intensified the situation. This
situation was troubling for neighbors also and broadly for the region. An extensive
confrontation movement in resistance against the Soviet occupation and international
pressure succeeded in banishing the Soviets from Afghanistan in 1989-90, but the waratrophied country was left abandoned. Defective drawing out pattern, deferral in the
formation

of

a

broad-based

consensual government,

and

international community's

irrelevance to the dilemma of Afghans led to prevalent lawlessness and anarchy. Those who
had waged war against invading force, twisted against one another in a bid to establish writ
in a country. Neighboring states felt compelled to intervene in the clash to ensure their
security and saving respective national interests. Now when a coalition government exists
there with the support of international alliance since the fall of Taliban regime in December
2001, insurgencies and anarchy is continuing - in one form or the other.
Volatile Central Asia: Global powers have always been enticed by natural and energy
resources in Central Asia. But the balance of power in this region remained stable in cold
war. There has not been any direct confrontation in the region for attainment of these natural
and energy resources. But the interests of global powers added to the intensity of regional
strife‘s. This has also been an imperative issue behind Afghan imbroglio for most of the last
decade (Shahzad, 2010).
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Kashmir Issue: This issue has been a bone of contention between Pakistan and India since
their independence in 1947. The two countries have fought three wars on this issue. The fight
for achieving the right of self-determination, which was being pursued peacefully in the
political arena, has been transformed into an armed struggle movement for the last 14 years.
Rigidity between the two countries is doubtful to diminish without an agreeable solution of
the conflict (Kashmir Portal, 2010, 8 March).
Terrorism/Extremism: Terrorism and

extremist

propensities

are

global issues,

not

constrained to any specific region, but they undertake complex magnitudes in this region in
view of the delaying disorder in Afghanistan. The policies of great powers in the region to
pursue their interests gave birth to various organized armed groups. The underground
networks of these groups make their strength impregnable and hard to catch them and
mitigate their menace.
Hegemonic Designs: It is highly important for peace and security of the region that each
country respects the sovereignty and freedom of the region and other states. India has always
designed to establish hegemony in the region. India is engaged in the concentration of the
weapons and is the largest buyer of the weapons in the region. The foundation of this design
is aimed at Pakistan and the purpose is Pakistan specific. To ensure the peace and security in
the region the avoidance of hegemonic designs is imperative (Shahzad, 2010).

5.5 Post-9/11 Developments in the Region
Post-9/11 world is different from the world during cold war. There are many
challenges to the security of the nations. Urgencies and policies are changing in the backdrop
of the 9/11. In the following section the Pakistan-China relations are analyzed in the
viewpoint of changing international set-up:
1- The US presence in the region: In the wake of the US military act against
Afghanistan after blaming it of concealing terror suspects, the region has seen major
policy shifts and unparalleled advances. Though the situation is still exceedingly
impulsive, a fundamental modification has taken place. US bases and troops are very
much extant not only in Afghanistan but also in its neighboring countries. Never
before, the US forces had come in the region in such large numbers. Moreover, the
Bush administration has made it clear that the US forces were to stay in the region for
a long period.
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2- Indian Factor: India is a huge country in the region. Its security policy is
significantly dependent on its relations with Pakistan and to a momentous extent, with
China. In the post-9/11 situation, India endeavored to offer its facilities and services
to the United States and get Pakistan declared as an aim of the US war against
terrorism. However, it could not succeed in its proposition. It concurrently tried to tie
the continued freedom movement in its part of Jammu and Kashmir with terrorism.
Though it could not succeed in this either, it has somewhat succeeded in increasing
diplomatic burden on Pakistan in this regard. Indian attempt has been to compare its
Kashmir problem with the condition in Xinjiang province of China. This is astute but
incorrect analogy. It aims at playing up Chinese sensitivities, but China is improbable
to fall prey to such doubtful maneuvers. In the meanwhile, the formation of a
government in Afghanistan that is chiefly poised of pro-Indian elements benefits
India. In spite of not being adjoining neighbor, it has tried to augment its impact in
the country expansively. India does not want proximity in relations between Pakistan
and Afghanistan; rather it seeks continuance and intensification of discord between
the two over border demarcation and associated issues. It would not view with
comfort any likelihood of heightened cooperation between China, Central Asian
states, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
3- China-India competition: Another goal before India is to arise as a big power in the
region counter to China. Obtaining a permanent seat in the UN Security Council is
also one of its long-term targets. In this milieu, it is, on the one hand, absorbed in
developing its diplomatic and trade relations with China, and, on the other, it is also
busy in consolidating its defense and military ties with the United States. In the latter,
it is also receiving assistance from Israel. India and Israel signed six agreements
(September 2003), running into billions of dollars, related to the sale of military
equipment and development of modern war technology. Though India's nuclear and
missile program lags far behind that of China's, but India is gradually filling the gap.
Its Agni III missile is capable of targeting many major Chinese cities. Its Sagarica
missile program is also on, it can be launched from sub-marine. Then, India is also
trying to relish an advantage in conventional arms, as well. The exertions at procuring
AWACS from Israel among others are part of the larger plan. Here, it is relevant to
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recall that Israel had earlier remained unsuccessful in getting US permission to sell its
AWACS to China. India's conventional and non-conventional weapons, its increasing
cooperation with the United States and Israel can disrupt the regional peace (Daily
Mail, 2010, December, 20).
4- Bonn Process: The coalition government in Kabul formed under the Bonn
Agreement. There has not been any substantial development in the firmness, and law
and order situation in the country. The government that was established under the
Bonn Agreement apparently contained representation of all ethnic groups of
Afghanistan, but the point was that its writ could not be established in much of the
country beyond the capital of Kabul. The reason was very low representation of
Pashtuns. The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) too, could not move
beyond Kabul. In brief, the situation in Afghanistan has not become better and the lot
of the common Afghans has not changed in any momentous way. Pakistan has been
fully contributing in the so-called war against terrorism and has decided for stern and
harsh monitoring and surveillance on its borders in spite of public doubts and qualms
as well as historical, cultural and geographical links with Afghanistan. It is still
encountered with the hazard of spillover of Afghan crisis and instability there. In this
situation of slipup and lawlessness, the possible rebirth of Taliban and rearranging of
al Qaida should not surprise anyone. In the persistent crisis, even the governments
and forces in the region that are though included in the coalition would feel bound to
secure their own interests in the region. So, an end to misperception and instability
should be considered a significant target in any strategy for the region.
5- Iran factor: The creation of a Northern Alliance-dominated administration in postTaliban Afghanistan was a development Iran could draw contentment from, as it had
good relations with the Alliance, yet what instigates Iran is that this government has
come into being in the wake of the US invasion and is a reason of mounting US
impact. In the aspect of the US pressure Iran is feeling now, for various reasons, it
would try its best to evade diplomatic seclusion along with preservation of its
ideological and economic benefits. Perhaps this also clarifies why Iran has agreed to
international examination of its nuclear installations. Since American manifestation in
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Afghanistan and Iraq postures serious problems for Iran. It would naturally look
towards creating more genial relations with its neighbors.
6- Central Asia Cauldron: Central Asian states have direct and natural links with China,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran and Russia. Because of Russia's long-term interests here,
its confrontation to the US role and influence would be quite natural. The presence of
energy and other natural resources in the region, on the other, have attracted attention
of the entire world, particularly of the US (Dawn, 2010, December 23). As for Russia,
it is facing unrests in Chechnya and Abkahzia etc. It is, therefore, concerned with
eradication of 'extremist' scuffles from the region, and taking interest in the so-called
war against terrorism. However, if the war against terrorism delays on in Afghanistan,
and the United States attempts to get robust traction in the region. Then it would
definitely be very challenging for Russia to put up.

It would then sense troubled

about its benefits in Central Asia. America perceives in China a big impediment in
the way of its doles in the region. China's borders are shared with three Central Asian
states, and along with its dealings with them, China wants to guarantee peace here.
India, though not straight linked with Central Asia, has substantial impact in states
here due to its good relations with Russia. Moreover, in its competition with Pakistan,
it wants to additionally enlarge them. Iran has robust past and cultural connections as
well as geographic associations in the region. It also has an assertion on the natural
resources in the Caspian. Alike is the case with Turkey who has historical, ethnic and
cultural ties with the Central Asian states and desires to resuscitate its political and
trade contacts in the region. Thus, this region has become an dwelling of political and
economic brawl between so many, and at times, contradictory interests of conflicting
countries. This condition poses a potentially severe danger to security in the region.
7- The US and China: There is no disbelief that in the current surroundings America
relishes an advantage over all others in political, economic and technological
domains.
undeviating

It wants to preserve its control at all costs. But, while it faces no
challenge

from any

country

in

the

present-day

global political

showground, it senses that China stands out that can contest its hegemony in the
future. Yet, its economic shares with China are growing with the passing of time.
Visibly, it does not desire to be on a colliding path with China. But for the triumph of
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its plans in the region as well as at the global level, it surely wants to surround China
so as to augment burden on it in the event of some astonishing development. This is
an imperative factor in the emergent US-India relations.
8- The US-India-Israel nexus: The neocons, who are currently in government in the
United States, have presented a new notion of 'pre-emptive strike' against 'perceived'
adversary or menace. By this they need to uphold their command and eliminate any
encounter to it. Noticeably, such pretense has jeopardized world stability. The US has
selected India and Israel as its strategic partners. Under the structure, Israel would
play its character in the Middle East while India would be acting the same part in
South and Central Asia. One of the ciphers of these mounting relations, which in
itself are fairly a significant expansion, is that India and Israel, too, are escalating
their ties and cumulative collaboration in defense and military matters (Pakistan
Observer, 2011, April 19).
The power balance in the regional scenerio is unavoidable for the safety and security of the
region. From the above debate, it can be invincible that Pakistan-China strategic engagement
is an assurance for regional stability.

5.6 Challenges to International Security System
The US activities have been harshly critiqued in the whole world. Criticism and objections
could not modify the US policy or progression of stroke. The masses all over the world
articulated

their disagreement to

the US

incursion on Iraq

and Afghanistan. Big

demonstrations were planned, but the US government followed its policies. It totally
disregarded the UN. The evidences presented by US in United Nations against Iraq‘s
―Weapons of Mass Destruction‖ proved to be fabricated but no state can do anything against
this step of US.
Encouraged by this lawlessness Israel got courage and started more ruthless and
violent attacks on innocent Palestinians but no state has the courage to stop this aggression
and UN was seem to be sitting under the US umbrella of threat and veto. This condition has
created nervousness, retaliation in the targeted people. This whole situation raised the serious
question mark on the performance and place of this institution in world community.
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5.7 China's Comprehensive Development Policy
China is a fast developing state. Yet, in piercing not similar to its competitors, it has
revealed none superpower intentions. China progressingg with a steady pledge to wideranging development planning, The People‘s Republic of China has emerged as fast growing
economy and the top most goal of the state is to maintain this growing rate. China needs a
stable region to sustain its economical progress as vital states like Central Asian, Afghanistan
and Pakistan are situated in her neighborhood and as these states are interlinked to each other
through natural trade passages hence pipelines are being priorities by China, trade by these
lines will be beneficial for all involving actors. Although China is concerned by the rebel
,movements in her border areas especially in province of Xinjiang and communist has proves
that US is supporting these movements but despite supporting War on Terrorism but her vital
objects are still economic, Although the US presence in the region will disturb Chinese
ambitions
. (Shahzad, 2010).

5.8 Historical Perspective of Pakistan-China Strategic Partnership
The modern China has established after the revolutionary movement and the clash of
Nationalits in Communists in the state, in which the Communist block won under the strong
leadership of Mao Zedong and China was named as Peoples Republic of China on October
1st , 1949, while the Nationalist Block‘s leadership ran to the Formosa Island also knonw as
Taiwan and established their government

(Keylor, 2003). The diplomatic ties between

China and Pakistan were established during 1951 which were further enhanced at the
Banding Conference in 1955, which was organized by the president of Indonesia. The main
agenda of the conference was based on the idea of amicable co-existence .(Eisenman, 2007).
After that conference the diplomatic ties between both neighboring states increased rapidly,
Pakistan supported the Chinese stand on Human Rights, her ―One China Policy‖ and played
an important role in attaining the Chinese membership of UN. (Ali, 2006). The forendship
further deepened of both countries when Pakistan wnet out of the way against its Western
Alliance to adopt its China policy. Along with that some critical issues occurred in 1960s
including the Pakistani un-satisfaction from its Allies in West, the rift between China and
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Soviet Union and most important the China-India border clash in 1962, during which USA
whole heartedly supported India through financial aid which includes Military aid of $ 1, 705
Million and aid for agriculture of $ 931 Million till 1959 (Syed, 1974, p.81). This financial
assistance reached to $ 4 Billion from 1959 to 1963. (Ali, 2003, p. 99). The major concern of
Pakistan was that despite being a security ally of Western powers, Pakistan has never got that
much aid from them and the more grave concern Pakistan had was that India will use this
support against it. In this changing scenario Pakistan opted the alternative Foreign Policy
Option in shape of China and the Communist state also respond in positive way.
Through this strategic visualization, Chinese friendship converted in to a vital and
never altering mainstay of Pakistan‘s foreign policy. That was the time

when new era of

frenship established which remained and thrived for all coming decades. On one hand China
was having serious border issues with India meanwhile on other hand Pakistan resolved its
border issues with China after signing boundary settlement agreement in 1963, under this
understanding a road was agreed to be built by both sides which would connect Chinese
provinces of Xingjiang-Uygar with the Northern region of Pakistan. This road was completed
and opened in 1978. (Aneja, 2006). At same time the major trade and civil treaties were
signed under which PIA became the pioneer airline to provide two way service to China
(Malik, 2008). In next step China Started to supported Pakistani stance on Kashmir and give
Pakistan

complete

security

guaranty

regarding

its

freedom,

territorial integrity and

sovereignty. The Common hostility against India brought both states more close and
closeness between Islamabad and Beijing grew with passage of time

5.9 Wars of 1965 and 1971
The modern China has established after the revolutionary movement and the clash of
Nationalits in Communists in the state, in which the Communist block won under the strong
leadership of Mao Zedong and China was named as Peoples Republic of China on October
1st , 1949, while the Nationalist Block‘s leadership ran to the Formosa Island also knonw as
Taiwan and established their government

(Keylor, 2003). The diplomatic ties between

China and Pakistan were established during 1951 which were further enhanced at the
Banding Conference in 1955, which was organized by the president of Indonesia. The main
agenda of the conference was based on the idea of amicable co-existence .(Eisenman, 2007).
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After that conference the diplomatic ties between both neighboring states increased rapidly,
Pakistan supported the Chinese stand on Human Rights, her ―One China Policy‖ and played
an important role in attaining the Chinese membership of UN. (Ali, 2006). The forendship
further deepened of both countries when Pakistan wnet out of the way against its Western
Alliance to adopt its China policy. Along with that some critical issues occurred in 1960s
including the Pakistani un-satisfaction from its Allies in West, the rift between China and
Soviet Union and most important the China-India border clash in 1962, during which USA
whole heartedly supported India through financial aid which includes Military aid of $ 1, 705
Million and aid for agriculture of $ 931 Million till 1959 (Syed, 1974, p.81). This financial
assistance reached to $ 4 Billion from 1959 to 1963. (Ali, 2003, p. 99). The major concern of
Pakistan was that despite being a security ally of Western powers, Pakistan has never got that
much aid from them and the more grave concern Pakistan had was that India will use this
support against it. In this changing scenario Pakistan opted the alternative Foreign Policy
Option in shape of China and the Communist state also respond in positive way.
Through this strategic visualization, Chinese friendship converted in to a vital and never
altering mainstay of Pakistan‘s foreign policy. That was the time when new era of frenship
established which remained

and thrived for all coming decades. On one hand China was

having serious border issues with India meanwhile on other hand Pakistan resolved its border
issues with China after signing boundary settlement agreement in 1963, under this
understanding a road was agreed to be built by both sides which would connect Chinese
provinces of Xingjiang-Uygar with the Northern region of Pakistan. This road was completed
and opened in 1978. (Aneja, 2006). At same time the major trade and civil treaties were
signed under which PIA became the pioneer airline to provide two way service to China
(Malik, 2008). In next step China Started to supported Pakistani stance on Kashmir and give
Pakistan

complete

security

guaranty

regarding

its

freedom,

territorial integrity and

sovereignty. The Common hostility against India brought both states more close and
closeness between Islamabad and Beijing grew with passage of time

5.10 U.S. factorin Sino-Pakistani StrategicRelations
Relations with US have played an important role in social and economic advancement
of Pakistan as the Islamic state needed a strong ally since its inception and US was the best
option at that time. From becoming the part of SEATO and CENTO in 1950s, the relations
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between tow states has been through many ups and downs as in decade of 1970s , Pakistan
played an vital role in China-US communitcation, then during 1980s, The Islamic state
became the front ally of US in a proxy war in Afghanistan against USSR, same happened
after 9/11 when Pakistani establishment decided to be on the side of US in War on Terror.
Despite being strategic allies, both states have faced lack of trust between them because of
numerous issues like US always decived Pakistan after getting its own interests. US forces
have conductin operations with and inside the the Western border of Pakistan and along with
that the issue of Drone attacks has also disturb the relations of both states. China has deep
observation on Pakistan-US relations and have concerns reagarding the lack of trust between
these two parties but over all China has no serious reservations regarding Pakistani relations
with the US. (Ruixiang, 2009).
Chinado have apprehensions about the interference of US in internal affairs of
Pakistan at every level of the state and along with that China is not pleased with US policy
of favoring India. US has been supporter of Indian Nuclear progress, assisted it in modern
and latest state of the art military equipment which defiantly created the hurdles in Chinese
South Asian policy and US is doing despite its economic dependence on China. (Former
CIA Director Michael Hayden, 2009.)China considered the US-India relations as Western
tactics to create a regional power against them and two reduce the increasing dominance of
China in South Asia.

5.11 Pakistan China Nuclear Alliance
After Cold-War, Pakistan was again left alone by US, in that time again China came
forward to play a very supportive role in Pakistan‘s Nuclear program. Major progress
occurred during the visit of Prime Minister of China, Li Peng in 1989, in which China agreed
to assist Pakistan in establishment of a nuclear plant (Garver, 1996). Pakistan was under the
American Military sanctions in 1990s, under which Pakistan could not exceed its Military
capability form a certain level. At that time Pakistan looked towards China as the alternative
military partner and along with Military assisnat China became the top supplier of Nuclear
design and technology to Pakistan.(Kux, 2001). This
became the major reason of

Pakistan-China nuclear cooperation

apprehension for America/ US secret agencies reported that

China has assisted Pakistan ineattaining surface to surface nuclear war-headed M-II Missiles,
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Further more Pakistan was provided the designs of M-9 and Ghauri Missiles. US stated that
these activities are against regulations of Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) but
Chinese authorities refused these allegations. (Dawn, 1992, 7 October) In coming years US
allegations continued regarding Pakistan-China cooperation as in 1996, US blamed that 500
ring magnets were being supplied by China to an un-safe guard nuclear site of Pakistan but
both China and Pakistan declined these blames. (The Nation, 1996, 16 May).
Futher more during 1995-96, US imposed economic sanctions on China on the issue
of supplying M-11 missiles to Pakistan. During March 1996, US forced China to get agrred
with the rules of MTCR. The American government threat to freeze the Chinese bank assets
in Europe but after detailed talks between Clinton administration and China, the sanctions
were not being imposed and Clinton said that China has guaranteed that it will follow the rule
of accord (Dawn, 1996, 15 May). If those sanctions were imposed by US, certainly it would
have reduce Chinese exports but it would have be a more severe blow to the American
agricultural exports. On this issue Pakistani foreign office has issued the statement―The
statement held nothing that could be of any apprehension to Islamabad, as China is a reliable
and trustworthy friend, confirmed to be so over decades‖ (Dawn, 1996, 15 May)
In November 1997, Jiang Zemin, Chinese President stated that China has the
responsibility of constructing and establishing nuclear plant under the contract and treaty
between both states. (Fisher, 2005, The Nation 1997, , 2 November). China provided huge
economic and military aid to Pakistan which make Pakistan enable to thrive in the region.
China not only provide Pakistan with Nuclear technology but was the main actor in
construction of Pakistani Nuclear complex. The communist state also became the chief
supplier of medium and short range missiles to Pakistan and also gave Pakistan the solid fuel
missile technology, Land to land Cruise missiles. These missiles were tested in 2005 ( Fisher,
2005).
The balance of power was disturbed In May 1998, when India conducted five
underground nuclear. Before these Nuclear detonations , Indian defense minister has declared
China as the main and long term danger to Indian regional power (Far Eastern Economic
Review, 1998, 16 July). The regional balance was necassry to sustain especially for Pakistan;
hence Pakistan conducted six nuclear explosions in May 1998 and balanced the power in
South Asian region. China gave its full support to Pakistan during all that issue and assured
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Pakistan that it will provide complete assistance to re-establish the balance in region
Despite all international pressure on Pakistan, China supported Pakistani stand and
president of China Jiang Zemin stated that it was India who started the hostility in region and
Pakistan just replied the Indian move as it did not has any other choice but to show its
nuclear capability. (Dawn, Karachi, 1998, June 4). The Chinese president also clarified that
the nuclear cooperation between Pakistan and china were under the regulations of IAEA
(Khan, 1998)China has also assisting Pakistan in establishing nuclear activities at Cheshma
since 1993 and in 1999, a 300-megawatt Nuclear plant was established and it was the first in
a developing country. (Khan, 2010).
According to Kenneth Liberthal the main driving force behind this Chinese policy
towards Pakistan is to built a strong opponent against India in region. The relationship
between both states gave Pakistan opportunity to also utilize the Chinese military and Civil
resources. He is of the view that this partnership has strong strategic depth even after five
decades of ties, and the major concern for Pakistanis to build stoinger military relationships
with China , and ―now that China is trying to build its global sphere of influence, for which it
needs

Pakistan.

It doesn‘t mind

if Pakistan becomes a regional power in the

meantime‖(Lieberthal, 2006, p.45)

5.12 Defense Cooperation
The defense cooperation has been the core of Pakistan-China relationship for over 60 years.
Pakistan needed that cooperation to tackle the India hegemonic policies and in shapre of
China Pakistan got the needed assistance and strong ally in the region. The military and arms
industry owed a lot to Chinese assistance,

the―Wah- Havlin-Kamra Triangle‖ got the vital

importance in context of strategical importance. During the decade of 1970, China has helped
Pakistan in building two very important

military industry projects. One was the Heavy

machinery Complex in Taxila, its extension factory for the making of T-59 tanks and other
was rebuild industry complex for F-6 aircrafts. According to analysits, ―In Wah, the volatile
group handles electronic switches, which trigger an explosio n‖(Regional Press, 1990 July).
China has played a vital role in making Pakistan self-sufficient in manafucturing of
conventional arms.

All of China help and aid is never being attached to any political

interests and it has increased respect for China in Pakistani society. The missile program of
Pakistan also thrives because of huge Chinese assistance. The Hatif Missile series is one of
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the prominent example of this cooperation. Hatif-I has the range of 80 kilometers, then HatifII has the range of 200 kilometers with pilot manufacturing, Hatif-III reached to the range of
600 kilometers and was testes in 1997 (Ahmar, 1999). The Hatif-III proved to its rivals that
it cannot be treated as a ―Sitting Duck‖ (Regional Press, 1 August, 1997, p.1). Although the
weapons and military arms provided by China are not as state of art as Western technology
but it fulfilled the Pakistani requirements and make the Pakistani military infrastructure string
and increased its expertise in weaponry field.
The cooperation between China and Pakistan not only increased in Arms and
weaponry industry but also in naval activities. Both states conducted their first maritime
search and rescue exercises near Shanghai in October 2003 those were first exercise of China
with another state. In 2005 , both states again arranged combined naval exercises in Karachi
and that was first out of country exercise for Chinese Navy. This exercise enhanced the sea
security cooperation between both states, communication through sea lines. Both states also
agreed to develop a framework for energy and trade routes of sea (Rehman, 2007).
Enahancing the naval cooperation both sides signed a deal of US $600 million in 2006, May
23. Key projects decided to be completed in this deal were construction of four F-22 frigates,
development at dockyard of Karachi and supply of modern technogly to Pakistan to upgrade
its fleet. Under the deal three out of four frigates were to be built in Shanghani and fourth
were to be made by Pakistan in Karachi. According to plan The first frigate was handed over
to Pakistan in 2008, third frigate came to Pakistan in 2010 and the last one is to arrive in
2013. (Pakistan daily, 2010, September 16). ―The frigate agreement manifested a milestone
in defense collaboration between Pakistan and China, as it was the first time that the two
navies had reached at a high level of collaboration to supplement the defense (Pak, China
finalize, 2006). China has demonstrated to be a reliable supplier of conventional military
equipment for Pakistan, including F-7 fighters, T-96 main battle tank, K-8-Karakerum,
advance training aircraft and space technology. The first batch of K-8 jet trainers was handed
over to the Pakistan Air Force at the CATIC aircraft industries (Nanchang) in September
1994. Pakistani pilots and technicians also got training there and the Chinese appraised their
skills‖ (The News 1994 19 September).
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5.13 Joint Ventures in Strategic Areas
The military ties between Pakistan and China has been getting stronger with passage
of time , including the cooperation in

defense sites development, making of fighting jets,

boms, Tanks and heavy artillery. Cooperation of both sides have make them enable to
construct the war machinery like Al-Khalid Tank and JF-17 thunder which shows the deep
rooted defense friendship of Pakistan and China.(Khan, 2011). DefenseAgreements between
both coutries has been very successful and timely. China provided the first small batch of JF17 thunder in 2007 according to its deal. The fighting jet has been tested in 2006 and the
batch was handed over to Pakistan during the visit of President of that time General Pervez
Musharraf. This development has showed the signs of change of centre point of attraction
from Europe to Asia with China in leading position and other Asian states following with
Pakistan in front. (Khan, 2011).
Along with vital defense projects, China is been heavily investing and giving
technical support to Pakistan in number of economical and energy projucts, which includes
construction of Gwadar port, up gradation of Karakorum Highway, Construction of linkage
road between Karachi and Gwadar, establishment of nuclear plants and many hydropower
projects. The most important economical project is of Gwadar port which was inaguarated in
2002 and its first phase was completed in April 2005 in which China has ―invested US $ 198
Million out of total US $ 248 Million‖ (Masood, 2005). In the project of Gwadar sea port
China is also working on linking the port to other states and ports of the region by using its
naval power in the Iregional waters. At start China was hesitant to provide assistance in the
project but later on show its consent after getting ―sovereign guarantees to the port
facilities‖(Niazi, 2005, February 28). Gwadar port has very important strategic location in the
region and Pakistan is increasing its role in regional politics by giving China access and route
for its oil imports. China will expand its circle of influence to Arabian sea and Indian Ocean
through this port and mostl importantly it will be able to keep an eye on US naval
movements in regional waters which is the major concern for both US and India as their
naval exercises will also be under the close observation of China. Along with these
advantages this port will provide a alternative trade route to Central Asia as through
Karakorum the region will be connected with Central Asia and also railway track along with
Karakorum Highway (Khan, 2011, p.34). Both states are also cooperating in other industrial
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fields like manufacturing of Motorcycles and development in heavy complex of engineering.

5.14 Dramatic Shift in Security Policy after terrorist Attacks of 9/11
The incident of 9/11 in America changed the world politics altogether and made its
impact on almost every state. It also tested the friendship of Pakistan and China and this
scenario and high official diplomatic envoy under the Chinese president of that time arrived
at Islamabad on September 18, 2001. Both sides discussed the aftermath of terrorist attacks
on international relations and most importantly the decision of Pakistan to be front ally of US
in War against Terrorism became under serious discussion as China has its apprehensions
regarding the decision, but the high officials of both sides talked out the Chinese reservations
and showed that Pakistani decision was need of the time hence China also supported Pakistan
stand and Chinese president stated ―Pakistan has paid a heavy price in combating terrorism.
The fight against terrorism should not be linked with any religion or ethnic group and there
should be no double standards‖(Rehman, 2013, pp.4-9).
As the front ally if US, Pakistan ha to provide logistic support to US and NATO
forces by giveng them important bases. America displayed its presence in region which
arosethe serious concerns from China as it thinks that US presence is to surround China. The
clash of Taiwan Straits and nuclear deal between India and USA, further worsened the USChina relations. Although the defense relations between China and Pakistan has not de-railed
in past six decades but in changing global circumstances, India has emerged as the leading
trading partner of China and these relations are expected to reach to US $ 20 billion in near
future. This economical closeness with India has changed the Chinese stance regarding
Pakistan‘s basic issues like Kashmir issue as China do not support the stance of Pakistan
openly and reluctant to use the terms like ―self-determination‖ and ―UN Resolutions.‖ Rather
it has start saying to resolve the issue through diplomatic means and negotiations. (Li, 2005).

5.15 US-India Cooperation and Pakistan-China Strategic Partnership
After 9-11 and verge of 21st century US-India has started to get close to each other
rapidly. There relations got more strengthened firstly during the visit of Manmohan Singh to
US where both states signed the treaty of strategic partnership in 2005, and further enhanced
in 2006 when US-India signed the civil nuclear deal. Pakistan on the other hand was
expecting that US will signed a nuclear deal with it alos after the decades long strategic
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alliance and neing a front actor in both American wars but when Islamabad felt that no such
deal is coming to their way form Washington, it further stregnhtned the strategic relations
with China making region more unstable. Under this scenario both parties signed a treaty of
cooperation and friendship in 2005 under which it was decided that ―neither party will join
any alliance or bloc which infringes upon the sovereignty, security and territorial integrity of
either nation, while simultaneously positing that both parties would not conclude treaties of
this nature with any 3rd party‖ (Aneja, 2006 p.2).
This strategic deal helped Pakistan in strong position against India and it did increase
the regional stability. In 2006, Pakistan President of that time paid a critical visit to China as
this was conducted just before the visit of George W. Bust visit to South Asia. This step of
Pakistan showed that it gives preference to China over its non-nuclear and war on terrorism
ally USA. In response of this Pakistani approach China issued the special post stamps,
celebrating the 55 years of Pakistan-China friendship and during that visit 13 agreements and
MoUs were being signed between both states in different sectors of trade, energy and
telecommunications. These agreements and attitude of China clearly depicted that China has
no reservations regarding Pakistan position in the region and about safety of its nuclear
program (Aneja, 2006).
President of China Hu Jintao described Pakistan as ―old friend of the Chinese people‖
and respected leadership's role in consolidation of mutual relations. Furthermore, Hu went to
degree to storm the trip as ―another landmark in the glorious history of bilateral relations.‖
He further said that ―the friendship between the two countries has matured into a
comprehensive strategic partnership for peace and development.‖ Although the regional and
global circumstance has changed but it highly unlike that China will leave Pakistani
friendship or start giving preference to India in strategic relations because if it happens ,
Pakistan will have the option of joining American camp and further the issue of Xinjiang will
get bad which will create problems for China ultimately. Above all China will lose Gwadar
port and its dream of ruling India Ocean and tackling India-US nexus in the region will not
meet. (Kumar, 2006,)
South Asia is a brittle region, characterized by poor governance, internal armed conflict
and profound socioeconomic, ethnic and religious divisions. China‘s engagement within
South Asia is fashioned by a few vital interests and principles. These include its geostrategic
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competition with India; its need for external economic expansion and resource access to fuel
its growth; its preference for strong and stable regimes; and its principles of noninterference and suspicion of multilateral action. China‘s support to Pakistan is molded by its
strategic rivalry not only with India, but also with the U.S. The method that China uses
support to Pakistan to offset U.S. ties with India can be clearly seen in the 2010 declaration
that China would supply two new nuclear reactors to Pakistan, in direct response to a U.S.–
India nuclear deal. China is deeply disturbed about insurrection in Pakistan and has provided
Pakistan with significant counter-insurgency assistance. China‘s appointment in Pakistan is
also molded by two other key interests: the desire to create a trade and energy corridor to by
Pakistani insurgents and to insurgent attacks on Chinese investments and workers. China‘s
counter-insurgency assistance may help tackle immediate security challenges. China‘s
approach has been either to request that Pakistan crack down on explicit groups that target
China (Ahmed, 2012).
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US India Strategic Partnership : Engagements of Pakistan-China
Regional Security Milieu
6.1 Introduction
In the current era momentous developments have taken place in the regional and
international power politics scenario in the context of US-India strategic partnership. The United
States is single super power in the world after the disintegration of the USSR. It is evident that
the United States has short-term strategic targets as well as long term strategies in the regional
and international politics. It seems that the United States is desirous to secure its protuberant
and foremost status in the regional and international political scenario. United States have altered
its policy towards South Asia and South East Asia in order to achieve its core strategic
intentions of having a dominant and leading status in the regions in the backdrop of 9/11. The
United States has restructured its security policy to accomplish its strategic objectives and has
constructed its defense and military conglomerate with India. The United States and India have
progressed to engaged egalitarianisms which is based on common strategic leverage in the
region, political and economic gains. The designs and arrangements, United States and India
developed cooperation is not of the same like in the cold war era between the stake
holders but by using all the ways and diverse linkages, the United States is advancing its
strategic policy objectives in the South Asia. This chapter will explore the implications for
Pakistan and China security environment in the context of various developments in the
region. The author will also focus on the complicated security situation in South Asia to
arrive at a logical solution. The main focus is on the Pakistan China security environment in the
context of United States India strategic convergence and possible repercussions on the regional
security particularly and global security as well.
In the Cold War period, handy associations with Soviet Union, India‘s policy to be nonaligned, stiffness and rivalry with Pakistan, the US policy of containment of communism and the US
strategic coalition with Pakistan is the noteworthy issues which stopped India to build close relations
with United States. Late rafter the termination of the Cold War, the US and India have moved to close
strategic partnership based on common strategic, economic and political interests. This substantial
change is predominantly due to America‘s alteration of its policy toward South Asia.

The relations between India and United States have been through many phases as
both states were never been close to each other and its major reason was that India adopted
the policy of Non-Alignment during Cold war era. The strategic interests of both states were
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quite opposite to each other of both states but in post Cold War time period it took a very
short time to bring bilateral relations to strategic partnership. At the brink of 21st century and
especially after 9/11 the relations between both states got better very rapidly which were on
the positive tracj since the visit of President Clinton in last decade of 20 th century. Common
strategic interests of both parties brought them closer and these mutual interests include the
cooperation in sectors of economy, trade, nuclear and missile industry and Defense.
The stability of South Asian region mainly depends on the Pakistan-India relations. In case if
one of these two states get upper hand strategically and in military technology then the
balance of whole region became unstable. Hence the increasing cooperation of India and US
in modern military and defense technology has raised serious concerns in Pakistan. US and
India has been strengthening their strategic relations and as Pakistan is already cautious
regarding Indian Superiority in conventional warfare, the ongoing US-India cooperation in
modern warfare has create more serious apprehension in Pakistan administration. A Pakistani
Analyst regarding Pakistani defense policies has stated ―they have always been India-centered
from the beginning‖ Since its inception Pakistan has been facing the security threats
especially from its Eastern neighbor and to tackle the Indian Hegemonic intentions, the
Islamic state has opted the policies of making Strong alliance and development of Nuclear
capability to counter the Indian conventional dominance. (Rais, 2005)

After the recent

strengthening in relations between India and US, Pakistan is using both of these strategies
.
The Nuclear deal between New Delhi and Washington is a Civil nuclear deal
apparently but a brief look to world history will show that all nuclear technology attained for
civil purpose has been used for military benefits ultimately. Hence in this context Pakistan
strongly believes that this nuclear technology will use for military purposes by India which
will disturb the regional balance.
To deter this strategic unbalance in region, Pakistan will tilt towards China for
nuclear assistance and China will not hesitate to strike a nuclear deal because of presence of
US in the region which it consider to be major threat for its interests in South Asia qnd in
result a new tension will rise between communist state and sole super power of the world
which will not only disturb South Asian region but will defiantly make its deep impact on
Asian and world politics.
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6.2 US-India relations: Strategic Partnership
Asia has always been the epic ground of politics. With the emergence of
twentieth century the dynamics of politics have greatly changed. Twenty first century posed
the world with new challenges. Today, the outlook of foreign policies is based on ‗realist
school of thought‘ where the major area of concentration is security. The security of states is
ensured by various means predominantly through economic interdependence. Even the
economy of defense sector is transformed in the way that they become closely related.
Indian and Chinese growth in the region is of considerable importance. United States had
long rivalry with China so it preferred to have close relations with India. As growing
economy India could check Chinese growth.
The term ‗strategic balance‘ denotes to the ―relative capabilities of the two sides
to achieve their respective strategic objectives in relation to the other‖. This term has
different meanings for both sides as for India it bring the image of its superiority in region
while on other hand for Pakistan it is mean to sustain its territorial integrity, sovereignty and
dealing of its internal affairs without any external interference especially from India. In South
Asian region this balance does not remain limited to just military sector rather it includes the
economical activities, social and cultural values of regional actors in context of international
presence and interests in these states. Two critical aspects has played important role in South
Asian regional environment firstly it is the Nuclear capability and deterrence and secondly
the role of major powers played in the region for alliance and own national interests.
As the sole super power and due to the strategic importance of this region US
have always played a dominant role in regional affairs. Pakistan has been always remain in
the US block during Cold war and also in Post cold war era in its proxy wars, because of that
US is the major contributor in Pakistan‘s military advancement although China has also
played a vital role but US has been the dominant actor in this field. That‘s why Pakistan is
not easy with the Us-Indian nexus and their cooperation especially in Nuclear sector because
on case of continuity of this US policy, Pakistan will lost its military benefactor and financial
supporter st i\global level which Pakistan cannot afford in current circumsta nces
(Cheema, 2004; Strategic Balance, 2006)
Figure 6.1: India’s Imports & Exports with US (US $ million/Annum)
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The term ‗strategic partnership‘ is not completely defined however it can be
termed as anything but not the alliance attributed to written treaty, agreement or document.
Entente is also assumed diplomatic understanding based on written agreement. Strategic
partnership is declaratory in nature. Historically India had been non-aligned. Currently it is
pursuing the policy to build long-term partnerships in its external relations with so many
states based on convergence of interests. The pattern of India‘s strategic partnerships varies.
Some are with global powers, others with regional powers, few with economically developed
and few with less developed countries. India has signed a strategic partnership agreement
with Afghanistan too, delineating its security needs in the region
India had long been searching for recognition of its nuclear status which it attained
through ‗India Deal‘. United States accepted and recognized it as nuclear power to pave its
way to enter in to region and have its preferences achieved. Analysts are shaky about the
outcome of the deal with India. The Indian behavior does not seem to be much reliable and
there is no guarantee that it will deliver on it. India‘s long background of being non-aligned
makes it susceptible on its claims. But here are bleak chances that India would be ready to
abandon its long enjoyed status. However, the gains in return are far superior. India would be
gaining much in defense sector alone and particularly the ‗civil nuclear deal‘ will be highly
beneficial for this growing economy
The cooperation between India and USA is based on ―Trinity areas‖ along with
that the field of Missile technology has become one of centre of relations between them.
Further enhancing the relations and mutual trade, both sides signed the treaty which is
called‖Next Strategic Partnershi (NSSP)‖. Under this policy both sides includes the sector of
―space and Nuclear‖ cooperation that not only increased the understanding but also increase
the arms market for American organizations in India. Both sides show mutual consent on
Oct, 2004 ―to create a working group, which presumably will negotiate not only the scope of
nuclear cooperation, but also Indian commitments to nonproliferation.‖
Indian prime Minister paid an important visit to USA in 2005 where he express
there eagerness to cooperate with USA by stating ―India would reciprocally agree that it
would be ready to assume the same responsibilities and practices and acquire the same
benefits and advantages as other leading countries with advanced nuclear technology, such as
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the United States.‖

The strategic relations further enhanced when during that same visit of

Indian Prime Minister to USA , both states show deep consent to develop a framework for
strategic partnership for next ten eras especially in defense.

The joint statement issued by

both sides during that visit in which US president stated―to help India become a major world
power in the 21st century‖. Along with that prominent US departments like State department
stated ― A milestone in the US- India strategic relationship: successful completion of the
NSSP, allowing for expanded bilateral commercial satellite cooperation, removal of US
export license requirements for unilaterally controlled nuclear items to most end users, and
the revision of US export license requirements for certain‖.
(Saran, 2005, p.1;)

6.3 Historical Perspective of US-India Relations
The relations of United States and India incorporates wide-ranging issues like security,
political, trade and technological. Before 1947, United States power politics in world affairs
had not focused South Asia (Limaye, 1993). United States made its National Security Policy
in the 1940s that was the vital dominating factor for the containment policy of communism
(Kux, 1991). Right from the independence, India had a different perspective that is totally
contradictory with America. India did not join the block although United States had

acknowledged itself as the solitary liberator of the World. India declared itself as
nonaligned whereas United States efforts were in full swing to counter Communism.
John Foster Dulles labeled India as ―incompatible with friendship with the United States‖
(Mansingh, 2006). In 1949, India recognized China and considered that Taiwan is the
integral territory of China. In 1951, the United States labeled China as a hegemonic and
hostile state towards other neighboring countries and backed a resolution in the United
Nations against China but India was the only single noncommunist state, who voted against
it in the United Nations General Assembly. During the 1950s, India was totally against to
form any coalition to block China (Chary, 1995).
United States and India connotation observed diminutive manifestations in the
Korean crises. In 1956, this relation disappeared due to the Indian dual policy on the
tragedies of Suez and Hungary. India did not condemn the brutal actions of the Soviet Union
in Hungary but had entirely opposite stance on Suez assault (Gupta, 2005). Although, India
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declared itself a champion of non-aligned movement but during the sixties, it enjoyed
military and defense relations with Soviet Union (Kux, 2002). From the 1960s, India started
taking economic, political and defense assistance from a communist USSR which was not
acceptable for United States. Furthermore, United States played its role to solve the issue of
Kashmir with India and Pakistan which further distanced the two nations (Kux, 2002). In
1979 China, Pakistan and United states condemned the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. But
India had a view that United States should find some political solution of the crises of
Afghanistan and did not condemn the Soviet invasion which was against the policy of
United States.
In 1962, during the India and China border conflict, there was a short-lived period of
Indo-US collaboration. United States supported and assisted India against China by using all
means and gave even huge military support to counter China (Tellis,

2010). India got all

benefits in terms of military and economic empowerment during the USSR-China conflict.
The

pentagon opposed military assistance and cooperation with India. India remained

―strategically irrelevant due to the division of US administration regarding the relationship
with the ally of USSR‖.(Mansingh, 2006). Since the independence, as the India and former
Soviet Union relations got momentum, the US-India could not advance to a strategic level
and these relations more worsened during the India Pakistan war in 1971 when India blamed
that US administration sent 7th fleet in Bay of Bengal to pressurize India and in order to
support Pakistan (Kux,1991).The United States and Indian relations could not develop
further up to 1970s due to the implications of National Defense policy of United States and
got worse due to the spontaneous initiation of non-proliferation sanctions in the context of
India‘s 1974 first nuclear device test (Gupta, 2005). India responded that she had pushed into

redundant arms race because of US-Pakistan defense relations that were not actually for the
containment of communism but US aid to Pakistan is meant to be source of spur to
encounter India (Cohen, 2000).
In1985 and 1991, two little spans of collaboration beheld between Indo-US
cooperation simultaneously, first is MO U on transfer of Technology and 2 n d is a common
strategic vision. These two agreements further stirred United States and India to have an
―agreed minute of defense cooperation in January 1995‖ (Mansingh, 2006).

United States
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policy was different with India as compared to its policy with China and Japan in the Cold
War period. China and Japan were the strategic partners during the cold war era but United
States did not include India in this strategic partnership to counter the evil forces of
communism. It can be concluded easily that US-India partnership could not develop due to
Indian non-aligned policy, upholding military and economic relationships with the USSR
that was contrary to the US policy of developing coalitions in order to counter USSR.
The primary US objective especially with countries in South Asia was ―to orient
those nations toward the United States‖ in the Cold War era (McMahon, 1994p, 23). But
US could not attract India to join the alliance against the communism. Senator Moynihan a
former

US

Ambassador

remarked

about

misunderstandings, miscues, and mishaps‖.

India-US

relations

as

―half century of

One of the Foreign Minister and prominent

politician of India Mr. Jaswant Singh mentioned these years in these words ―the fifty wasted
years‖ (Mansingh, 2006, pp. 60-78). The biggest democracy of the world could not uphold
affable connection with the most enthusiastic democracy. It was all due to the manifold
metamorphoses between the United states and India that both of them make up as alienated
egalitarianisms (Kux, 1991) but the United States and Indian civil nuclear technology deal
has transformed the liaison non-allied to strategic convergence (Nautiyal, 2006).

6.4 United States-India Strategic Partnership
Momentous developments in the international power politics scenario pressed United
States to modify its policy towards India and changed its relations from parting to one of
strategic convergence. The US expects from India that she will perform its role to
democratize Russia. The United States is considering India as a new established economy.
This relationship started in 1990s at the time when India was making policies towards the
creation of an open market. United States has gradually appeared as India‘s trading partner
and a huge source for foreign investment. The two democracies came close to each other up
to 1998 and it seemed that both the countries will have a more vigorous relationship in the
future. India conducted its nuclear test in 1998 that again apart the United States and India
from each other. But in 1999, the Kargil crisis provided the opportunity to India to win
empathy and backing of the United States.
It is evident that the major turning point between United States and India relations is
the President Clinton‘s visit to India and that visit developed the security cooperation
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between US and India. President Clinton acknowledged and confessed in his visit that the
United States had disregarded India over some decades and designated that this partnership
would lead to the culmination of negative effects of nuclear matters in the coming years
(President Clinton, 2000). President Clinton‘s visit changed the whole scenario and this
partnership was molded to reciprocated strategic assistances, economic profits, and sociopolitical paybacks (Bajpai, 1999). President George W. Bush furthered the sustained and
continual the policy and strengthened the Clinton‘s policy to stimulate bilateral relationships.
When Bush avowed his new Missile Defense plan on May 1, 2001, Condoleeza Rice
acquainted with the U.S. missile defense policy to Manmohan Singh telephonically in order
to get Indian support. This was the first time that the US had esteemed India as an important
strategic partner.
9/11 deadly terrorist violence transported US and India relations to nearby strategic
partnership. These deadly attacks pushed United States and India to have close security
cooperation in the region. The US-India relations were built in the context to secure the
benefits of two democracies in the region especially in the area of security and economy. The
United States evaluated that India have a potential to cooperate on the issue of
nonproliferation and it is the larger interest of the Unites States to have a close relations with
the largest democracy of the world in order to have a dominant status in the region.
On the other, India too was keenly interested to have strategic ties with United States,
so it fully supported the US security policies regarding anti-terrorism as well as supported
United States missile defense future design. When United States lifted sanctions on the India
(President Waives Sanctions, 2001) it started a new chapter of US-India relations and both
the nations involved in military acquaintances, economic deals and high level of talks for
future areas of cooperation. On 9 th November 2001, Bush declared its policy towards India
during the visit of Indian Prime Minister and announced that the America is interested to
build a stronger relationship with India on long term basis which will be based on mutual
benefits and mutual trust (U.S. President Bush and Prime Minister Vajpayee 2001). An
eminent security specialist remarked on the emerging strategic US-India relations that the
relations between the two democracies were fundamentally changing (Cohen, 2012).

6.5 US-India Bilateral Relationship-Trinity
India has hegemonic strategy from the start and in current scenario US iss its best option
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to meet their desired strategic goals that‘s why it was pushing US to get into a three dimensional
agreements including nuclear and space collaborations and this policy is known as ―Trinity‖.
The top most leadership of India quantified that advancement in these areas was
indispensable to make available tangible substantiation of a transformed US-India connection
(National Security Strategy, 2006). In context of the partnership leasders of both states issue a
statment ―The US-India strategic partnership encompassed escalating support in the trinity areas
as well as mounting negotiation on missile technology‖ (Kronstadt, 2006). It was later
designated as ―quartet‖. After development of relations and agreements the new cooperation
policy was called

―Next Steps Strategic Partnership‖ (NSSP). This advancing phase inter-

actions not paved the way to develop trust and coherence in combined actions between the
India and United states and also extended defense deals prospects for US corporations in India
(Kronstadt, 2006). In 2004, the America and India formed a working group, which apparently
discuss

more

opportunities of nuclear cooperation and

also

Indian obligations to

nonproliferation (Saran, 2005).
In 2005, Dr. Manmohan Singh declared during his visit of America that India would
be prepared to take on the same responsibilities and get the similar pay backs and benefits as
other chief countries with advanced nuclear technology (Saran, 2005). The United States
affirmed India as a vital actor in its role of a super power. Now India is poised to assume
global responsibilities in team work with the United States in a manner befitting a single
super power (Kronstadt, 2006). In 2006, President Bush and Dr . Singh expressed satisfaction
with the great advancement in a Joint Statement b y s a y in g ― Both the countries have
made in advancing strategic partnership to encounter the global challenges of the 21st
century‖ (National Security Strategy, 2006, p.2 ).

6.6 United States-India Mutual Security Defense Pact
United and India moved forward to further strengthen their strategic partnership in
order to meet their long term goals in the region and in 2005 both the nations signed Defense
Pact for 10 years which is one of the mile stones for India in order to achieve a leading role
in the South Asia. The chief objectives of the treaty are to support India for the joint
production of military weapons and mutual cooperation in the missile program and finally to
transfer the civil nuclear technology to India (The Times of India, 2005, March17). This pact
between US and India provided the means to lift the restrictions on transfer of highly
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sensitive military equipment to India without CTBT signatory (The Nation, 2005, June30).
On the other side, it is intended to aid India for advancing of long term strategic targets of
United States in the South Asia and ultimately in reward India to become a one of the
influential and major power of the globe. No doubt, this defense pact has provided the
opportunity to India to have its military presence beyond its borders (Mahmood, 2005). In a
press conference (2005), Mukkherjee and Rumsfeld

articulated that the United States and

India has established strategic partnership based on national interest of both the countries and
common interests in the region (Washington Post, 2005 29 June). This treaty will provide
the means and the path for future military and defense cooperation between the nations
(Ghayoor Ahmad, nd). The United States and India have moved forward to establish joint
production group that will scrutinize the scope of missile technology cooperation, military
and defense equipment bilateral trade, the training of the navy pilots and future co-production
(The Nation, , 2005. June 30). The Hindustan Times wrote that America was not sincere to
transfer the highly sensitive technology to India so she only established the ―defense
procurement and production group‖ and by establishing bilateral production group of India
and United States, the America satisfied the Indian media and also to save her from the
negative criticism (The Hindustan Times, 2005 June30).

6.7 US-India Nuclear Cooperation
India was made the member of NPT by America without signing CTBT and during
visit of Indian Primes Minister in 2005 the US administration made an offer to him to get the
same amenities and benefits from the civil nuclear technology as the other member nuclear
states and offered civil nuclear collaboration (The Dawn, 2005, July 30).
The Indo-US nuclear agreement was proclaimed on July 18, 2005. Finally, India‘s
long ambition rewarded to be accepted as non-proliferation regime (The Dawn2005, July 20)
During the visit of Indian Prime Minister Dr. Singh, President Bush emphasized to develop
strategic links between the two nations in the region for common and long term security
interests (The Indian Express, 2005, July20). In a meeting with Dr. Singh, Bush declared that
he is interested to convince the congress and other member states to lift up sanctions to
restrict India to have a benefits civil nuclear program (Washington Post, 2005, July19). After
9/11, India cooperated and supported United States on the US policies of counter-terrorism,
in reward to this cooperation, America lift up all sanctions which were imposed on India after
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its nuclear tests in 1998. Bush also declared that United States will also provide fuel supply
to Tarapur nuclear power (The Nation, 2005, July20). All the Americans favors are evident
that United States and India have formulated a long term strategic partnership in order to
meet their long term priorities and long term common benefits in the region.
American administration had given the surety to Dr. Singh regarding the acceptance
of Indian nuclear program by the other stake holders and member states of the Nuclear Non
Proliferation Treaty. In that perspective, the British Prime Minister remarked that the
arrangements with India are inevitable for the International community for the common
benefits in terms of energy cooperation, security relations and for economic development
(Dawn, 2006, March 3). Mohammed ElBaradei also endorsed the statement of the British
Prime Minister and said that it is the time to combine non-proliferation regime in order to
counter the possible nuclear terrorism in future (The News, 2006, March 3). In accordance
with the report published by Carnegie Endowment, Bush assisted India to become a big
power of the 21st century. Mr. Ashley Tallies cites in this report that Pakistan, Afghanistan,
state failure are a threat to India and United States. So in this context, both the countries
should have future collaboration in order to curb extreism.

6.8 Pakistan India Security parameters in the Regional Strategic Balance
The South Asian arch rivals has always been on different pages in conventional military
strategies which further developed nuclear race between them. The former main war between
the Pakistan and India was fought in 1971. During that time India tested its nuclear
capability and in reaction Pakistan announced to start its nuclear program.
Both states developed their nuclear arsenals but till 1998 the capability of both states
were hidden from each other and international community. After nuclear testing the national
security became essential for both states like all states of world. Both parties were almost
equal now and the in this situation the issue of security arisies as any action by both states
either right or wrong will directly threat their national interests and security (Rajmaira, 1997).
In context of US-India nexus apprehensions on Pakistani side arose rapidly and these could not
be ignored because of the importance. Now there are two methods to meet this challenge, one
is based on America-Canada model of exchanging Cultural relations and the second mean is
based on pure realistic rules which is military alliance with other states as just political or
cultural relations will not ensure the security of state. Given this, ―it is rational to think that
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the significance of military force will always remain them striking mode to secure the
national sovereignty and security of a nation state.‖(Shahid, 2008). Due to Indian hotile
stance from the time of independence Pakistan has under its threat and India has shown on
numbr of occasions that it will not hesitate to use force in case of a clash so Pakistan has to
develop a stance of deterrence. Both states have been engaged in many limited clashed and
three direct wars but the presence of nuclear weapons have hold the aggressive intentions of
both states as after 1998, only the Kargil issue has raised. Rodney Jones describes the full
picture of India and Pakistan rivalry ―The growing disparities overtime in defense
expenditures and acquisition of major conventional military equipment suggest that India's
capabilities to fight with combined arms techniques have significantly outpaced Pakistan's,
which implies that India could pursue military goals of conventional warfare against Pakistan
more rapidly today, shortening the duration of a conflict, and limiting the time frame for
international involvement. The same factors tend to abbreviate the time available for
deliberation and increase the chances of escalation to the nuclear level‖(Shahid, 2008).
To fight and tackle each other both India and Pakistan has opted specific conventional
military stances. India as a big power has opted‖ Offensive-Defensive‖ stance and building
up the offensive strategies while on other hand Pakistan has also working on same gorunds of
―offensive-Defensive‖ strategy relying on policy of surprise attacks and complete strategy in
case

of
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aggressive

act

by

India

RodneyJones

as―Inthelate1950sand1960s,Pakistanwaspowerful
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this

situation
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localized

conflict.ButPakistanneverenjoyedamilitarycapacitytoinvadeIndiadeeply,ortopressfor
anything lik e a strategic advantage. Even after the 1971, Pakistan's conventional military
capacity to
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block an air and armored assault by
beeneroding

asa

India was substantial. Butthisblocking

consequenceofIndia'sambitiousmilitarymodernizationofthe

1980sand1990s.ConstraintsonPakistan'sabilitytoacquiremodernsystemshaveslowedits
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to

widen‖ (Jones, 2002).
Although both states have passed through many crises bit still there miltray
concentrations are each other. Pakistan has this stance due to Indian hegemonic designs and
India opted this option because of mainly Kashmir issue and to keep the balance in South
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Asia
A brief look on world history of conflicts will show that in case of wars and direct
conflicts, the states rely on conventional means of military but one of those parties has a nuclear
capability it will use for the total destruction of its rival and example of Japan in World War-II
is most prominent but if both involving parties have nuclear weapons then its use will be depend
on uncertainty of first use by any side and in case of Pakistan and India it is most probable that
full nuclear attacks will be started in case of war and Pakistan has used this nuclear card more
strongly as it has better nuclear capabilities then India. Both sides has been following there
respective policies to deter each other since freedom as India at offensive side and Pakistan at
stance of deterrence (Cheema, 2010).
South Asia has been play gorund of super powers from a very long time a ―Great
game‖ in always on during different time periods oh history. The basic motives behind this
policy of major powers are different like Anarchy at global level, lack of trust between states
and idea of self help. Hence in these circumstances super powers work to expand their
dominance (Strategic Balance, 2006).
According to analysts the relation between India and US is prove of pure game of
power politics as US wants a strong ally against China in the region while Pakistan will
defiantly went towards China to counter the India threat which has increased after US
partnership with India and China will also be ready to be on Pakistan side. The major US
intention in this whole game is that it want to maintain its status of soul super power in the
world and India is its best option to counter its vital threat China but China will not take it
positively and the clash and aggression between will increase between China and USA.

6.9 Compulsions Behind US-India Strategic Partnership
Following are the compulsions behind the strategic partnership of United States and
India.
1- Rise of China poses a potential threat to the uni-polar world consequently; the United
States needs an alliance which would be able to counter China in this region.
2- After 9/11 and attack on Indian Parliament, India has disseminated that it is facing
same threats of terrorism as that of the United States.
3- India comes to an agreement with US missions of Regime changes for democracy.
4- The China and Russia are against the US permanent bases in Afghanistan and Asian
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Republics.
China and India have settled their border dispute and trade has reached to US $ 13.6
billion. It is predicted that India will become China‘s largest trading partner overtaking the
US, which is currently India‘s main export market and import source.

6.10 Pakistan-China Factor in US-India Partnership
India is big country in terms of area, population, economy and resources in South
Asia. India always has the hegemonic designs in the region but Pakistan has always struggled
for self-survival against the superiority of its neighbor county. So Pakistan has an outwardly
look and seeking external relations to neutralize the balance of power in the region. But India
always alleged Pakistan to disturb the natural balance of power in the region (Thakar, 1999).
Pakistan has a very important geo-strategic location in the south Asia and it had played a
substantial role in the world politics. America always used Pakistan when its strategic interest
is at stake. Pakistan‘s protagonist in the military stratagem against the communism and
counter USSR in Afghanistan was very crucial .Pakistan role in the war against terror is a
front line state. According to some strategic analysts, America and India relations will remain
at stake without normalizing the Pakistan and Indian relations.
In the Asia, China is a big power and it is recognized that China has a significant role
the regional and world politics. China has achieved a quantitative progress and it is widely
accepted in the world that china is a huge economy. Many strategist raise a question that how
the china will make their relations with the outer world after achieving its economic and
military peak. There are two schools of thought regarding china‘s future role in the world
politics. Some scholars have a view that China‘s role will be approachable and genial in the
region others have a view that its role will be rather antagonistic and confrontational. United
States and India take China constant and a long term challenge in the region for both US and
India (Mattoo, 1999). Pakistan security parameters are based on one China policy and it is an
all-weather and ever green friendship. India and United Stated have developed common
strategic interest. The United States and India have mutual interests in terms of China‘s
emerging power of the region. America is supporting India to maintain a balance of power in
the region in order to neutralize the china‘s influence in the region.

6.11 South Asian Security Environment
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Pakistan and India are two atomic powers in South Asia. Both nations have different
perspective on all diverse issues in the regional and international power politics. They have
different stands on all political issues and defense issues. One of the major bones of
contention between Pakistan and India is the long standing Kashmir issue which could not be
solved through United Nations resolutions, third party mediations and even through bilateral
talks between India and Pakistan. Because of the complex and complicated relations of both
the atomic powers of the regions, the South Asia is most insecure and capricious regions in
the world. Both atomic Powers Pakistan and India have political antagonism lasted for more
than sixty years and there is possibility in future a potential nuclear clatter between the two
nations.

In order to maintain a balance of power in the region Pakistan conducted its 1 st

nuclear test in response of Indian nuclear tests in May, 1998. After 9/11, the United States
has originated an anti- terrorism war.
The main focus of war against terrorism is on this region which made the Kashmir
issue more complicated. These momentous changes in regional politics scenario has
increased the distance between Pakistan and India which may lead to one more conflict
between the two countries of South Asia. The security situation is more dangerous because of
the Nuclear Proliferation in the region and this make Kashmir dispute more treacherous. An
assessment made by the Institute for Science and International Security about the nuclear
warheads of Pakistan and India. It was assessed that Indian capacity of production of
warheads is 45-95and on the other hand Pakistan‘s production capacity is 30-50
(http://www.isis-online.org). According to the report published in The New Scientist, 10
minor warheads would exterminate more than three million individuals if Pakistan and India
has a partial nuclear war in the region (www.newscientist.com). So there is a great concern in
the nations of the world that India and Pakistan nuclear war can lead to a possible first
nuclear war.
Post 9/11 scenario has made the security situation more complex in the context that
India relates the Kashmir issue with the war on terror and India has tracked dynamically to
create the association of terrorism with Pakistan. The counter terrorism security policies
mark the Kashmir issue even more devious. India has blamed and held responsible the
Lashkar-e-Tayyaba and Jaish-e-Mohammed for terrorist violence on Indian Parliament in
2001.On the other hand, Pakistan is front line state in the war against terror and taking all the
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possible measures to deal this challenge. It is evident that anti-terrorism security policies and
nuclear proliferation marked South Asia an international subject. But it can be concluded that
China , Pakistan and India has a chance for potential cooperation
proliferation and counter terrorism priorities because

in terms of non-

all the countries share common

interests in the regional security.
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6.12 US Security Policy and Balance of PowerinSouthAsia
Theconceptionof a strategic balance is wide-ranging and can be assessed on the basis of
multiple factors. It includes the impacts of economic achievements, effects of social
enlargements and the engrossment of other external actors in the regional politics (Cheema,
2010). Pakistan is struggling to maintain its identity as an independent and sovereign nation and
Pakistan maintained balance of power in the region by countering Indian superiority in the
regional politics and by maintaining its political independence but India take thebalance of power
meansIndianascendancyintheregional politicsasabigpower.

American role is always been

substantial in the regional politics of South Asia in order to maintain a strategic balance in
the region. The second important thing to direct the strategic balance is nuclear preemption.
Furthermost

America

played

a

significant

role

in

the

stability

of

South Asia

specificallyafterwardsnuclearization of the region.Although China has been playing its role in
the strategic balance of South Asia and it supported Pakistan against the big and hegemonic actor
of the region but America has been major source of defense and military equipment for Pakistan.

In this background, India and United States strategic partnership and common shared goals
can be security threat for Pakistan. It is understood that United States after this strategic
convergence

will

prefer

India

over

Pakistan

in

the

regional

politics.

Consequently,Pakistanwillbe unable to finddefenseequipmentalong with politicalbacking in
the regional politics.
The final and utmost target of the major actors of international power politics is
alwaysgaping for the prospectsand

projections

regionsabovetheirchallengerstoaccomplishtheir

to advance their dominancein the

hegemonicstatus.

Multiple

factors

are

involved in desirous to have a hegemonic status. One may be the international anarchistic
arrangement other may be the implausibility and insecurity about the actions of other major
actors and the 3rd is self-survival. Consequently, these factors pushed nations to gain power
in the region (Strategic Balance, 2006). It looks that India United States Strategic
arrangement is manifestation of power politics in the context of that America will use all
means and ways to support India to emerge as a counter weigh to China. It can easily
conclude that in this scenario the Strategic balance will be in favor of America as compared
to china and on the other hand the strategic balance will be in favor of India in case of South
Asian regional power politics. So it will totally disturb the balance of power in the Asia and
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that can lead to security concern for both China and Pakistan. The security policy adopted
by United States is the manifestation of the desire of the super power to maintain the current
status of the world i.e. uni-polar world

6.13 United States’ Security Parameters Towards South Asia
The trend of United States‘ policies changed in South Asia after the disintegration of
USSR as a big threat from Communism had wiped. The most tractable option for United
States in the region was India. The relationship of ‗estranged democracies‘ transformed in to
‗engaged democracies‘. The assumption behind this new relationship was to check the
Chinese rise which may prove to be threatening for Indian growth. United States considered
re-establishing its relations with India, despite of rifts on nuclear detonation, to increase its
influence in the region. The security relations of United States and India will have deep
impact on Chinese security environment Guihong, 2010)
According to many scholars, the United States security parameters have totally
inclined towards India and the policy is to focusing India and ignoring Pakistan from the
early cold war era especially after the Clinton visit of India in 2000. More over the Bush
administration went forward to put pressures on Pakistan and advancement of relations with
India (Jiali, 2001). In the wake of 9/11, the United States has accustomed its stratagem and
dogma in South Asia. The greatest objective and the focus of America are now shifted from
containment of communism to counter terrorism strategies. So there is a dramatic shift in the
policy paradigm and there is also a shift in the stance to support Pakistan on the Kashmir
issue. The United States has accepted India as a major power in South Asia and withdraws its
pressures on the nuclear program of India. Moreover it moves forwards to a joint defense and
military collaboration in the context of security paradigm of South Asia. Michael Clark in his
article published in Washington Times, concluded that America‘s concern is not on the rise
of the middle class in India but the United States is
technology corporations of

greatly interested

in information

India because that offered a lot of potential to US (Fischer,

1999).
The United States has its long term strategic interest in the region of South Asia. In
this wake the future Chinese emerging economy and military might is also a great concern of
America. The potential future influential role of China cannot be ignored. So the United
States, by focusing on its long term security priorities in the region, have exclusively skewed
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towards India and needs its long term influence in the region. Through the strategic
convergence with India, she is successful in achieving its dominant status in the South Asian
power politics scenario as compared to Russia and China. India has also successful in getting
achieved its long desire of acceptance of its nuclear program by the world and now because
of its emerging economy and defense joint collaboration with United States have gained a big
power status in the region but still it is not influential as Russia and China are in the regional
power politics (Brzezinski, 1997). Robert Hathaway commented that this inference is the
underestimation of India‘s capacity and potential because the Indians in the United States
have substantial role in shaping the security policy of South Asia (Hathaway, 2001).
It can easily be concluded that in the backdrop of Indian economy, long term geostrategic priorities, the United States changed its policy paradigm and focusing on India but
concerning the counter terrorism priorities, it cannot ignore Pakistan otherwise the region
will be destabilize and it will also be dangerous for international security as well. In this
perspective, the United States security policy has not gone beyond the strategic balance in the
region. Clinton administration was focused on the rising influence of China in the region, so
it made some policies and practiced different strategic means to contain China. Taiwan issue
has always a great concern for the Americans. American strategy to rely on Japan and India
to contain rising China had been a major policy paradigm of Clinton administration. In this
context, the India and the Indian Ocean can play a substantial protagonist in such a geopolitics.

6.14 US-India and Pakistan-China Security Procedures
After the disintegration of USSR and in the post-Cold War era, the physiognomies of
the region is that the United States has turned out to be the single superpower in the globe.
The role of United States in the security environment of South Asia is always been vital and
she plays a role of chief actor in the power politics of South Asia. Pakistan is an atomic
power in South Asia and always have foremost role in the politics of the region. India and
China has emerged as Asian powers. India and China are also the major evolving countries
on the globe and both are the nuclear powers as well. China and India are amongst the ―five
geo-strategic players‖ (Brzezinski, 1997, p.56)
They have their own independent policies and there is always possibility to have
some engagement with the vested interests of the United States. Brzezinski listed the
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countries as China, India, France, Germany and Russia. No doubt, In East Asia, China is a
gigantic power but on the other hand in South Asia, India is a main actor. From the security
perspective, the China and India has advantages and chief powers in their regions. But even
then they have not yet achieved the world power status so that they have influence in the
international power politics. China and India are two important emergent market players
which have a lot of emerging prospects for economic inducements. Both the regional players
are very important for United States because of the transitional stage. There is a possibility
and fears of America about development of an alliance between China, Russia and India
grounded on strategic interest, economic interests and to make the world muti-polar world
instead of uni-polar.
According to Bajpai, the shared political and economic benefits have pushed United
States and India to advance a supportive agenda in the regional politics as America and India
are the two largest democracies across the globe. Both the nations have their geo-strategic
and geo-political designs for which they need each other‘s support to achieve the desired
goals (Bajpai, 1999). In the post 9/11 era, the United States have shifted its attention towards
India and the security policy of America is to focus more on India in all the diverse strategic
concerns. India has made some achievements in the improving its economy. India‘s
information technology industry is really growing and has a lot potential for the world
especially attracting the United States. After the Indian support of United States missile
defense strategy, the American administration has totally ignored the Indian nuclear tests in
1998 and accepted its dominant position in South Asia.

In this century, counter-terrorism

emerged as a new phenomenon has for the strategic co-operation between the nations of the
world. United States and India also developed their strategic partnership in the perspective of
war against terror. In this scenario Pakistan is an appreciated partner of United States and
may consider as hurdle in the US Indian strategic ties. In the changing strategic partnership
and leaving behind Pakistan, US-India strategic convergence may emerge a "soft balance of
power" system among the countries of the region (Rajamony, 2002).

6.15 Indications for Pakistan-China Security Environment
The impacts of US Indian civil nuclear deal are undoubtedly challenging in the
international politics and might be threat to regional security as well as global implications in
the broader perspective. The Civil Nuclear Deal between United States and India are totally
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contradictory to the international standards of conduct among the acknowledged nuclear
states and the state that trailed its nuclear capacity outside the frame work of the IAEA and it
is also against the fundamental stance of the America non- proliferation protocols. There are
severe threats for Pakistan, which have to take into explanation. There is emaciated
difference to identify that it can be used to accomplish armed desires or would be used for
civilian purposes. This treaty would in expedite India to buy military equipment up to $5
billion from United States. More over India at any time can switch its civilian nuclear
facilities to armed manufacturing. In future, this deal can also lead to effect confidencebuilding dialogues between Pakistan and India. The US-India civil nuclear technology deal is
a clear cut sign that United States has accepted India as a single big power and foremost
power in South Asia and she would not deal Pakistan and India as equal players in the
regional politics.
Although Pakistan relishing a foremost non-NATO partner of United States and a
valued companion in the war against terrorism but Nevertheless the US has changed its
policy towards South Asia and has developed a most substantial strategic connotation with
India. One of the momentous and significant links of this partnership between US-India is
defense accord with both of them. It is definitely a great apprehension for Pakistan that the
US did not consider the strategic symmetry of balance of power in the region. It would be
disturbed because of the transfer of most sophisticated missile defense technology to India.
Although, India has refuted US proposal for the transfer of the Patriot Advanced
Capability-2 technology but US-India agreement for the transfer of Patriot Advanced
Capability-3 technology utmost imperative step in US- India strategic relations. Patriot
Advanced Capability-3 has capability to eliminate missiles taking all types of warheads. This
system has a longer range than Patriot Advanced Capability-2. The American army had only
175 Patriot Advanced Capability-3system up to 2004. It is obvious that the transfer of this
highly sensitive technology to India will start the anti-missile competition in South Asia and
will definitely push Pakistan to get look at least same anti- missile technology for its security
and defense needs. Eventually it will increase the defense budgets of both the countries and
will also lead to unnecessary arms race in this region. It is estimated in Pakistan the defense
outlay is increased up to 22 % approximately in the budget 2009-2010. It can be easily
understandable that the Indian troops will participate in the US led operations around the
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world without taking the prior approval from the United Nations (Mahmood, 2005).
One of the major implications of the US India defense ties and civil nuclear deal is
that it will push India to have more and more nuclear weapons and there will be no end of
this nuclear race in South Asia. Pakistan will follow the same path to have a strategic balance
in the region. The India is still seeking transfer of more and more highly lethal nuclear
technology. In 1998, India conducted its nuclear test and after long 15 year, the desire to
have more technology is stands still. This approach and strategy is really dangerous for the
region and even for international security patterns. The US Indian deal does not puts any
restriction on the India regarding the nuclear amenities. According to the civil nuclear deal,
it‘s entirely up to India to declare which nuclear amenities are for civil purpose and which are
for military purpose and there is no clear cut time frame in the deal. This extreme authority
has started wide-ranging discussions of the atrociousness of Indian forthcoming nuclear
objectives and production targets. According to the documented nuclear policy of India, the
solitary purpose of the Indian nuclear force is to maintain an Indian minimum deterrence
capacity. The Indian nuclear program is compatible rather than hostile towards other nations
of the world.
According to the Chinese and Pakistanis strategic forces, there are lots of
apprehensions about this declaration because it does not embrace any surety. The United
States and India defense relations has created a gap between Pakistan India balance of power
and has a severe threats particularly to regional and to global security as well. According to
Marya Mufti the significance of the deal was expounded by Dr. Singh and said that the
international community should take this deal in the background of India‘s nuclear test in
1974 (Mufti, 2005).

The agreement is not at all astonishing. In 2005, When US made a

declaration of hand over F-16s to Pakistan, a defense experts remarked that the US is going
to offer India something amazingly big (The Frontier Post, 2005. 12 August).

6.16 Limitations of US India Strategic Partnership
The partnership between India and US has not succeeded to become such security
alliance as in case of US-Japan or US-UK Alliance. There are few reasons to this. The
detonation of nuclear weapons greatly damaged the regional peace. But it greatly affected
the US led nuclear non-proliferation efforts.

United States adjusted this situation to the
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changing environment. It tried to manage non-proliferation policy after president bush
assumed office. US also imposed embargo which ruptured the mutual relationship.
Subsequent to this US lessened the efforts to enter in to NPT and CTBT. It was attained by
US as bargaining chip.
The second factor is US had realized this fact that South Asian region was crucially
important and India was very significant. The issues of territorial disputes, the ethnic and
religious differences and the traditional confrontation between Pakistan and India are most
pressing matters.

United States is wary about its interests in the region. Pakistan is

crucially important for the war against terrorism which has far reaching affects for US
national security interests.
Here is divergence of US view point of international just order. This has led to
mutual divergence in the mutual relationship of US and India. (Cohen, 2000). The trouble
is in the view point on the concept of humanitarian intervention. Indians have apprehension
that US might intervene in the region to ensure that US remains apart from the region.
India and United states are endeavoring to check Chinese growth and emergence as power
(Cohen, 2000). United States is particularly concerned about Chinese growth as security
balance. While India is particularly concerned about Chinese future relationship with
Pakistan and emerging future strategic partnership. (Wenmu, 2001). An Indian scholar
argued that, as a developing country, India‘s priority is economic development. India is
particularly concerned about the expansion of Chinese growth and the part it would play in
future. India is also not ready to give the security of its interest to a super power that is
United States. The interest, however, of both India and united states converge on China.
(Rajamony, 2002).

6.17 Future Outlook of Regional Power Politics
In the context of security paradigms of Asia particularly South Asia and East Asia,
the People‘s Republic of China is great concern of both India and the United States. China is
also densely inhabited, economically strong market and evolving big power of the region. It
is predicted that in future, China‘s role will be influential and vital in the security matters of
Asia. Keeping in view the long term strategic priorities in the region, the uni-polar power of
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the world is using all means and ways to strengthen its dominating status in the regional
politics. Especially in the backdrop of the 9/11, the United States has adopted security policy
inclined towards India. The anti-American sentiments in Pakistan and Anti-American non
state actor role added fuel in the drastic change of US security policy that is now leading
towards leaving behind its traditional and closest ally Pakistan. Although Pakistan has played
its substantial and extensive role in the containment of communism and war on terror but
American‘s changing long term security priorities and international power politics status
pushed US towards India as Indian ocean and India itself is very important for the future
grand military strategy of the United states. This US-India strategic convergence has, no
doubt, great extortions and intimidations for Pakistan particularly and for china as well.
Since the creation although Pakistan is enjoying strategic relations with china but
America has always been a major contributor towards strengthen the military and defense
capability of Pakistan. Pakistan has played a reliable US partner role in the context of to
counter the evil forces of communism, important cold war ally and counter terrorism front
line state. In response of Pakistan‘s substantial role in the regional power politics, America is
always a great source of balance of power in the region. But this drastic change and security
policy shift towards India will not only disturb the balance of power of the region but also
push Pakistan to defenseless status in the security arena of South Asia.
In the global arena, America is super power of the world which has greater role in the
world power politics and China has achieved quantitative growth and an emerging big power
of the region which will have a substantial role and influence in the future geo and regional
politics. So India has tilted towards America and readapted its future security policy to
achieve a big power status in the world scenario. US-India civil nuclear technology deal,
transfer of advanced missile technology and provision of nuclear fuel to India has potential
threats to be used against the China and Pakistan. US India cooperation especially in the
fields of space technology, defense technology and nuclear technology will create the
recklessness in the military warheads power balance in the region. Consequently, this IndoUS partnership will destabilize the whole region particularly and the world as well. This
partnership will lead to disturb the existing power of balance in the region.

The United

States has set an outrageous illustration that will lead to more proliferation in the other
countries of the world. It is obvious and expected that being a super power of the world the
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United States should restrict and oppose the nuclear arms race rather than to be a motivating
factor for the competition of nuclear arms race in the region. On the other hand, the United
States also desirous to have an access to the mammoth economies of the China and India as
well. In this perspective, there should be stability in the region rather than antagonistic
behavior towards one another and America can be affirmative element for the Indo-Pak and
Sino-India relations based on mutual understanding and mutual trust. This approach will lead
to regional stability and will create harmonious relations among the nations of the region
which is in the larger interest of the people of the region and America as well.
It can be concluded easily that China, India and Pakistan should be good neighbors in
the regional politics. They have good economic collaboration and should be supportive to
each other in the geo-politics. This triangle will lead towards the prosperity of the all the
three neighbors particularly and for the other international actors as well. This type of
relationship can only be achieved in the context of common interests and indulgent in mutual
benefits of all the stake holders.

6.18 US-India Strategic Partnership: Implications for Pakistan
The foreign policy of Pakistan and its strategic moves are rooted in its threat from
India. Thesecurity framework of Pakistan is overwhelmed by this reality. Regional security
environment is shaped by this apprehension on part of Pakistan as it is a major actor in the
region. Pakistan is particularly concerned about the transfer of high-tech equipment to India.
Pakistan also upgraded its conventional capability with the aid of US. The growing proximity
between India and United States definitely perplexed Pakistan about its security position in
the region (Bukhari, 2011). The main concern is that it may imbalance the deterrence
environment which is vital for Pakistan‘s security in wake of its conventional disparity with
India.
The vital concern of Pakistan is the provision of civil nuclear technology to India.
The perception in Pakistan is that this deal will enhance India‘s qualitative and quantitative
nuclear capability. The nuclear capability as it is being projected would be used in energy
sector is mere deception. India‘s electricity generation is only 2-3% dependent on nuclear
material. By 2025, it would increase only up to 6.5-8%. This produces compulsion for
Pakistan to increase its defense budget which is already burdensome on the meagre Pakistani
economy.
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The strategic partnership between US and India is majorly in defense and nuclear
sector initiated by Bush administration in 2000. This was high time for Pakistan as it was too
under nuclear sanctions and takeover of military government. Bush administration took this
turn out of milieu of strategic partnership rising originating from Chinese rise and Islamic
fundamentalism (Sharma, 2010). The term of the strategic partnership agreement between
two states is ten years starting from 2005 and the span of the agreement would increase as
both states would benefit from it.
Asian politics is majorly affected by India-China-Pakistan triangle. The nature and
salient features of this triangle are arresting. India is fastly developing country; China is the
challenging communist authority in the prevailing order of international political system; and
Pakistan is the monumental among the Muslim countries. Each country of this triangle shares
common borders and in some cases the disputed areas are large enough to be considered
territorial disputes. All three are members of the developing world but China and India are
the fastest growing economies, while Pakistan lags behind in this economic arena. China and
Pakistan have a shared history of unfriendliness with the third that is India. This feature of
the triangle is chiefly critical, seeing that China and Pakistan have had a record of starting
armed conflicts with another nuclear weapon power after going nuclear (Mahapatra, 2011)
Pakistan and China inherit a shared history of hostility towards India. This
partnership grew with time with growing feeling of insecurity. Pakistan tried to allay its fears
from India through close relations with China. There was friction between the bilateral
relationships but somehow this relationship survived owing to common threats (Jetley, 2012)
,Pakistan also came closer to United States to ensure its security. During cold war era United
States had interest with Pakistan in this region. Pakistan benefited from this alliance to
address its insecurities from India. In 2000, the U-turn in policy of US depicted clearly its tilt
towards India. This rang alarming bells in Pakistan over its possible isolation.

6.19 Pakistan-China Engagement: A Response to US-India Alliance
The entente of Pakistan and China is based on security imbalance in the region. The
tilt of India towards United States is its effort to a allay security concerns in wake of
Pakistan-China partnership. The engagement between Pakistan and China casts deep
shadows on security pattern of South Asia. This region presents a gamut of interests and
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attracts the attention and consideration of powers. The avoidance of this region‘s security
concerns is detrimental to the general security. It drew remarkable attention of global powers.
The rivalry of India and Pakistan determines the strategic environment of the region. United
States gave special attention to both these states. Different events turned the course of
Pakistan-China relationship. The proximity between United States and India reemphasized
the need to deepen this engagement.
China aligned itself with Pakistan especially after border conflict with India to keep
the common rival under pressure (Malik, 2003). Indian designs to check Chinese
domination are a serious concern for China. It kept an eye on Pakistan‘s alliance with West
and changing situation of the region. Indian entente with United States is a serious matter
of concern for China. The alliance may pose threat to Chinese interests in the region. The
growing Indian relations with united Stats are definitely aiming at denying China its
freedom of action in the region.
United States deem India as a growing economy and a potential ally to serve its
interests. This relationship invigorated during Kargil crisis and India succeeded to regain
support of United States. Both states have concluded Strategic Partnership agreement and
also nuclear agreement. This reinvigorated bilateral relationship poses challenges for SinoPak engagement. United States currently endeavors to surround China and India by
engaging both to deny the rise of any Asian power (Khalid & Hussain, 2014).
The nature of relationship between China and Pakistan is not economic essentially.
The economic partnership is thin in size between both states. In contrast to this the trade
between India and China has reached $13.6 billion (Khalid & Hussain, 2014).

The

relationship with Pakistan is primarily security engagement. After the Kargil crisis India
succeeded in getting empathy of west. The growing militancy in Pakistan also paved the
way for India-US closeness. The US raid to kill Osama Bin Laden in Pakistan was the
event which brought US-Pakistan relations to lowest ebb. Immediately after this Prime
Minister Yousuf Raza Gillani went to Beijing It is evident of the fact that US-India entente
naturally draws China and Pakistan closer.
The Chinese opinion about this strategic partnership between United States and
India is that it is outcome of insecurities arising out of Sino-Pakistan alliance. The close
relation between China and Pakistan initiated after Sino-India border conflict in 1962. After
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that

this

engagement

continued

through

Chinese

financial,

military,

diplomatic

and

technological assistance. The closer India and United States came, more rapidly ChinesePakistani relations enhanced. United States also helped India establishing its deep rooted
presence in Afghanistan. This also was detrimental to Chinese and Pakistani interests in the
region (http://blogs.reuters.com). This insecurity drew Pakistan and China more close in
defense partnership. Indian army has developed a notion that in case of any future conflict
India might have to fight war on two fronts simultaneously with Pakistan and China.
China has extended its relations with Pakistan in multiple sectors. The areas of
future interest and engagement are technology and energy along with defense and military.
China is more considering enhancing partnership in energy and forming it an energy
corridor. In particular the projects in Gilgit-Baltistan are source of concern for India. China
is investing Bhasha Dam with finances about $ 12.6 billion. During President Zardari‘s
visit to China in October, 2009, MoU was signed with Three Gorges group to construct
Bunji Dam (http://www.indiandefencereview.com).

China also visions Sino-Pak relations

now in perspective of enhanced and deep trade and energy partnership. It conceives to have
this partnership realized through ‗trade and energy corridor‖ in Pakistan. In 2011, China
occupied only 0.08 percent of volume of import while Pakistan occupied only 0.26 percent
of latter‘s total volume of import This shows a hectic effort is required to enlarge the trade
volume to enhance the strategic partnership.
The trend is to enhance Sino-Pak trade. China has permitted Pakistani mangoes and
orange to Chinese markets and the volume of trade stood at $ 3 Billion. Gwadar stands as
shining example between Pakistan and China‘s longstanding strategic partnership plan. The
oil pipes through Gwadar to Quetta extending to Xinjiang province will be a remarkable
achievement. This port will check India‘s growing influence in Arabian Sea and Indian
Ocean (Khan, 2013). China pursued the relationship with Pakistan in wake of its security in
the region. The relations diluted somehow when this need w\as felt to be reduced somehow.
Few analysts believe that Chinese help in 1965 and 1971 was only through weapon
assistance but China never ensured the security of Pakistan (Beckley, 2012).
The future desires a longer and stronger partnership stood on more solid and
concrete footings. The ‗trade and energy corridor‘ is a dream to realize this vision of long
term engagement. Gilgit is the focus of China‘s attention. China is considering to building
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1750 Km pipeline through Gilgit. This will go parallel to another long conceived dream,
Kashi to Hassan-Abdal 1300 Km railroad built from 1958 to 1979. It has to be extended to
Gwadar to fulfill this dream (Ouyang, 2013).
Sino-Pak relations cannot be comprehended completely ignoring Indian factor. This
is the most crucial aspect. The relation extended and emerged initially out of this threat.
This is considered as prime factor in building Beijing-Islamabad nexus. The China Pakistan
relations basically emerged from differences between India and Pakistan. Pakistan rushed
towards West to allay its fears from India. The Western coldness pressed both natural allies
close. The peaceful settlement of border between Pakistan and China gave both states
immense confidence to enhance future engagement (Akhtar, 2012). This is to be
understood in the perspective of the relations emerging from the regional insecurities. The
growing relations between India and United States further enhance this insecurity. The
future engagement of China and Pakistan are still based on the core factors on which it
emerged. They remain their foundation stones. The future will be shaped by expansion of
these factors and insecurities.
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